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Abstract
Doctoral Dissertation in Archaeology, Umeå University, 2008.
Hesse, Kristina Josephson. Contacts and Trade at Late Bronze Age Hazor: Aspects
of Intercultural Relationships and Identity in the Eastern Mediterranean.
Department of Historical, Philosophical and Religious Studies, Umeå University.
Hazor’s role in an international Late Bronze Age context has long been indicated but
never thoroughly investigated. This role, I believe, was more crucial than previously
stressed. My assumption is based on the very large size of this flourishing city which,
according to documents, possessed ancient traditions of diplomatic connections and
trade with Mesopotamia in the Middle Bronze Age. Its strategic position along the
most important N-S and E-W main trade routes, which connected Egypt with SyriaMesopotamia and the Mediterranean Sea with the city and beyond, promoted contacts. Hazor was a city-state in Canaan, a province under Egyptian domination and
exploitation during this period, a position that also influenced the city’s international
relations.
Methodologically the thesis examines areas of the earlier and the renewed excavations at Hazor, with the aim of discussing the city’s interregional relations and cultural
belonging based on external influences in architectural structures (mainly temples),
imported pottery and artistic expressions in small finds, supported by written evidence. Cultic influences are also considered.
Various origin and find contexts of the imported and culturally influenced material
can be recognized, which imply three concepts in the field of interaction studies found
within the framework of a modified World Systems Theory and also according to C.
Renfrew’s Peer Polity Interaction model:
1) The northern influenced material at Hazor should be understood in the context of
cultural identity. It continues from earlier periods and is maintained through external
trade and the regional interaction between Canaanite city-states in the north, resulting
in certain cultural homogeneity.
2) A centre-periphery approach is used to explain the special unequal relation between
Canaan and Egypt, in which Hazor might have possessed an integrating semi-peripheral role, a kind of diplomatic position between Egypt and its northern enemies. The
city’s loyalty to Egypt is hinted at in documents and in the increasing evidences of
emulation in elite contexts appearing on the site.
3) A model of ‘interregional interaction networks’ describes the organization of the
trade which provided certain consumers at Hazor with the Aegean and Cypriote pottery and its desirable content. The cargo of the Ulu Burun and Cape Gelidonya ships
and documents show that luxury items were transited from afar through Canaan. Such
long-distance trade / exchange require professional traders that established networks
along the main trade routes. The thesis suggests that Hazor possessed a node position
in such a network.
Keywords: Hazor, Canaan, Eastern Mediterranean, Levant, Late Bronze Age, contacts, trade, temple architecture, Mycenaean pottery, Cypriote pottery, interregional
interaction networks, emulation, peer polity interaction, centre-periphery approach.
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Chapter One
1 Introduction
Hazor is an enigma. In the Late Bronze period Hazor remained an
abnormally large settlement… about 16 times larger than the average
50-dunam settlements…It is difficult to understand what social and
economic conditions enabled Hazor to retain its unique position.1

The city of Hazor appears to have been one of the largest in Canaan in the
Late Bronze Age, yet no real attempt to trace the source of its affluence
has been made. No city can prosper in isolation; hence intercultural
relationships are of greatest importance for a city’s development. I
would therefore suggest that a clue to the understanding of Hazor’s
wealth and significant position in the Late Bronze Age should be sought
in the city’s interactions with its surrounding cultures.

1.1 Purpose of this Study
The aim of this thesis is to investigate and shed light on the intercultural
relations of the Late Bronze Age city of Hazor. The city’s role in this
period of intense internationalization in the Eastern Mediterranean has
long been indicated, but never thoroughly investigated. This role, I
believe, was more crucial than previously understood. My assumption
is based on the very large size of this flourishing city which, according
to documents, possessed ancient traditions of diplomatic connections
and trade with Mesopotamia in the Middle Bronze Age. Its strategic
position between northern and southern Canaan along main trade routes
that connected Egypt with Mesopotamia is yet another indication of the
city’s role in conducting long-distance trade and exchange. However, to
really understand the way in which the city was involved in international
affairs, one also has to look at other circumstances mirrored in external
influences in its material culture and architectural remains, as well as in
the documents that reveal the geopolitical context in which the city was
embedded during this period.

1

Gonen 1984, 68.
1
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What diverse cultural influences appear on the site and what can they
reveal regarding Hazor’s role on an international scene? What can these
influences explain about cultural identity at the city? These and more
specified questions related to the outcome of the investigation will be
discussed in Chapter 6.

1.2 Hazor, Canaan and Egypt - Background, Definitions
and Standpoints
Several issues of importance regarding definitions of geographical
and cultural entities and their extensions, chronological divisions, and
historical-political development in the Late Bronze Age divide the
scholarly world dealing with archaeological, historical and biblical
studies in the Middle East. I will therefore, briefly describe some of
these problems crucial for the understanding of this thesis and discuss
my position on these matters, but first a chronology description and a
presentation of the main focus of the dissertation – the Late Bronze Age
city of Hazor.
•
1.2.1 Chronology in the Levant, Cyprus, Aegean and Egypt
The chronological division in the table below (Fig. 1.1) should be
used as a guideline in the thesis. It is based on suggestions made by
scholars dealing with chronologies from different areas in the Eastern
Mediterranean. The Aegean and Cypriote chronology adopted in the chart
derive from Warren and Hankey.2 Their discussion regarding absolute
dates refers to the Egyptian chronology made by Kitchen. Hence, the
dates of pharaohs mentioned in this text follow his suggestions.3 The
Levantine LB is also dependent on the Egyptian chronology. LB I starts
with the beginning of the 18th Dynasty and the expulsion of the Hyksos
from Avaris by Ahmose I. LB IIA is the second half of the 18th Dynasty,
mainly the Amarna period. LB IIB corresponds to the 19th Dynasty and
ends with the Egyptian decline and withdrawal from Canaan and the
invasion / immigration of new groups of people, especially along the

2
3

2

Warren and Hankey 1989, 118, 138, 169.
Kitchen 1987; 1989; 2000, 49.
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coastline of northern and southern Palestine.4 When discussing strata
and relative chronology of other sites, the division and terminology
used by the excavators of these sites will mainly be applied for the sake
of simplicity.
1600 -

Levant

Cyprus

Ahmose I

LC I
LB I

LH IIA

1450 -

Tuthmosis III

LB IIA

LC IIA

LH IIB

Amenophis II
Amenophis III

LC IIB

LH IIIA1
LH IIIA2

1300 1250 -

Dyn. 18

incl. Hatshepsut

1400 1350 -

Egypt

LH I

1550 1500 -

Aegean

LH IIIB
LB IIB

LC IIC

Amenophis IV
Dyn. 19

Sethos I
Ramesses II

1200 1150 -

LC III

LH IIIC

Dyn. 20

Fig. 1.1. Comparative chronology chart of Eastern Mediterranean areas

1.2.2 Hazor – Location and Excavations
Tel Hazor / tell el-Quedah5 is situated in the Hûleh plain about 15 km
north of the Sea of Galilee in modern Israel (Fig. 1.2). The identification
of the ancient city Hazor with the tell was first suggested in 1875 by J.
L. Porter.6 Half a century later, J. Garstang independently also identified

4

Gonen 1992b, 211-217. The division follows Gonens suggestion although instead
of her LB I, II and III the terms LB I, LB IIA and LB IIB, preferred by several scholars, will be used in this thesis.
5
Tell el-Quedah is the Arabic name particularly used before the identification of the
site with ancient Hazor.
6
Porter 1875, 414f.
3
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the site with Hazor and performed several soundings in 1928.7 However
it was in the enlarged excavations, under the direction of Y. Yadin
in 1955-1958 and 1968,8 and in the renewed excavations from 1990
onwards directed by A. Ben-Tor,9 that our current view of the huge and
impressive city of Hazor took form. In 2005 the site was distinguished
as a World Heritage site by UNESCO.10
HATTI

Ugarit

s
Oronte

Alalakh

MITANNI

Aleppo
Emar

Euph

rates

SYRIA
CYPRUS

Enkomi
Qatna
Qadesh
Byblos
Khamid el-Loz

Hazor
Megiddo

Jaffa
Tell el Ajjul

CAN

Akko
Tell Abu Hawam

Jordan

•

AAN

Damascus

Dead Sea

Fig. 1.2. Hazor’s location in the Middle East

EGYPT

It was identified with help of: the biblical descriptions; the Egyptian lists of conquered Canaanite cities that point to Hazor in the vicinity of Kadesh (see ANET 2,
1955: 242ff); and with the Egyptian reference in Pap. Anast. I that associates Hazor
with apparently the Upper Jordan (Garstang 1931, 381-383; Yadin 1972, 19-22). The
‘city of Hazor’ appeared later in two of the tablets found on the tell (Horowitz, et al.
2006, 71, 82). Hazor is further mentioned in several other Egyptian sources and Akkadian documents, which will be discussed below. Biblical references to Hazor are
found in Joshua 11:10-13; Judges 4-5; I Kings 9-15; 2 Kings 15:29; I Macc. 11:67.
8
Reports in Ben-Tor 1989b; Ben-Tor and Bonfil 1997; Yadin, et al. 1958; 1960;
Yadin, et al. 1961.
9
No final reports from the renewed excavations are yet published, however preliminary results and a couple of extended summations are available see Ben-Tor 19922007; 1999a; Ben-Tor and Rubiato 1999. The so far most extensive research concerning the LB levels of the renewed excavations is made by S. Zuckerman ( 2003b
Hebrew). The Iron Age levels are extensively investigated by D. Ben-Ami ( 2003
Hebrew).
10
See http://whc.unesco.org/
7
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Hazor consists of two distinct parts: the Upper City, which is the tell
proper; and the Lower City consisting of a vast plateau to the north
and partially to the east of the tell (Fig. 1.3). The Upper City, which
was occupied from the Early Bronze Age to the Persian period, was
characterized by royal buildings and temples in the Bronze Age. The
Lower City was well fortified by natural slopes on the east, a deep and
narrow valley on the north and a manmade moat and earthen rampart
on the southwest side of the plateau. Excavations in this area yielded
remains of temples, dwellings and well-planned sewage systems.11 The
occupation of the Lower City is dated from approximately the 18th to
the 13th century BC (MB II – LB II). During this period, which was the
heyday of the city, Hazor (including the Upper and the Lower city) was
the largest in the region and covered more than 80 ha,12 which should be
compared to some other cities in Palestine, such as Acco 12 ha, Megiddo
11 ha and Lachish 7 ha. The city of Ugarit in Syria was 36 ha.13
Hazor’s important position on the crossroad of large cultural
centres and natural environments, on the main inland trade routes
between Egypt and Mesopotamia and from the Mediterranean Sea
to the city and beyond (Chapter 5), promoted contacts and exchange
with different cultural spheres that also possessed various realms of
raw material (Chapter 6). The period focused upon in this thesis is
the Late Bronze Age (ca 1550-1180 BC), generally seen as an age of
internationalization because of the prevailing flourishing trade and
intercultural contacts throughout the Eastern Mediterranean.14

Ben-Tor 1992-2007; 2008; 1989b; Ben-Tor and Bonfil 1997; Yadin 1972; 1975;
Yadin, et al. 1958; 1960; Zuckerman 2003b.
12
Gonen 1984, 68; Maeir 2000, 38; Yadin 1972, 15f. In Finkelsteins estimation
Hazor is 65 ha since he excludes ca 15 ha for the area of the ramparts (Finkelstein
1996, table 1, footnote).
13
Finkelstein 1996, table 1. For Ugarit see van Soldt 1995, 1255.
14
See e.g Cline 1994; Cline and Harris-Cline 1998; Gale 1991; Knapp 1998; Nordquist 2007.
11
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Fig. 1.3. Tel Hazor with the Upper- and the Lower City, looking north. Area
designations added. (Yadin et al. 1961, pl. I).

Area Descriptions
The various periods of the Late Bronze Age are represented by different
strata in the Lower- respective Upper City of Hazor (Fig. 1.4).
Period
LB IIB
LB IIA
LB I

Stratum Lower City
1A
1B
2

Stratum Upper City
XIII
XIV
XV

Fig. 1.4. Chronology and strata of the Upper- and the Lower City of Hazor15

The Upper City includes Areas A, B, BA, G, L and M (Fig. 1.3),
of which only Area A and M contain substantial LB structures. The
Northern Temple of Area A, its courtyard and surroundings, as well as
the NE corner of the Southern Temple were excavated in the 1960s.

The division of the strata is from Ben-Tor and Bonfil 1997, 13; Yadin 1972, 200.
Yadin, though, divides LB into LB I, LB II and LB III.
15
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The finds and plans of the former temple are published and fully included
in the investigation below. The Southern Temple though was completely
unearthed in the renewed excavations which started in 1990 and are
still in progress. These excavations focus on the tell and have yielded
several monumental structures in Area A (A1-A6). A large Ceremonial
Palace with a courtyard constitutes the focal point on the summit of this
area. This palatial structure is ceremonial rather than administrative in
its character.16 An administrative palace may instead be indicated by a
podium complex found in Area M on the northern slope of the tell. This
complex might have constituted the entrance to a huge Late Bronze Age
administrative/living palace, not yet unearthed.17 The pottery and finds
of these recently excavated areas, in Area A and M, are not yet published
and will therefore not be included in the tables and diagrams below but
will be considered in the discussions.
The areas of the Lower City are Area C, D, E, F, H, K and P
(Fig. 1.3). The two latter, K and P, constitute city-gates with connected
buildings. Area D and E are difficult to interpret and contain only fragments
of badly preserved walls. A couple of kilns in Area D suggest some kind
of industrial activities. Several large cisterns, originally used as water
reservoirs but later reused as silos and for burials, are most noticeable
in these two areas which have yielded a remarkably large amount of
imported pottery. Area C included dwelling quarters, a temple and a
couple of pottery workshops. Area F also included a dwelling quarter
and a probable cult place; this area yielded most imported pottery of all
the areas so far reported at Hazor. The implication of this phenomenon
will be further discussed below. Area H consisted of succeeding (from
the end of MB until the end of LB) monumental temples with courtyards
and adjacent buildings.18 In this investigation, all the imported pottery
found in this area is regarded as being connected to the respective period
of the temple.

16

Ben-Tor 2006a; Zuckerman 2006.
Zuckerman 2003b (Heb); 2006.
18
Ben-Tor 1989b, 215-264.
17

7
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1.2.3 A city-state in Canaan

•

Hazor’s political order as a city-state,19 among several others in Canaan,
is thoroughly investigated by S. Zuckerman. She confirms that a number
of features that characterize a city-state correspond to the conditions at
Hazor in LB, such as: the relatively small hinterland (but see below);
that the great majority of the population was concentrated in the main
city (Hazor proper); that the main economy of the hinterland was
agriculture, although professionalization and labour division prevailed in
the city; and that Hazor’s juridical and administrative independence was
unquestioned.20 To this list can be added: a sacral kingship, a professional
priesthood and, as will be shown below, an important long-distance trade
organization.
It is, however, problematic to use absolute terms and definitions
on human social organizations hence the set of features that constitute a
city-state varies between scholars.21 Since there is no city-state that fits
all the characteristics of the definition, the trend is toward a more flexible
and widened conception of such entities. According to some scholars,
this means that most of the earliest states should actually be identified as
city-states.22
Since city-states are considered to have been territorially-based,
their borders were more or less defined, if not physically with boundary
marks, at least in the awareness of the inhabitants and the rulers. These
borders fluctuated through times depending on political circumstances.23
The territories of the city-states of Canaan are suggested to have been
based on the borders from MB II, which in turn originally were defined
based on topographical conditions such as rivers, mountains, valleys etc.24

19

The designations of ancient states are many, e.g. early states, archaic states, territorial states, segmentary states etc. The oldest and most common term of a small
territorially-based, politically and economically independent state system, centred on
a city or town, is the city-state (Burke 1986, 137-142).
20
Zuckerman 2003b, 205-231 (Heb). Zuckerman uses the word city-kingdom hence
the governmental importance she ascribes to the king in this entity (ibid, 207).
21
Claessen and Skalník 1978 637ff; Marcus and Feinman 1998, 4 and attached references; van de Velde 1985 176f.
22
Yoffee 1997, 256-258, 263; 2005, 15-17.
23
In the case of Hazor see e.g. EA 364 (Moran 1992).
24
Finkelstein 1992, 210-212; Zuckerman 2003b, 233 (Heb).
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The borders of Hazor have been discussed by several scholars.25 Recently
a thorough study regarding the cultural and economic influence of
Hazor was carried out by S. Zuckerman, who looks at written sources
and discusses the ancient concept of borders and the environmental
situation. Primarily however, she investigates and compares the material
culture of Hazor, the Hûleh Valley and the areas bordering this valley.26
She concludes that Hazor’s boundaries were restricted to the natural
environment of the Hûleh Valley. Thus, according to her, the territory
included the settlements of the valley itself up to the Dan-Abel Beit
Ma’akha line, which makes the size of Hazor’s territory not larger than
other city states.27 This limited territory of Hazor is a consequence of
her acceptance of Na’aman’s and Bunimovitz’ concept of “no man’s
lands”, which they see as sparsely populated areas not included in the
domains of the Canaanite cities and not recognised by the cities’ rulers as
territories under their rule. On the fringes of Hazor, these are suggested
for the Upper Galilee, the Golan’s western slopes and the south of the
Lebanon Beq‘a.28 I. Finkelstein on the other hand, after investigating
archaeological finds in the area and considering the landscape and local
geography as well as written documents, rules out the possibility of ‘no
man’s lands’. This and the large size of Hazor proper makes him argue
for a larger territory of the city’s hinterland.29
Despite Finkelstein’s definition of Hazor as a territorial state and
not a city-state, which is strongly and rightly rejected by Zuckerman,30
his suggestion of more extensive city-state boundaries seems more
plausible. I hence agree with Finkelstein’s rejection of a “no man’s land”,
and his assumption of a larger hinterland, which is more appropriate
for a big and flourishing city like Hazor. Thus, the city-states’ borders
matched with no gaps between. The territories on the fringes were not
without value and were probably important for political and military
strategies, herding and grazing and for the control of trade routes.
Bunimovitz 1989, 138 (Hebrew); Finkelstein 1996, 239f; Na’aman 1975, 50-54
(Hebrew).
26
Zuckerman 2003b, 232-254 (Heb).
27
Zuckerman 2003b, 232f (Heb).
28
Bunimovitz 1994, 4, n.2; Na’aman 1986, 467 (Hebrew).
29
Finkelstein 1996, 247.
30
Zuckerman 2003b, 218 (Heb).
25
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According to this notion, Hazor’s domain included about 2100-2500
km², thus it was the largest in the region.31 Ugarit in Syria was about 2000
km², including its hinterland.32 Hazor bordered six to eight other citystates, in the W it shared borders with Acco and Tyre; in the N it bordered
the territory of Kumidi/Khamid el-Loz in the Beq‘a Valley; thus Hazor
controlled the entire upper Jordan Valley; In the SE it controlled parts of
the Sea of GalileeEnkomi
area; in the E the slopes of Golan were included in its
territory, while the upper Golan belonged to Damascus (Fig. 1.5).33
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Fig. 1.5. Suggested city-state territory of Hazor

EGYPTCanaan and Canaanites – contested definitions

The various designations of the geo-cultural environment in which
Hazor was located sometimes cause some confusion because of their

31

Finkelstein 1996, 239, table 1.
M. Yon 1997, 255.
33
Finkelstein 1996, 239.
32
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present-day geographical, cultural, biblical or political connotations.34
The notion of a definable region called Canaan in the LB has been
contested this last decade by some scholars, especially those of the
so called “minimalist” view, who doubt the existence of a larger
Canaanite region or group of people.35 However their arguments
have been strongly refuted by several scholars who use the
Amarna documents, Ugarit letters, Egyptian sources and biblical
historiographical interpretations to prove their view of this Late
Bronze Age entity, which are suggested to have covered most or
even the entire area of the Egyptian province.36 In this thesis Canaan
is treated as a geopolitical area also including the city-states under
Egyptian domination during the Late Bronze Age. Depending on
the political situation, the range of this territory fluctuated through
times (see Ch. 1.2.4), although it covered approximately the areas
of the modern state of Israel, the territories of the Palestinian
Autonomy, Jordan, Lebanon and southern Syria. Canaan should also
be seen as a “city-state culture” in the definition of C. Renfrew’s
Early State Module, comprising several interacting city-states,
among them Hazor. According to Renfrew these neighbouring states
often share a number of common features such as similar political
institutions, a common system of weights and measures, the same
system of writing, common religious beliefs (with local variations)
and the same spoken language. The relation between the units within
this “cluster of cultural homogeneity” is described as “peer polity
interaction”.37 The city-states in Canaan fit into these criteria, thus
Canaan should be seen as a city-state culture in the definition of C.
Renfrew’s Early State Module.38 This however, is not necessarily
equivalent to a homogeneous Canaanite ethnicity (see below).
Commonly accepted modern terms, along with the ancient
See the discussion about the problem of defining the name of this area in Ben-Tor
1992, 2f.
35
See e.g. Grabbe 1994; Lemche 1991. For a debate between the minimalists and the
maximalists see BAR 1997.
36
Na’aman 1994a; Rainey 1996; 2003.
37
Renfrew 1986, 2.
38
The opinion that Canaan was a city-state culture according to Renfrew’s Early
State Module is shared by several scholars e.g. Bunimovitz 1989; Zuckerman 2003b,
216 (Heb).
34
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name Canaan, which approximately covers the same region, are the
Levant (or rather the southern Levant) and Syria-Palestine, where
Syria characterizes the ancient northern- and Palestine the ancient
southern part of this area. Hazor was located between the northern
and the southern part of the region (Fig. 1.2).39These designations
will all be used in this thesis, in various appropriate situations.
Ethnicity and Identity in the Ancient Near East
”there is almost as many definitions of ethnicity as there are people
writing about it.”40

•

The applicability of ethnic, social and cultural identity to archaeological
problems is a complicated issue that has been widely discussed and
debated among scholars.41 Ethnicity and ethnic groups are phenomena
that long were identified by anthropologists as culture-specified, and
differentiated by a notion of a fixed common origin and kinship.42 This
approach, however, has been proven to be problematic.43 Hence, F.
Barth attracted great attention and appreciation for his constructivist
view on ethnicity as situational.44 According to this notion, the members
of an ethnic group choose their own significant features, e.g. language,
ancestry, religion etc, to legitimize their identity, location and status.
Further the ethnic groups are distinguished by self-ascription and
ascription by others; thus, ethnicity is not an isolated phenomenon
but exists only in relation to others.45 A definition of ethnic groups
based on self identification and identification by others is, however,

39

The Levant includes parts of present-day Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Jordan
and the Palestine Autonomy (Wijngaarden van 2002, 31). LB Canaan was somewhat
smaller and extended from about Wadi al-‘Arish (the brook of Egypt, just south of
Gaza) to the vicinity of Ugarit in northern Syria. Canaan is mentioned in Egyptian
sources, several Akkadian documents, statue inscriptions, the bible etc (Hacket
1997, 409 and references therein; Rainey 2003, 169-172).
40
Knapp 2008, 36.
41
See e.g. Emberling and Yoffee 1999; Jones 1997; Knapp 2008; Roaf 2005; Werbart 1996.
42
Knapp 2008, 36; Roaf 2005, 307.
43
Eriksen 1998, 47.
44
Emberling and Yoffee 1999, 272f; Roaf 2005, 307.
45
Barth 1969, 11-13.
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problematic in archaeological applications.46 In the ancient Near East
the situation is somewhat different depending on the many written
documents as well as art representations deriving from this area.47
Written sources, however, should be handled with caution when applied
to ancient ethnicity issues.
Nevertheless, a recent tendency toward an essentialist view,
(material-based identification) in combination with an interactionist
position can be seen among some archaeologists, who prefer to use
the term social or cultural identity, hence the difficulties in identifying
ethnicity in archaeological material. Instead of attempting to identify
ancient ethnic groups, this trend advocates the study of ethnicity as
social and cultural processes, involving the interaction between cultural/
social groups.48
The intention of this study is not to identify ancient ethnicity but
rather to use the differences in the material culture as a means to discuss
aspects of interregional and regional contacts in the Late Bronze Age.
1.2.4 Geopolitical Setting - Egyptian Involvement in Canaan and the
Emergence of the Northern Powers
To understand the prevailing situation in Canaan in general and at Hazor
in particular, we have to look at the geopolitical circumstances in which
these entities were embedded in LB.
Archaeological evidence and written documents testify
to close contacts between Hazor and cultures to the north during
the MB; particularly the relations between Mari and Hazor are
illuminated in these documents.49 The tone of the correspondence
between these two, and between other powers in the north, shows

46

Knapp 2008, 37f; Werbart 1996, 101.
Emberling and Yoffee 1999, 272; Roaf 2005, 309-314. See also the view of Killebrew 2005, 9f. Written sources are of course also available at some other ancient
cultures.
48
Knapp 2008, 63; Werbart 1996.
49
A compilation of the 19 tablets found at Mari mentioning Hazor is made by M.
Bonechi 1992, 9-22. See also Malamat 1970; 1971; 1982; 1989a; 1993. In addition there are 11 cuneiform tablets found at Hazor dated to the Old Babylonian Age
of which two mention the city of Mari or personal names closely related to Mari
(Ben-Tor 2006c; Horowitz, et al. 2006; Horowitz and Shaffer 1992; Horowitz and
Wasserman 2000).
47
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that these relations were on relatively equal terms. In this period
Hazor, with its special geopolitical position on the southern periphery
of the northern powers, acted as a transit/‘Port-of-Trade’ in the trade
and exchange connections between Mesopotamia and Egypt.50
In LB however, the political situation changed in Canaan. During this
period the city-states of Canaan were more or less affected by Egypt
and her foreign policy, both directly by Egypt’s domination of the
region, and indirectly by her activities in other parts of Asia. Across
the Canaanite land-bridge, main roads, fortifications, granaries and
water installations supplied the Egyptian troops and facilitated their
movements to their enemies in the north.51 In addition, the pharaonic
court levied tribute on the Canaanite city-states and requested different
kinds of goods to be sent to Egypt. Egyptian lists of tribute and booty,
especially those of Tuthmosis III (1479-1425 BC), as well as Akkadian
documents, primarily the Amarna letters, provide information about
these goods.52
A similar system of an upper-sovereign that controlled city-state
vassals in northern Syria was found in the Hittite empire although the
Hittite rulers, unlike those in Egypt, had clearly defined obligations to
their vassal states e.g. military protection in exchange for tribute.53
The division of the LB periods in the Levant is hence related to
the Egyptian activities in the region. A brief account of some of those
activities will be given here:
LB I: The expulsion of the Hyksos from Egypt into Canaan
by the Pharaoh Ahmose marked the beginning of the Late Bronze
Age I. Archaeological evidence and textual sources point to the
Egyptians as responsible for the impoverishment and devastation that
characterized Canaan in this period. The motive for this devastation
is suggested to have been Pharaoh’s desire to destroy the Hyksos
50

Hesse 2008a. A similar role possessed by Hazor, though not especially in interaction with Mari, is discussed by Maeir as well as by Ilan (Ilan 1995, 405ff; Maeir
2000, 46.). Maeir defines the modes of trade for Hazor as being a pure central place
for redistribution; a model, however, more suitable for local or regional trade (see
Renfrew 1975, 42-46 esp. 44).
51
Cohen 2000, 87; Helck 1962, chap. 27; Na’aman 1981, 177-181; 2000, 131f;
Weinstein 1981.
52
Ahituv 1978; Moran 1992, xxvii; Na’aman 1981, 173f.
53
Klengel 1992, 112; Knapp 1988, 187.
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cities in this region.54 The emerging powers in the north, the Hittites
and the Hurrians, constituted a potential threat to Egypt. These people
came to control territories in north-west Syria and Anatolia (for the
Hittites), and Upper Euphrates and north-east Syria (for the Hurrians).
These two groups were in constant conflict which lead to mutual
expansion into each other’s territories, e.g. the city of Alalakh, which
was destroyed by the Hittites in the sixteenth century BC, shows traces
of Hurrian dominance slightly after, at the same time the Hittites raided
Hurrian land along the Euphrates. Hurrian names and culture in LB I
Canaan testify, according to D. Redford, to the influx of these people to
northern Canaan. Mitanni became the “chief Hurrian state and leading
exponent of Hurrian culture” and its further expansion southwards
brought it into conflict with Egypt. The battleground between these
antagonists was in northern Canaan.55
The unequal relation between Egypt and Canaan strengthened
after the battle of Megiddo during the reign of Tuthmosis III, in whose
list Hazor is mentioned as one of the rebelling cities of the northern group
led by the king of Kadesh who was supported by, or even a subordinate
of, Mitanni. When the rebelling kings were defeated and had sworn
loyalty to Pharaoh, Egyptian control and administration were established
in the north.56 Egyptian means of increasing loyalty to Pharaoh, and
thus strengthening control, were to bring young Canaanite princes to be
raised at the Pharaohnic court, and later return them as loyal vassals.57
Hence the new role of the Canaanite city-state rulers was as vassal kings
under Pharaoh, who established control over Syria and coastal Lebanon
as far north as Ugarit; however Egypt’s conflict with Mitanni and later
Hatti continued. Amenophis II (1427-1401 BC) and Tuthmosis IV
(1401-1391 BC) maintained control by subsequent campaigns. Finally
a peace treaty was reached with Mitanni through a diplomatic marriage
between Tuthmosis IV and a Mitannian princess, which enabled relative
calm and promoted a kind of internationalism.58

54

Redford 1992, 126-129; Weinstein 1981, 2-10.
Redford 1992, 136-140.
56
See e.g. Redford 1992, 156-158; 2003; Weinstein 1981, 11f.
57
Redford 1992, 198.
58
Redford 1992, 165.
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LB IIA: The correspondence between the vassal kings of Canaan
and the Pharaohs Amenophis III (1391-1353 BC) and his son Amenophis
IV (Akhenaten) (1353-1337 BC), i.e. the el Amarna documents (EA,
see Chapter 2.2.4), characterize the LB IIA period. These letters reveal
social internal unrest that fluctuated in Canaan, especially in the north.
Quarrels, fighting, conspiracies and treacheries between the vassal
kings were common themes of the correspondence.59 Paradoxically,
since the vassals were fully occupied with keeping a local balance,
there was no opportunity for them to band together against pharaoh;
hence the vassal rulers’ internal quarrels seem to have made life easier
for the Egyptian pharaohs, who during this period experienced a time
of political rest.60 Despite internal unrest, the city-states of Canaan were
in a state of economic prosperity in LB IIA, which most likely was
a consequence of the flourishing international relations in the entire
Eastern Mediterranean. Imported Mycenaean and Cypriote pottery
testify to this picture. Harbour emporia, such as Abu Hawam and
Ugarit (see Chapter 6) as well as trade cities like Hazor reached their
heyday.61
In this era Egypt lost its interest in Mitanni,62 which was finally
defeated by the Hittites. Instead, the city-state of Amurru grew into a
significant political power in the region from the Upper Orontes to the
Lebanon coast, where the city of Sumur became the capital. Amurru’s
ruler Abdi Ashirta and later his successor Aziru betrayed their Egyptian
overlord and eventually changed loyalty and became a Hittite vassal.63
Thus the Hittites extended their domain and Egypt’s northern threat
increased.
LB IIB: The flourishing internationalism in the Eastern
Mediterranean declined in LB IIB. In this period Egyptian domination
became stronger. From the time of Sethos I (1294-1279 BC), administrative
residencies and military troops were built up in Canaan, particularly
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Moran 1992.
James 2000, 119.
61
Artzy 2005; Bass 2005; Cline 1994; Gale 1991; Hankey 1993; Liverani 1990;
Nordquist 2007; Pulak 2005b; Sherratt and Sherratt 1991.
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Redford 1992, 173f. The loss of Egyptian interest in Mitanni is reflected in EA 29
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James 2000, 118-123; Moran 1992, xxxiii; Redford 1992; Singer 1991.
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in the south.64 One of the most important Egyptian strongholds was
located at Beth-Shean, evidenced by an inscribed stele of Sethos I and
Ramesses II (1279-1213 BC).65 The southern city Gaza, the northern
city Kumidi (Khamid el-Loz) and Sumur (for a certain period) by the
Lebanon coast may also have been Egyptian administrative centres
supervised by a (stationary or circulating) Egyptian commissioner.66
The conflict between Egypt and the Hittites continued and ended with
the battle of Kadesh in the middle of the 13th century BC. The retreat by
a weakened Ramesses II after his failure in this battle, led to revolts by
Canaanite cities. Eventually however, a peace treaty between Hatti and
Egypt followed this conflict.67
A decline in the Canaanite material culture can be observed
in this period. The reason for this decline was mainly due to Egypt’s
exploitation of Canaan as well as changes in the organization of trade,
probably caused by the coming crisis in the region.68 In the 13th century
BC, the political, social and economic structure throughout the Eastern
Mediterranean underwent a transformation. In Egypt, a short crisis at
the time was followed by some decades of renaissance under Ramesses
III (1184-1153 BC) - Ramesses VI (1143-1136 BC), until the final
end of the New Kingdom occurred in the middle of the 12th century.
Invasions of the Sea People due to the collapse of the Mycenaean
culture, as well as years of drought and other disasters, are often given
as explanations for the collapse and mass destruction of sites in this part
of the world.69
Hazor was also in decline in this last phase of the Late Bronze
Age, which can be seen in the deterioration of the material culture in
most of the areas.70 Finally this city was destroyed too, violently and
suddenly. Different theories regarding the enigmatic end of the city,
64

Cf. Higginbotham 2000; Killebrew 2005, 53-83; Redford 1992, 202-213; Weinstein 1981.
65
Mazar 1992a, 279-281.
66
Liverani 1990, 141f; Redford 1992, 201.
67
Redford 1992, 184f.
68
See the views of Ahituv 1978; Bienkowski 1989, 61; Bunimovitz 1995, 325;
Knapp 1989; Na’aman 1981.
69
Killebrew 2005, 33-42; Mazar 1992a, 287-290; Ward and Joukowski 1992, various articles.
70
Yadin 1979, 67f.
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with focus on chronological aspects of the destruction level as well as
on the identification of the perpetrator, have been debated since the first
investigation of the site in the 1930s.71 Just a few of these suggestions
will be mentioned here: Yadin claims that Hazor was entirely destroyed
in a huge conflagration in the conquest of the Israelites no later than
1230 BC.72 Ben-Tor also argues for an external conquest, in the last
third of the 13th century, and discusses four potential invaders: Egypt;
another Canaanite city; the “sea people”; and the early/proto Israelites.
He suggests the latter as the most likely perpetrator.73 Zuckerman, on
the other hand, claims instead that a selective destruction directed at
religious and ceremonial buildings suggests an internal revolution by
the inhabitants caused by a long period of abuse and suppression.74
It is not the aim of this thesis to investigate the question of Hazor’s
destruction, however a cautious conjecture would be that the decline
and destruction of Hazor was interrelated to the breakdown of the entire
Eastern Mediterranean World System (reg. this system see below).
This breakdown may have been the reason behind the downfall of the
majority of cities and powers in the Eastern Mediterranean at the end
of the LB and the beginning of the Iron Age.75 The final deathblow to
Hazor though, could, of course, have been caused by either an external
conquest or an internal revolution.
Direct Rule, Elite Emulation or Administrative Imperialism
Various theories concerning the nature of the Egyptian control on
Canaan, especially at the end of this period, are described among
scholars. The suggestion by J. Weinstein attracted a great deal of
attention when it was published in the early 1980s. He claims that a
change from Egyptian economic and political domination to military
71

For a systematic compilation of the different views see Zuckerman 2003b, 259269 (Hebrew). These contributions reflect different archaeological paradigms and
the development of the science of archaeology through times, as well as the influence of religious and historical issues in society.
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Yadin 1982, 19.
73
Ben-Tor 1998b, 465f; Ben-Tor and Rubiato 1999, 38f.
74
Zuckerman 2003b, 299-302 (Heb).
75
For a discussion about this period of “transformation” in connection to a World
System perspective see Killebrew 2005, 37-42. See also articles in Ward & Joukowski ( .1992) for a better understanding of these “crisis years”.
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occupation and Egyptian presence in LB IIB –Iron IA Palestine was an
explanation of the dramatic increase in Egyptian material deriving from
this period.76 Since then his model of direct rule has been widely cited
and accepted among scholars.
In recent times, however, he was challenged by C. Higginbotham
who rejects a general direct rule and Egyptian presence in Palestine
and instead uses a model of elite emulation, in which she suggests
a continuation from earlier LB periods but with an increased
Egyptianization of the vassal princes, reflected by the archaeological
record of this period.77 Elite emulation is a concept of core-periphery
interaction and indicates that political units distanced from a prestigious
culture tend to view this culture as the centre of civilization and power.
Therefore, to enhance their own status and authority, the local rulers
adopt and adapt features of that ‘great’ civilization such as language,
symbols of governance, architectural styles and artefacts. 78
Yet another view on this problem has recently been put forward
by A. Killebrew.79 She shares Higginbotham’s theoretical approach of
a core – periphery relation (see below) between Egypt and Canaan,
but denies any significant emulation by the local vassals. Instead she
sees a clear Egyptian presence in strategic centres aiming to administer
tribute, oversee Egyptian interests, and guarantee the loyalty of the
Canaanite elite. She claims that the Egyptianized objects rather were
of the everyday kind, e.g. pottery which mirrored Egyptian presence;
the finds were not primarily acquired by the elites, nor did they contain
traces of hybridization,80 which is a common trait, and an important
clue to the identification, of emulation.81 Killebrew’s suggestion, which
she calls formal or administrative imperialism, is in many aspects
also a continuation from previous periods. However, it also touches
Weinstein’s model of direct rule, although she does not attempt to explain
why the Egyptian style objects increased in Palestine at the end of LB.
76
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Higginbotham 1996, 166f; 2000.
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It is important to keep in mind that these theories of direct rule; elite
emulation and administrative imperialism only deal with the situation
of the city-states in southern Canaan. For northern Canaan, the political
situation was different. This situation might depend on the distance to the
Egyptian centre and influence and pressure from the northern powers,
and is further accentuated by the cultural and political border in the
vicinity of the Jezreel Valley. To the north of this border, the city-states,
including Hazor, were more affiliated with the Syrian cultural sphere.82
The Egyptian finds at these cities (e.g. Ugarit, Byblos and Hazor)
primarily included luxury items found in elite contexts and burials and
were often characterized by hybridization (see below). Further these
finds do not show any significant Egyptian presence reflected in objects
such as everyday Egyptian pottery. Hence, I would suggest that the elite
emulation model is more suitable for northern Canaan. Moreover, in
this region, elite emulation was not only limited to the end of the LB IIB
period, but also occurred in earlier times.
•

1.2.5 Interpretation of Archaeological and Historical Sources in the
Near East
Several factors affecting the interpretation of the abundance of source
material, (inscribed Akkadian tablets, Egyptian documents, the bible,
various pottery types and small finds, artistic expressions and symbols,
architectural features etc) available for archaeology, Egyptology,
Assyriology and other historical sciences in the Near East and Eastern
Mediterranean should be considered. This subject however, would
take more than an entire dissertation to discuss. However, historical
and archaeological sources can never be entirely objective.83 Hence,
scientific professionalism, attitude and awareness are always of highest
significance when dealing with the interpretation of the huge amount of
historical and archaeological materials in the Near East and elsewhere
where different scientific, religious and political notions, of both
yesterday and today, have to be considered.
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Finkelstein 1996, 239; Killebrew 2005, 13.
See e.g. Eriksen 1996a; 1996b; 1998.
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As for comparative sites and material in the Levant, it should be noted
that the number of sites excavated, and thus objects found, in the
southernmost part of this area (primarily modern Israel) is greater than
in Lebanon and Syria, due to scientific traditions as well as historical
efforts invested in exploring the biblical sites of the former.84 In
addition, the political situation in modern day Lebanon and Syria has
obstructed sufficient excavations of the important cities of these areas.85
Such factors are considered as much as possible in this thesis when
comparing the amount of pottery and other aspects of the ancient cities
in different parts of the Levant.

1.3 Methodological and Theoretical Approaches
1.3.1 Methods
This thesis deals with both archaeological and written evidence.
Besides the abundance of archaeological source material at the site,
several cuneiform documents have been found (see Chapter 2) that
will be discussed as a complementing and supporting to the finds and
architectural remains. In addition, Egyptian documents and Ugaritic
sources as well as documents from other Near Eastern archives, e.g.
Alalakh, provide an historical background to the analysis.
In the investigation chapters (3 and 4) a contextual approach has
been adopted as far as possible. All excavated LB areas of Hazor have
been examined; however, the focus has been on three areas of the Upper
and three areas of the Lower City, which all are related to substantial
structures including temples, palatial buildings, dwelling quarters and a
few burials. Imports and culturally influenced material in the other areas
of the Upper and the Lower city will, of course, also be considered and
included in the analysis.
Thus, methodologically I attempt to trace evidence that can
reveal: 1) the function of the structure/area; 2) the city’s intercultural/
long-distance relations; and 3) cultural affinity, providing the
inhabitants’ cultural identity. Evidence of these issues can be sought
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in: A) Architectural features and installations as well as building
techniques will be investigated to trace cultural influences and cultic
features (e.g. in the case of temples). Thus cult and rituals will be
considered, given their close connection to cultural identity. When
dealing with architecture, efforts focused on comparative descriptions
to understand their function and source of influence. B) Imported and
imitated pottery are examined primarily in the interest of understanding
trade connections. An extended investigation regarding the imported
Mycenaean and Cypriote pottery is found in chapter 6 to trace the
find contexts and groups of users of these pottery types. C) Cultural
influences in small finds and artistic expressions in them are studied
to trace intercultural connections and cultural affinity. D) Documents
dealing with Hazor are studied to see whether they can reflect something
of the abovementioned cultural contacts.
Since the investigation is based on selective material, this study
should not be seen as completely covering the excavated areas and finds
of Hazor, which only can be found in the Hazor reports.86 Nevertheless,
a clear pattern regarding the imports and influences can be seen,
which have various implications connected to the city’s long-distance
relations; thus different aspects of interregional (intercultural) contacts
and cultural identity can be read in the material culture of Hazor, which
will be discussed in Chapter 6.
1.3.2 Theoretical Approaches
To analyze these various aspects of interaction requires the application
of different models and theoretical approaches. Some models, like Peer
Polity Interaction and elite emulation, were touched upon previously.
As mentioned, peer polity interaction deals with the regional interaction
between societies of more or less equal status within a city-state
culture,87 and are thus suitable to use when discussing the relations
between the city-states within the Canaanite entity. Elite emulation,
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however, is viewed as a feature of a centre-periphery relation.88 Such
an approach focuses on inter-societal relations between differently
organized societies, comprising dominant centres (e.g. Egypt) and
more or less exploited peripheries (e.g. Canaan).89 A centre-periphery
approach is hence appropriate when analysing aspects of interaction
between Egypt and Canaan, but it is also a component in the larger
context of an Eastern Mediterranean World Systems Theory (WST),
including several centres, peripheries and even semi-peripheries.90
The original model of the WST was developed by I. Wallerstein
for modern societies and was based on the current political and
economic structure of capitalist world domination.91 This domination
is maintained by economic processes that link regions together in
dependent relationships through the exploitation of raw-material rich
peripheries by dominating centres.92 Instead of focusing on diffusion or
adaptation, the tool for analysis in this theory is directed at interaction
and dependencies.93
Since WST is a modern concept, it has been up to the
archaeological establishment, together with sociologists, to adjust it
to the ancient world and archaeological demands.94 A consideration
has been Wallerstein’s assumption that pre-capitalist societies were
not part of economic systems and thus not suitable for WST. This
view, however, is not a problem if adopting a less rigid perspective
of ancient economics.95 P. Kohl has convincingly demonstrated the
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market mentality and complexity of ancient economics in his revision
of WST.96 This inevitably leads us into the question of a formalist vs.
a substantivist approach to ancient economics, which will be further
discussed in Chapter 2, together with ancient trade and economics in
general.
Another matter of adaptation has been the erroneous supposition
that “core dominance denies any kind of agency to the periphery”;97
an assumption derived from the economic determinism of the World
Systems model and its sole focus on the core activities.98 These
drawbacks caused G. Stein to develop a theory, applicable to ancient
economics, based on the more flexible term “interregional interaction
networks”.99 Inspired by P. Curtin and A. Cohen he describes these
systems as operated by trade groups/diasporas, established along major
trade routes (see Chapter 2.1.3).100
Since there have been so many new works and modifications in
Wallerstein’s theory the World Systems perspective can no longer be
associated only with his work. As Hall puts it:
•
Indeed, there are so many variations in world-systems analysis, that
it is no longer appropriate to refer to it as a theory. It is better called
a perspective, or in Kuhn’s sense (1970), a paradigm which contains
many competing theories. In Kuhn’s use, a paradigm is logically more
general than a theory. It is a set of guiding assumptions and approaches
that direct researchers to ask questions, and develop theories (note the
plural) that attempt to answer those questions.101

Thus, in the discussion of intercultural relations, this thesis applies
different models to the concept of a modified World Systems
Theory, a “centre-periphery” approach including elite emulation;
and “interregional interaction networks”, as well as a trade group
/ diaspora model. However, aspects of “Peer Polity Interaction” are
also used when discussing regional contacts, for instance between
the city-states of Canaan.
96
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1.4 Previous Research
With the outcome of the archaeological excavations as a base further
research has been enabled at Hazor. Based on the numerous references
to Hazor in the Mari archives and a number of tablets found at Hazor
dealing with this period, several aspects of the city’s relations with the
northern countries in the MB have been studied.102 The LB period of
Hazor on the other hand, except for a couple of Amarna documents,
has not until recently yielded significant documents regarding the city’s
international contacts; hence, despite noting that this era is considered
to be the heyday of internationalization in the Eastern Mediterranean no
comprehensive work regarding this issue has been published so far. The
main research efforts regarding the LB of Hazor have instead focused
on the circumstances concerning the destruction of the city at the end
of this period.103
Some studies, however, have touched upon Hazor’s international
activities in the LB. Yadin realized the city’s close ties to the northern
countries and suggested cultural affinity between Hazor and these
sites, based on observations and conclusions of the Syrian influence
in architecture and art.104 The northern ties in this period were further
stressed by Ben-Tor in a comparative study on architectural details on
the palatial building in Area A with a contemporary palace in Alalakh.105
Zuckerman also points out the cultural ties to the north and suggests
that Hazor held a position as a ‘Gateway Community’ in LB indicated
by the vast amount of Cedar timber used in the monumental buildings,
transported on the north-south trade routes to Hazor from the Lebanon
Beq‘a.106 Her recent comparative studies, based on the outcome of the
renewed excavations regarding the architecture of the structure of Area
M and the pottery of Areas A and M have been very useful for this
study. The aim of her dissertation though was primarily to investigate
regional aspects of the material culture of Hazor and its hinterland.
102
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P. Bienkowski investigated the role of Hazor in the LB but did not
emphasize the northern connections. Instead he claimed that a lack of
trade surplus at Hazor is an explanation for “the apparent decline in its
architecture and material culture throughout the LB Age”.107 However
the renewed excavations proved that such decline did not exist, except
for in the latest phase of the city, Stratum 1A / XIII.108 His paper
focuses more on the relations between Egypt and Hazor in light of the
Amarna documents, in combination with the paucity of Egyptian finds.
Bienkowski suggests, however with uncertainty and ambivalence, that
Hazor remained outside direct Egyptian control and influence during the
Late Bronze Age. Further, that it trade-wise was by-passed, although it
was located along the Egyptian military route.109 His paper was written
twenty years ago though, and as he points out himself, at that time the
evidence was meager. The two last reports from Yadin’s excavations
were not published, neither were the resumed excavations initiated.
Concerning the Aegean and Cypriote material on the site, no
attempts to interpret it in the view of direct or indirect relations with
their homelands have been made. Although, in G. J. van Wijngaarden’s
book on Mycenaean pottery in the Levant, a useful contextual
investigation of the distribution and use of Mycenaean pottery at Hazor
was conducted.110 However, his investigation did not deal with the city’s
trade relations or how and why the pottery reached Hazor, nor did he
discuss the Cypriote pottery. A subchapter of S. Zuckerman’s PhD thesis
is dedicated to the occurrence of Mycenaean and Cypriote pottery at the
site. Her focus is however solely on the chronological aspects of the
pottery in discussions related to the dating of the destruction stratum of
the final LB phase.111
New perspectives and recent finds might expand upon the
abovementioned suggestions and suggest other types of questions
related to the nature of intercultural contacts at Hazor – one of the
largest cities in Late Bronze Age Canaan.
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1.5 Organization of the Book
Following the general introduction, the book is divided into three main
parts: The first part includes this introduction and Chapter 2, which
discusses contacts reflected in archaeological material and written
documents in the Eastern Mediterranean from the perspective of
Canaan. Examples are given from temple architecture; imported pottery;
influences in art; and written documents. The second part of the book,
Chapter 3 and 4, is an investigation of the excavated areas of Hazor with
focus on imported finds and various cultural influences in architecture
(mainly temples) and art. This part also includes Chapter 5, a transition
between the investigation and the discussion, which mainly includes a
brief account of the city plan based on the investigation chapters, and an
investigation of the terrestrial and maritime trade routes as well as the
harbour cities related to the city and to the region. The final part, Chapter
6, discusses aspects of the city’s intercultural connections and cultural
affinity based on the investigation chapters and theoretical approaches,
followed by a summary and conclusion in Chapter 7.
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Chapter Two
2 Culural Interactions in the Late Bronze Age
Eastern Mediterranean
Although cultural influences can be conveyed in many ways all contacts
between peoples, tribes and clans may go along with some exchange of
goods, which also involves exchange of information. These activities
imply for instance some understanding of the involved parties’ concepts
of number and unit of measure necessary for the exchange. This chapter
aims to discuss the various economics behind the organization of the
ancient Eastern Mediterranean trade/exchange and the international
character of these activities. In addition it also gives some introductory
aspects on the archaeological objects and inscribed documents, which
reflect cultural influences, discussed in the investigation chapter of this
thesis; thus what today constitutes the evidence of the interaction.
•

2.1 The Organization of the Ancient Trade
2.1.1 Substantivists vs. Formalists
The starting point of the debate on how ancient trade and economy were
organized began in the middle of the last century with a publication by
the economic historian K. Polanyi, in which he defines two meanings of
the word ’economy’, the substantivist and the formalist.112
Two views, particularly on pre-capitalist economy developed
from these definitions, which since then have been a source of debate,
particularly in the 1960s and 70s. The formalist approach emphasizes
the person as a rational being who always struggles against a scarcity
of supplies and hence makes decisions founded on an inherent
acquisitiveness and a universal thinking of maximum utilization of
labor, land and supply.113 The substantivists, on the other hand, consider
the ancient economy as embodied in institutions in society connected
to cultural and social phenomenon. Ancient man is not considered
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capable of seeing a comprehensive economic system.114 According to
substantivism, the economic consciousness and market economy thinking
did not develop until the industrial revolution in the 19th century, and
are thus not applicable to understanding ancient economy.115 The earlier
economies were instead mainly based on redistribution and reciprocity
(= gift exchange), and to a certain degree on market-exchange, without
firm prices.116
M. Finley was the first to analyze the Mycenaean Linear B
tablets from an economic substantivist perspective. Influenced by
Polanyi’s ideas, he saw in the material a huge redistributive palaceorganization where long-distance trade was of minor importance in the
economy.117 This view on Mycenaean palace economy and trade still
prevails among some archaeologists.118 However, several arguments
against these ideas have been stressed:119 1) The large quantity of
Mycenaean pottery distributed outside the Aegean mirrors extensive
trading activities; 2) There is doubt that pottery was considered suitable
for elite gift exchange; it did not, for example, appear in Near Eastern
diplomatic documents as such, and it might rather have been meant for
the sub-elites; 3) The seemingly specialized Mycenaean (and maybe
Cypriote) pottery production for the eastern market does not go along
with a purely redistributive system. 4) The commercial appearance of
a growing group of independent merchants and traders was based at
strategic nodes on international routes.120
2.1.2 Complex Network Systems of Multifaceted Economics
There is a recent revival of the debate between substantivism and
formalism, although in a more nuanced form, without the dichotomous
discussion of modern and ancient times that prevailed earlier.121
Thus, in my opinion, focus should not be on similarities/differences
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between modern market economy and ancient pre-capitalist economy,
but instead on the interaction between various synchronous ancient
societies with different or similar economic systems. This is in line with
Wijngaarden’s and Liverani’s suggestion of a dependent coexistence in
the Mediterranean during the Late Bronze Age.122 Wijngaarden states
that:
…trade was carried out by many, among whom were local producers and
distributors, palace-based traders and independent merchantmen. The
mechanisms at work in such a system were diverse and complex, with
objects travelling through several modes of exchange run by different
participants before being deposited at their place of archaeological
recovery.123

•

The city-states of Canaan and the growing cities of Cyprus had a less
controlled palace economy, more open for private entrepreneurship, than
Egypt, Hatti and Mycenae.124 Yet all these states were interconnected
in the Eastern Mediterranean trade and exchange system, although in
various ways. The very strict redistributive palace economy in Egypt did
not loosen up until Ramesses II.125 Gift exchange was long conducted by
Syrian merchants arriving in Egypt,126 and tribute was delivered by the
Canaanite vassals,127 or collected by an Egyptian governor stationed in
Canaan.128 This contrasts with the vivid descriptions of free merchantry
and trade in Ugarit, serving both palace and private interests.129
P. Nick Kardulias’ discussion on multiple levels in the Aegean
Bronze Age World System is, in part, applicable to the particular
inland Levantine perspective of Hazor. Kardulias discusses three levels
of interaction spheres in the Aegean, these were:130 a system which
Liverani 1989, 67f; Wijngaarden van 2002, 7.
Wijngaarden van 2002, 7. See also Knapp 1993, 340f.
124
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involved the exchange of goods on a local level; an intermediate system
of regional interaction between the islands;131 and a system of longdistance interactions which included connections with the Near East,
Anatolia and Egypt. Kardulias explains the latter as:
…an international interchange that involved the transfer of both bulk
goods and preciosities to and from the Aegean, Egypt, the SyroPalestinian coast, Cyprus, and Anatolia. Direct Aegean contacts were
limited to coastal areas in these other lands. The network, however, did
extend far beyond the littoral zones.132

By applying Kardulias’ concept I would suggest a similar interaction
sphere of Hazor divided into three levels: a) a local system which
included the exchange of goods (possibly redistributive) between the
city of Hazor and the subordinated towns and villages in its fertile
hinterland;133 b) a regional network which operated within the Canaanite
city-state culture comparable to C. Renfrew’s Peer Polity Interaction;134
c) a wider long-distance trade and exchange system which operated
in the Eastern Mediterranean/Near East and even beyond. It is mainly
these last two levels (b and c) that will be described in this thesis, which
touches on the regional interaction between Hazor and its northern
neighbours and discusses more thoroughly the inter-regional interaction
of Hazor as part of a wider long-distance distribution network.
2.1.3 Trading Quarters/Diasporas
Valuable goods traded over long distances required professional
intermediaries, especially as the trading network of involved societies
increased and became more complex.135 These intermediaries were able
to function within the value system of distinct societies and with the
knowledge of security measures, risks and protection through organizing
along major trade routes and establishing channels of communication
Both these spheres included entities on rather equal status, which he compares
to the small states within a ‘civilization’ according to Renfrew’s description ( 1975;
1986.)
132
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133
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and cooperation with other parts of the network. These trading groups/
diasporas emphasized a separate cultural identity by identifying
themselves with other trade diasporas and, to a certain degree, with
their country of origin.136 They usually occupied special quarters in the
city and provided the local rulers with exotic prestige goods, often used
in emulation purposes, and with other economic benefits and taxes. The
trade diaspora’s dependency and therefore loyalty to the local leaders,
its contacts with other diaspora nodes, and maintained relations with
a possible homeland created a socioeconomic and mediating position
for the group.137 The duration of a diaspora was limited since they
“worked themselves out of business”; they started because of the need
for mediation depending on cultural differences. In course of time the
cross-cultural differences reduced and hence the need of specialists.
The diaspora was dissolved through assimilation into the main group,
or the trade organisation was taken over by other interested.138
The existence of ancient merchant groups and trading quarters
has been indicated in different parts of the Eastern Mediterranean for
instance the Assyrian karum in Kanesh, Anatolia, and at Crete.139 Except
for the large coastal cities such as Ugarit and probably Abu Hawam, the
existence of such a phenomenon is suggested by some find-rich tombs
containing a large number of imported luxury items as well as merchant
items including seals, stamps and weights, in cities such as Laish/Dan,
Akko, and perhaps also in Gezer, Lachish and Sarepta (see Ch. 3.2.3).140
The karum in Kanesh has generally been regarded as invisible in the
archaeological material since the Assyrian families who lived in this
city adapted the local culture and hence their well- organized trading
institution was only revealed in the archive found in one of the houses.141
Recent reassessment suggests that these families chose not to display
their ethnicity/identity as a minority group. In addition there is actually
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evidence of non-local objects that show non-Anatolian presence at the
site.142

2.2 Contacts Reflected in the Material Culture and
Written Documents
What remains today from the ancient exchange relation and therefore
is of most significance for archaeologists is the object itself, whether it
consisted of an imported or imitated pottery sherd a culturally influenced
statue, architectural features, or an inscribed tablet.
2.2.1 Architecture, Building Type and Material
The archaeological temple-material is continually accumulating in the
Near East which makes it easier for archaeologists nowadays to compare
material and more surely define temples. Nevertheless scholars call for
cautiousness when interpreting buildings as being temples.143 Temple
remains reflect cult and rituals and might therefore be significant
indicators of cultural identity. Likewise, certain temple types are more
preferred in certain regions and cultures. Several temples of different
architectural plans and LB phases have been uncovered in the Upper
and the Lower City at Hazor.
Organization of the Temple
The location of the temple is significant since it has to be on sacred
ground often within a temenos wall.144 The orientation of the temple
towards cardinal directions, celestial bodies, like the polar star etc is
a subject often discussed.145 According to investigations made, there
seem to be great variations in the orientation of Canaanite temples,146
however a general orientation of the front façade facing eastwards
(between SE and NE) is frequent in the second millennium BC.147 It
is commonly known that temples, as well as other religious buildings,
142
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often succeeded each other on the same spot.148
Sacrificial preparations, immolation of offering animals,
consumption of sacred meals etc took place in the temple courtyard.149
Consequently the courts contain remains of offering altars, drainage
channels and other utensils for these acts, as well as bone remains,
charcoal and ash. The courts, and sometimes the cella, were equipped
with a favissa (a pit) containing discarded cult objects. In the courtyards
of Canaanite temples, sometimes inside the temple itself, often standing
stones so called masseboth, were erected.150 Buildings associated
with the courtyard had the function of stores, for the cult objects, or
workshops (mainly for pottery, metal and textile) where these objects
were produced. Sometimes near the temple or in its courtyard, or
independently of temples, a raised encircled podium/platform can be
found containing some kind of altar (a bāmah), or the structure itself
constituted the altar, where sacrifices were carried out.151
Three elements and an identical organizing principle compose
Near Eastern temples from the third to the first millennium BC, these
are:152 1) The inner sanctuary, often called the holy of holies, which is the
most sacred place, where the contact between the god, represented by a
statue or a symbol, and humanity is established. This space, sometimes
screened from view,153 can be confined to a podium against, or a niche in,
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a wall.154 2) The outer sanctuary or pro-cella, which was the space where
the everyday food offerings and other rituals were carried out.155 3) The
vestibule, which is an important space since it secures the transition
between the outside world and the outer sanctuary. “On one side is the
exterior world, often chaotic and hostile, and on the other the sacred
site par excellence, where the gods stand among the mortals”156. This
space could also be an open porch or even a detached ‘pylon’.157 This
organization does not necessarily mean that the temple itself consists of
three separate rooms. Margueron explains it as components associated
with abstract thinking of the meeting between humanity and god in terms
of proceeding in space.158 However many temples vary in complexity,
and subsidiary rooms or clusters of rooms are often attached to the outer
sanctuary. Some of these rooms functioned as storage, and others may
have been rooms were the priests lived their daily lives. Some temples
in Canaan were single rooms with or without niches, e.g. the Area A
and Area C temples at Hazor, and others were bipartite or tripartite as
the Area H temple’s different phases (see below). Through a survey of
temple types made by Wright, it is obvious that the temples in Canaan
show a great variety in design,159 and he claims that it is “impossible to
talk of the Palestinian temple as it is possible to talk of e.g. the Greek
temple or the Egyptian temple”.160
Temple Forms and Types
There are however some basic definitions, referred to as building forms
and types,161 that should be considered and make it easier to identify
and classify different architectural buildings. These originated and
developed in German investigations in Mesopotamia and are still the
terminology used today, together with their English counterparts, to
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classify Near Eastern temple architecture, these are (Fig. 2.1):162 a)
Langraum / Longroom; b) Breitraum / Broadroom; c) Knickachsraum /
Bent axis room; and d) Quadratraum / Centralised Square Plan. There
is, however, no clear consensus regarding the terms, and names as
Langhaus, Langbau, Breithaus etc are also common.

A. Langraum

B. Breitraum

C. Knickachsraum

D. Quadratraum

Fig. 2.1. Stylistic plans of Near Eastern Temple forms

•

In a Langraum temple the entrance is located in one of the short walls
and the main axis is along the line of approach (Fig. 2.1). On the
contrary, the Breitraum temple has the entrance in the long wall and
the approach is across the main axis. In both cases the most common
location of the symbol of the worship was opposite the entrance. This
was not the case in the Knickachse (bent axis) form, which is a sub
form to a Langraum with the entrance near one end of the long wall
and the symbol of the deity on the short wall; the progression towards
the deity was through a bent axis. The Quadratraum is centralized
since each axis passes through the centre and no axis is more major
than another.163 At Hazor only the forms of Breitraum and Langraum
temples are found.164 The single room Breitraum construction in
Palestinian temples originated in the plain broad room houses of the
local Early Bronze Age village culture.165 The origin of the massive
Langraum temple on the other hand is more difficult to find; it might
even have derived on many places synchronically (see Ch. 4.3).166
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However, sometimes a temple is referred to as a building type,e.g.
Megaron, Antae temple,167 Tor-Tempel,168 Migdal temple169 etc. Wright
strives to minimize the term-confusion by referring where possible or
necessary to room character as an elemental “form” and to the character
of the whole building as a “type”. For example, a Langraum is a building
form but a Megaron . is a building type.170
Thus it can be concluded that a temple can be termed both by its
building type and by its main-room form. This is important to make clear
since some temples, like the Area H temple at Hazor, show a mixture
of the form and type elements in their architecture, which have led to
uncertainty in architectural interpretations. The Area H temple should
rather be classified by its type than by its form, which will be discussed
below (see Chapter 3.3).
Various material and building techniques were used in different
parts of the Eastern Mediterranean depending on cultural preferences
and the access to raw material. An example to deal with the scarcity of
a preferred material is the case-mate like and mud-brick filled walls in
the Canaanite Tell el-Dab‘a temple in Avaris, Egypt. These walls might
have been a substitute for the thick massive stone walls in Palestine.171
The use of orthostats was particularly preferred in Syrian monumental
building technique,172 and was common in temples and palaces in cities
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A Megaron is a building with extended long-room walls, as two antae, that makes
a porch (Hrouda 1970, 2; Matthiae 1990, 115; Reich and Katzenstein 1992, 317.).
Antae are temples with pilaster-like door jambs, thickening of the end of a wall or
extensions of the long walls at the front (Reich and Katzenstein 1992, 311.). The
extensions constitute the sidewalls of the front porch and the foundation of the towers; these temples are also called “antentempel” (Matthiae 1990, 115.). According to
these definitions above, the same building can thus be referred to both as Megaron
and Antae.
168
Tortempel is the German term for Gate Temple; this definition is because of the
façade’s resemblance with city gates.
169
According to Ottosson a Migdal temple is a temple built by a Langhaus plan with
very heavy walls (Ottosson 1980, 53.). Migdal ( ) לָּדְגִמmeans “tower” in Modern
Hebrew and “tower” and “fortress” in Canaanite. The word derives from the Ugaritic Canaanite word ( לָּדְגgdal) which means huge or strong it also has connotations
to “divinity” in the Hebrew Bible, therefore it is suggests that this type of fortified
temples with heavy walls and towers flanking the entrance should be called Migdal
temples (Albright 1943, 14; Mazar 1962, 633-635 (Heb); 1968, 92; 1986, 27-29.
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Wright 1985, 126.
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Bietak 1986, 247-250.
172 Reich 1992, 2.
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such as Ebla, Ugarit, Alalakh and at Hazor, and were often reused
from these buildings’ earlier phases.173 They were used in doorjambs
and thresholds but were most commonly incorporated and lined in
walls of these monumental buildings.174 Above these orthostats was a
mudbrick construction on top of wooden beams, probably fastened by
wooden nails fitting into 0.05 m holes drilled on the upper edge of these
orthostats.175 Wood in combination with stone material is known to
make constructions stable and resilient. The special technique of using
wood construction incorporated in the mudbrick was also a typical
northern feature probably depending on the access to Lebanese cedar.
Stepped (zigzag) design in outer walls is yet another northern cultural
architectural feature found at, for instance, the Alalakh VII palace, and
also at Hazor.176
2.2.2 Some Aspects of Imported and Imitated Pottery in Late Bronze
Age Canaan
•

Influx and Distribution of the Cypriote Pottery in Canaan
The Cypriote ware found in the Levant (Fig. 2.2) include mainly the
Monochrome bowls, Bucchero jugs, White Shaved jugs and juglets,
White Slip bowls (the so called ‘milk bowl’), and zoomorphic figurines,
bowls, jugs and juglets of Base Ring ware. Of these BR II (especially
the jugs called ‘bilbils’) and WS II (‘milk bowls’) were the most widely
distributed types.177 WS bowls were most common in habitation context
while BR juglets and jugs, which constitute the most frequent form,
From Hazor Ben-Tor 1989b, plan XXXVIII; Bonfil 1997, 55; photo II.27; Mazar
1997, 360f; photos V, 13, 14; Yadin, et al. 1961, pls. CXXXIII, 2; CVII, 4-6; CXII,
1,2. From Ebla Matthiae 1980, fig. 31; 1984, tav. 52, 64. From Alalakh Woolley
1955, 78-82, 92f, 100f, 110-131, 156-166; fig. 33, 34c, 35, 44, 45, 57; pl. XIII. From
Ugarit Schaeffer 1956, fig. 216; 1962, catalogue I.
174
This construction with orthostats above shoulder height was not only meant to
impress, it also prevented the risk of damage on walls created by friction in crowded
public buildings like temples (Reich 1992, 6.).
175
Ben-Tor 1989b, 241.
176
Ben-Tor and Rubiato 1999; Woolley 1955; Zuckerman 2003b.
177
The investigation dealing with the Cypriote pottery is mainly based on Gittlen’s
research on sites in Palestine ( 1977 (1984); 1981). Although no thorough investigation and compilation on the Syrian LC material has been conducted most of his
results could be adopted on the northern part of the Levant as well, see e.g. Yon
2001.
173
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occurred mainly in funerary contexts,178 where they are suggested to
have contained opium.179 This contrasts to Cyprus where bowls are the
most common form in LC burials.
The export of a large amount of jugs and juglets and the occurrence
of less decorated and less elaborated LC forms in Palestine compared to
Cyprus, in combination with the “invention of White Shaved juglets for
Palestinian consumption” made Gittlen propose a selective trade which
“was based upon the thorough knowledge of the Palestinian market”.180
The “opium trade” in BR jugs, suggested by Merrillees, further supports
such an assumption.
Monochrome started to appear in Canaan in MB II and continued
in LB I. BR, Bucchero, WS and White Shaved arrived during LB I. The
earlier types of these (Proto BR, Monochrome, Proto WS and WS I)
ceased before the entrance of LB II while BR I, BR II, Bucchero, White
Shaved and WS II reached their zenith in LB IIA, the Amarna period. The
trade during this period was completely dominated by BR II pottery (46
%).181
The Cypriote pottery is distributed along the coastal cities as well
as in the interior of Palestine. Some types (PBR, Early BR II, Bucchero,
PWS) appear even more frequently on inland sites, which might depend
on chronological reasons. Abu Hawam was, for example, not an important
trade centre until LB II. The distribution map of the LB II Bucchero ware
(Fig. 2.2, F) shows a very odd picture, however; it appears at six inland
sites but only one coastal site, Tell el-Ajjul in southern Palestine.182
According to a brief investigation by Yon, the large scale
importation of Cypriote pottery in the northern Levant was concentrated
in the coastal sites. She claims that the Cypriote pottery at Ras Shamra
(Ugarit) “was mainly destined for local consumption or for distribution
amongst the coastal population who were accustomed to this category of
product”.183 Inland redistribution did occur, although it was “minimal”.

Gittlen 1977 (1984), 510f; 1981, 52.
Merrillees 1989; Åström 2003.
180 Gittlen 1977 (1984), 513; 1981, 52f.
181 Gittlen 1981, 50f.
182 See Gittlen 1977 (1984), map 1-14.
183 Yon 2001, 123.
178
179
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Fig. 2.2. Some examples of Cypriote pottery
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However, it is hard to accept that the distribution of pottery differs so
hugely between the inland of the northern and southern Levant, even
considering the separating mountain chain running along the Lebanese
and Syrian coast, which actually has gaps, passes and valleys where
the largest coastal cities were located (see chapter 5). More likely, the
differences depended on the less explored and published sites of the
northern Levant, especially in its interior.
The scarcity of Cypriote imports in LB IIB Levant caused Gittlen to
suggest that this trade ceased in the beginning of LB IIB.184 This fact
is however questioned by other scholars, who suggest that the trade
continued throughout the Cypriote production period of the vessel
types.185
The Origin of the Bichrome Ware
Bichrome ware, including mainly storage jars, jugs and kraters decorated in
black and red, is usually described apart from the ordinary LC assemblage
of the Levant because of the problematic issue of its origin and influence,
and how to separate the imports from the locally produced vessels of
this type.186 It is suggested that the distinct colours and the appearance of
the decoration on the upper part and neck signify Cypriote production.187
The occurrence of Bichrome in Palestine is limited between late MB and
early LB; therefore these vessels are important tools for dating.188 The
distribution of Bichrome Ware in Palestine shows that it is concentrated
in the coastal cities and along important inland trade routes.189
Recent excavations on Cyprus have shown that this pottery is not
only common on the east side but spread all over the island, perhaps
especially on the western part.190 Further, it is suggested that this ware
which consists of two categories, one very fine ware with neatly motifpainted decorations covering the surface (Fig. 2.2, G) and a second inferior
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Gittlen 1981, 51.
Mazar 1992a, 293, footnote 26; Prag 1985, 157, 159, 162.
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See e.g. Åström 2001b.
187
For the difference between imported and local Bichrome ware see Artzy, et al.
1978, 103. However their suggestions are not unequivocal.
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Prag 1985, 161; Åström 2001a, 136.
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Artzy 2001, 167.
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Karageorghis 2001, 144.
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type made of gritty clay simply decorated on part of the body, should be
classified as two separate pottery types.191 There are different opinions on
the original source of inspiration of the motifs of the fine ware; Anatolia,
Syro-Mesopotamia, the Aegean and Egypt are suggested.192 What seems
to be concluded, though, is that the original main production of the
Bichrome Ware came from Cyprus, but local imitations were prevalent in
Canaan and Egypt as well.193
Influx and Distribution of Mycenaean Pottery

•

The most common Mycenaean vessels found in Syria-Palestine (Fig.
2.3) belong to the group of closed forms, which include stirrup jars,
flasks, pithoid jars, square-sided alabastron, piriform jars and pyxis.
About 60 percent of the imports belong to this group and hence 40
percent constitute the open forms. Of the open forms, small vessels like
chalices, cups and mugs were common, as well as large vessels like
deep bowls and kraters.194
At Tell Abu Hawam and at ancient Ugarit the open forms exceed
the closed.195 One might have expected a majority of closed forms
(transport containers) at these main emporia; however the easy access
to imports probably made the open dinner vessels more integrated in
the various contexts of these cities.196
In LB II, Mycenaean pottery was spread all over the Levant and
Egypt. The main influx was of LH IIIA2 and IIIB1 pottery. From this
period more than one hundred sites are known in the Levant.197
The distribution of the Mycenaean pottery shows that it was
not only the coastal cities that were involved in the commerce; the
commodities also reached inland urban centres through a network
of trade routes.198 Wijngaarden’s distribution map of 111 sites of
Mycenaean finds in the Levant shows that Hazor, despite its inland
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location, belongs to one of the eleven sites with the richest finds. To
include the finds from the renewed excavations would make the city
belong to the group of eight largest importers, together with Minet el
Beida, Sarepta, Megiddo, Amman and Lachish, after the cities Abu
Hawam and Ugarit.199 Thus, four out of eight sites are actually located
in the interior. This suggests that Abu Hawam and Ugarit functioned
as main importers both of Mycenaean and Cypriote pottery, and were
primary nodes of the exchange with the hinterland, based on the large
quantity of pottery (more than 500 Mycenaean finds) and the wide range
of forms found there.200 However, they were not the only entries to the
Levant, and furthermore their importance was not consistent throughout
the whole LB period (see Ch. 5.3.3).
Provenance Studies and Imitations
Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) is used to separate the original
pottery from the locally- made imitations. It was for example used to
establish the origin of a chariot crater and other Mycenaean vessels
in tomb 387 at Laish/Dan. The result showed that this pottery derived
from one region in Greece, Mycenaea/Berbati,201 which supports Biran’s
suggestion of a Mycenaean colony in Dan, especially considering
the context of the vessels – a two generation tomb (beehive-shaped,
known from Greek Argolid) with 40 skeletons and Mycenaean grave
goods.202 It seems plausible that the deceased inhabitants of this grave
had some kind of connection to trade. Another analysis shows that
some Mycenaean pottery from the so- called ‘Persian Garden’ tombs in
the vicinity of Tel Akko originated in Nichorie on Cyprus. Additional
imports, stone weights and luxury items among the grave goods, suggest
that some of the deceased might have been related to merchantry.203
The most important contribution of this method is to verify the
appearance of different origins of Mycenaean pottery found in the Near
East, which appears to have been made in workshops at the Argolid,
Cyprus and the Levant.
Wijngaarden van 2002, map 7.
Balensi 2004; Balensi, et al. 1993; Yon, et al. 2000.
201
Gunneweg, et al. 1992; Gunneweg and Michel 1999.
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Biran 1970.
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Fig. 2.3. Some examples of Mycenaean pottery
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This phenomenon is suggested to have chronological ramifications
and/or depend on trade alliances,204 and will of course have further
implications for the interpretation of interaction studies in the Eastern
Mediterranean.
The widespread imitation of Cypriote pottery in the Levant
is a well known phenomenon. K. Prag claims that imitations follow
the dates of importation and production. In other words, imitation was
not an activity due to lack of imported goods, as earlier stated.205 She
also reflects that White Slip wares appears to have been imported for
aesthetic reasons and is also the least imitated. In imitation, the aesthetic
considerations were not the major factor and there seems to have been
a strong tendency to adapt the foreign forms to the local tradition. The
potters adopted/adapted for instance only those features which they could
easily produce within their own craft tradition. They never produced
handmade vessels, they did not push the handle through the body of
the pot, they mostly avoided the round-based shape and continued to
prefer red paint and local panel styles of decoration. In other words,
this reflects a kind of hybridization. According to Prag, Cypriote pottery
found in cultic context is almost exclusively imports.206
A. Killebrew explains the end of importation and concurrent
increase in imitation as the last of three phases in the organization of the
trade:207 The first phase reflects the concentration of pottery originating
in the palatial centers in the Argolid region and consisted of LH IIA2IIIB containers of precious oils and ointment and a smaller number
of fine table ware. The second phase represented by LH IIIB pottery,
which is the end of LB when the Greece palatial centres declined and
new multiple manufacturing centres emerged, points to a taking over by
peripheral groups. This phase included fewer and more declined forms
(stirrup jars and flasks) from multiple workshops (acc. to NAA). A third
phase is Mycenaean IIIC:1b at the end of LB IIB/Iron I, which appeared
first on the coastal cities in the Levant and replaced the indigenous
pottery. Their shape and technology are Aegean, with some Cypriote
204
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inspired forms, but they are locally produced and reflect more everyday
use. This last phase indicates, according to Killebrew, the incursion of
new groups of people with probable origin in Cyprus, Rhodes and/or
southern Anatolia.
The Egyptian and Egyptian-Style Pottery

•

Egyptian imported pottery consists of a very small group of vessels
including mainly transport containers and handled cups (probably for
precious ointment). These have primarily been found along Canaanite
coastal sites and in Sinai.208 This group reflects a small-scale sea-trade
relation, according to Martin.209
A larger group is, instead, the locally made Egyptian-style pottery
in Palestine, which comprise mass-produced household wares for food
consumption, storage, bowls, beer jars and funnel-necked jars.210 This
group of pottery derives in relatively large quantity from the inland
sites and mainly from the Egyptian administrative and military centres.
Since there was no aesthetic reason to imitate these household vessels,
they are suggested to have been produced by Egyptian potters on these
sites.211 .
The criteria for the classification of the few Egyptian-style
simple bowls and large bowls (Fig. 2.4) at Hazor are based on the
suggestions in the excavation reports (when occurring) and the
comparison with Egyptian parallels following other classifications.212
These classifications are also supported by Martin’s studies on Egyptian
and Egyptian-style pottery in Canaan, mentioned above. Nevertheless,
especially the suggestions of the simple bowls should be handled with
caution.213 Besides, their general shape could have developed both in
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Canaan and in Egypt independently.214
Martin does not exclude the possibility that the Egyptian style
pottery at Hazor could have been made by potters with some kind of
Egyptian connection/background that brought their tradition to the
city.215 In any case they did not constitute a large group of people.

Fig. 2.4. Egyptian-style pottery at Hazor (Yadin et al. 1961, pl. CCLXII, 23, 24)

2.2.3 Artistic Expressions and Style
The international character of the Eastern Mediterranean in the LB is
especially accentuated in the art of this period. This is also true for the
art displayed in a number of precious objects found in the LB levels
at Hazor. Several of these objects like cylinder seals, stone statues
and metal figurines have been studied by experts. The results of their
investigations will be discussed and reviewed in chapter four and five
together with these objects’ find contexts. In this section just a very brief
introduction to some aspects of the complicated subject of Canaanite art
will be given.
Hybridization – A Canaanite Cultural Feature
Canaanite art did not develop any great general style like the art in
Mesopotamia and Egypt. Instead it became a centre of “hybrid
decorative traditions, whose individuality and evolution are sometimes
hard to trace”.216 Here, between great cultural centres (Egypt, Mitanni,
Hatti, Babylon, Cyprus and Aegean) and under the political control
of the dominating Egypt, cultural influences from various directions
met and blended. The mix of features from surrounding cultures was
not unique for Canaanite art and appeared in styles of glyptic art and
ivories in the Near East and the Aegean in general in this period, which
214
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makes it difficult to decide their origin of production.217 However, this
hybridization was most noticeable in Canaan and included features of
surrounding cultures (especially Egyptian and Syrian) in this period,
for instance in ivory in which motifs primarily from Egypt but also
from Aegean, Cyprus and Anatolia are copied.218 These influences from
neighbouring cultures occurred also in some stone statues and metal
works, as in the lion sculptures and the bronze plaque of Hazor (Chapter
3.3).219
R. Gonen claims that the art of Canaan reflects the subordinate
and dependent status of the Canaanite princes since it only included
“ornamental and miniature arts” and that the monumental sculptures
and reliefs were reserved for the “great kings of the neighbouring
kingdoms”. Hazor and Beth Shean, though, stand out since numerous
monumental stone statues have been discovered at these places.220 At the
same time Canaanite artistry and workmanship were highly appreciated
for its skilfulness.221
•

International Connections and Influences in Glyptic Art, Ivories and
Stone Statues
The mixed international style of the art of this region will be described
below, with regard to glyptic art, ivories and stone statues, as a brief
introduction to this kind of material at Hazor. The particular influences
of art in the various finds at Hazor will be discussed in relation to their
find contexts in Chapter 3, 4 and 6.
Glyptic art: Cylinder seals provide unique advantages for the study
of intercultural exchange in various political, economic and social
circumstances. Besides being artistic masterpieces they were small,
pierced and portable and often travelled with their users, or their marks
were impressed in containers of trade goods related to their owners.222
Baffi Guardata 1986, 15f; Rehak and Younger 1998, 230.
Gonen 1992b, 254; Mazar 1992a, 271.
219
Beck 1983; 2002, 344f, 349.
220
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221
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The custom of impressing containers with seals were common in Palestine in
EBA and MBA, and might have continued in Cyprus in the LB (Benson 1956, 6062).
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The artefact itself was thus invested with a practical, artistic and social
value. In addition to imagery and style, the material and shape of the
seals reflect various regions of the Near East. Thus, the mixed character
of the majority of these seals witness their active time in intercultural
situations mostly, as mentioned, associated with trade.223
Thanks to the find context, significant interpretations can be made
regarding the seals and the seal-impressions from the shipwrecks found
on the bottom of the sea outside Ulu Burun (Kaš) and Cape Gelidonya
on the Turkish coast. At these sites the seals were caught in their “right”
environment, namely on their trade route.224 On the Ulu Burun ship
a large number of seals, representing a variety of cultures, travelled
together. These seals belonged to merchants rather than being traded
goods.225 On the Cape Gelidonya ship only one cylinder seal was found.
Buchholz concludes the seal to be a product of Syrian mixed art in which
thematically strong Egyptian influences could be found.226 Seals were
often kept as heirlooms, evidenced in this seal dated to the 18th or the
end of the 19th century BC while the site itself is dated to around the 13th
century BC.227 Bass conclusion regarding the seal of the Cape Gelidonya
shipwreck gives a vivid picture of the life of a merchant at that time:228
On board was a merchant, prepared to trade in almost any Eastern
Mediterranean port. His balance-pan weights, necessary for judging
the price of metal in either scrap or finished form, allowed him to deal
with other merchants in Egypt, Syria, Palestine, Cyprus, Troy, the
Hittite Empire, Crete, and probably the Greek mainland. For official
transaction he carried his personal seal, a cylinder which seems to have
been an heirloom handed down from generation to generation.

The most common seals in Canaan are the Mitannian style seals,229
which are divided into several subgroups, where the Common Mitannian
Style is widely spread and adopted both in Syria and Palestine.230 The
223
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most common motif of the Common Mitannian Style is a tree design.231
Horned animals also occur frequently. The winged sun disk as well
has its origin in Mitannian art. The terminology situation regarding the
Mitannian seals, and other styles as well, are very confusing.232
Another group of seals that appears in Canaan in this period is
the Second Syrian Group (1700-1350 BC).233 Syrian features are, for
instance, shown in headdresses and shawls and garments with heavy
boarders.234 The later Syrian group of seals in the last phase of the
LB (1350-1200) shows signs of inbreeding and disintegration due to
lack of foreign inspiration.235 However in the southern part of Canaan
influences from Egypt enriched this group of seals, as shown in motifs
of a Canaanite prince in a thoroughly Egyptianized setting.236 A number
of other styles of cylinder seals existed in the Near Eastern LB, e.g.
from the Hyksos era in the very beginning of this period.237 A Cypriote
group of seals developed from the seals of the Near Eastern mainland
at the end of the fifteenth until the beginning of the twelfth century
BC.238
Ivories: Ivory works are considered as the hallmark of all Canaanite
art of the LB. The glory of this artistic expression was between the end
of the fourteenth to the early twelfth century BC. The raw material, in
form of elephant tusks, was imported from Egypt and northern Syria.
Several were also made of hippopotamus. It was from Egypt that most
of the influences regarding techniques and images originated, mixed
with motifs from Mycenae, Cyprus or Anatolia.239
To trace the sources of inspiration and individuality in Canaanite
ivories, Kantor attempts to classify the ivories into different groups:
Egyptianizing, Canaanite proper, Hybrid Canaanite-Mycenaean,
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Extreme Mycenaenizing (the majority probably imported) and Middle
Assyrian.240 This stylistic division has later been somewhat updated by
H. Liebowitz.241
The most important ivory discovery in Canaan is the collection
from Megiddo. These ivories were locally produced in LB II with
influences from the Aegean countries, Cyprus, Syro-Paletine and
Anatolia. All inscriptions are written in Egyptian hieroglyphs.242 The
objects included, for example:243 an outstanding one-piece ivory box
with all four sides carved in relief with sphinxes and lions. A particular
plaque is Hittite in character.244 In the Fosse temple at Lachish a group of
ivories were found, which is contemporary with the Megiddo ivories.245
Egyptian ivory imports and strong Egyptian influences in native ivory
works were also discovered at Ras Shamra (Ugarit).246Several ivories
appeared at Hazor as well, especially in the Ceremonial Palace of
the renewed excavations. Most of them are however not yet studied
and published and will therefore only briefly be mentioned in the
investigation chapters below.
Stone Art: The art of basalt work characterized northern Canaan
and was found at Hazor and in Beth Shean.247 This tradition, which
included both statues and reliefs, was rooted in north Syria and in the
regions of the Hittites with examples from Ebla and Alalakh.248 The
most commonmotif was a lion of which several were found at Hazor.249
There are two suggestions as to why monumental burials were conducted,
as were the fate of several statues at Hazor; It was made either by
conquerors who wanted to control the power of these monuments, or
by the residents who wanted to protect them against enemies.
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The latter is suggested to have been the motivation in all cases of buried
statues at Hazor.250
Relief carvings of lions as flanking the entrance, serving
protective, decorative or other purposes, are common in the SyroMesopotamian sphere e.g. at the Alalakh VII Temple,251 the Ebla Temple
P2 and D, and at the Lion Temple of Mari, however in Mari the lions
were made of bronze.252 The symbolic implication of the lion in Syrian
tradition is emphasized in the exhibition of numerous lions from ancient
periods in the garden of the Damascus museum (fig. 2.6).
Basalt figures of seated males/gods are also a common theme in
basalt work. Seated figures and other carved basalt statues were found,
often mutilated, in several areas at Hazor (see below).253 The mutilation
of statues was a politically motivated act by internal or external enemies,
intended to desecrate and humiliate the representative of the statue.254
P. Beck divides the stone statues at Hazor stylistically and
technically into two groups: A “Canaanite” group and a “Syrian” group.
The statues of the Canaanite group were locally produced and are a
hybridization of Syrian and Egyptian features, while the Syrian group
statues either were imported from Syria or locally produced in a Syrian
style. The Syrian group is suggested to have been produced in LB IIA,
probably somewhat earlier than the Canaanite group.255
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Fig. 2.5. Various Syrian lions in the garden of the Damascus museum (photos the
author)
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2.2.4 Written Documents
Both Egyptian and cuneiform texts were contemporary prevailing
during the LB, which gives the advantage of comparative perspectives
from the same period, and sometimes even from the same event.256
Cuneiform Akkadian, written on clay tablets, was the lingua franca
used in international affairs throughout the entire Near East in this
period. This language consisted of several Akkadian dialects from the
normative language of Babylonia.257
Egyptian Sources

•

The most well known and important sources from this period are the
letters of the Amarna correspondence (=EA). These documents derive
from the archive found at tell el Amarna, of which 382 letters remain,
the archive spans about 15-30 years.258 350 of these letters comprise the
correspondence mainly sent to the Egyptian pharaohs Amenophis III
(1391-1353 BC) and Amenophis IV (Akhenaten, 1353-1337 BC) from
their subordinate vassals in Canaan and from their more equal allies and
enemies: the kings of Babylon, Assyria, Mittani, Arsawa (to the west of
Cilicia by the Anatolian coast), Alašia (Cyprus) and Hatti.259
The letters between the equal rulers of the so called “Great Powers
260
Club”, included discussion of friendship and proposal of marriage and
in this connection discussion of gifts and lists of goods sent.
The majority of the Amarna letters deals however with
the correspondence from the Canaanite vassals to Pharaoh. These
documents reflect the Egyptian administration in Canaan and discuss
orders from the king regarding tribute, gifts, supply to Egyptian troops
etc. The letters to Pharaoh also deal with internal issues and disputes
between the Canaanite local rulers.261 					
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Other Egyptian sources from the New Kingdom (the 18th to the 20th
Dynasties) included some correspondence of Ramessess II discovered
in the excavations of Hattusas; the peace treaty between Ramessess II
and the Hittites; victory inscriptions in so called triumph stelae often set
up at approaches to temples; encomia, which is a poetic composition
commemorating the deeds of the king; war reliefs inscribed on temple
walls for the public to see; toponym lists, for instance the list of
Tuthmosis III of conquered cities, also exhibited on temple walls for
propaganda purposes; tomb inscriptions of soldiers and officials.262
Sources from Canaan
A compilation of the cuneiform material from Canaan has recently been
published by W. Horowitz and T. Oshima.263 They divide the cuneiform
material of the LB into four groups. The Hazor material appears
to be earlier rather than later in this period. General personal names
often occur in the administrative documents and indicate changes in
population from the time span of MB to LB depending on the relation
between Semitic and Hurrian (Indo-Aryan) names.264
The cuneiform script is considered to have entered into Canaan
through Hazor in the MB and became a local tradition in the LB, however
in this period the lexical fragment of the tablet Hazor 6 shows “ongoing
contact with development in the Mesopotamian scribal tradition”.265
Complementary to the textual information in the Amarna
letters is a recent published project which analyzed all letters in the
Amarna archives and the cuneiform sources of Canaan to find out
their provenance. Petrography and NAA methods are used on the clay
material in combination with information from the texts, intending to
give a more precise origin of the tablets. This is especially important
on the tablets where no royal names or toponyms are preserved and on
tablets with unidentified toponyms.266
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Fig. 2.6. Cuneiform Documents from Hazor (photo the author)

Documents Mentioning Hazor

•

No archives are yet found at Hazor, although a few MB and LB tablets
and inscribed artefacts are found, mainly in the areas of the Upper City.
In addition Egyptian documents can be added to the textual evidence of
the Late Bronze Age Hazor.
Hazor appears in Tuthmosis III’s (1479-1425 BC) list of
conquered towns and was thus nominally under Egyptian control from
this period. The city is included in a topographical list of Amenophis II
(1427-1401 BC) at Karnak.267 In Papyrus Hermitage 1116A,268 probably
Amenhophis II’s 19th or 20th year, is mentioned envoys, termed as
mariyannu from various cities (among them Hazor) in Djahu.269 Hazor
next appears in the topographical list of the 19th Dynasty Pharaoh Sethos
I (1294-1279 BC). In Papyrus Anastasi I, a satirical letter hints that an
experienced courier should know the route to Hazor.270
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Recently a fragment of a hieroglyphic inscribed statue was found in
Area M at Hazor,271 and yet another in Area A.272
Hazor appears also in four Amarna Letters (EA 148, 227, 228,
273
364). An accumulating number of tablets and inscribed objects are
found at the site of which several should be dated from LB. These are
listed in the recent compilation by Horowitz,274 and will be further
discussed in Chapters 3-6, together with the hieroglyph documents.
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Chapter Three
3. Influences in Architecture and Finds of the
Lower City
This chapter as well as chapter 4 constitute an investigation of imported
objects and traces of various cultural influences in architecture and finds
in the LB strata of areas of the Lower and the Upper City of Hazor. The
study of the material culture will serve as a base for further analysis
(Chapter 6) of the intercultural relations of Hazor in this period.

3.1 The quarter of Area C

•

Area C is situated in the southwestern corner of the Lower City (Fig.
1.3) where it was cut into the manmade earthen rampart. The eroded
material of the rampart covers the last of the four strata (3, 2, 1B and 1A)
of this area. The three latter correspond to LB I, LB IIA and LB IIB and
are included in this investigation.275 A small temple was uncovered, cut
into the lower part of the rampart. The first item to appear in the shrine
was a row of stelae situated near the western wall (Fig. 3.3); hence
the temple was called the Stelae Temple.276 At least two occupational
phases of this temple are distinguished: the first is ascribed to Stratum
1B (LB IIA) and the second to Stratum 1A (LB IIB). The existence of
an even earlier phase, in Stratum 2 (LB I), has been indicated by the
excavator.277 Dwelling quarters of Stratum 1B and 1A were uncovered
in the surroundings of the Stelae Temple (see below).
3.1.1 Stratum 2
The excavator claims that a totally new plan was built up after the
Stratum 3 was destroyed, which is also indicated by the burnt layer and
thick debris that separated Stratum 3 from Stratum 2.278 The pottery
in these two strata is sometimes mixed, since the people of Stratum 2
reused material from the previous strata to level the area.279
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The few wall remains uncovered from Stratum 2 did not indicate any clear
plan.280 It is hard to determine whether these walls belong to the same house,
however the domestic character of the rooms are indicated by the types of
pottery found e.g. bowls, kraters, cooking pots and storage jars.281
The only imports that derive from this stratum were two Cypriote
monochrome bowls.282 Noticeably no Bichrome ware appeared in Area C.
3.1.2 Stratum 1B
A new plan of Stratum 1B also replaced the one of Stratum 2 after
the latter went out of use (Fig. 3.1).283 No clear destruction layer is,
however, reported from Stratum 2.
The character of the well built and well preserved houses with
repairs over time, including their contents, indicates that Stratum 1B of
Area C belonged to a flourishing and prolonged period of Hazor.284
The Temple of Stratum 1B
Temple L. 6136 was located separately from the other structures, cut
into the foot of the rampart (Fig. 3.1). In front of the building was an
open terraced area, 6041.285 The entrance to the building was situated in
the middle of the eastern wall. The interior measurement of the structure
is 4.75 m (N-S) X 3.40 m (E-W). The floor sloped up from the entrance
towards the opposite side. Opposite the entrance, in the middle of the
western wall, was a semicircular niche about 1 m in diameter. This
niche and the cultic character of the objects therein, that appeared in
Stratum 1A but probably originated in Stratum 1B,286 verify the cultic
significance of this building. Along the lower part of the walls were
benches made of unhewn stones with large smooth-surfaced stones set
into their outer face. Near the northern wall two well-dressed ashlars
slabs were found in situ, apparently used as offering tables.287
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Fig. 3.1. Area C plan Stratum 1B (based on Yadin et al. 1960, pl. CCVIII)

•

3.1.3 Stratum 1A
On several points the structures of Stratum 1B were reused in Stratum
1A with small modifications. The interval (if any) between 1B and 1A
was short, which is shown by the pottery and the reuse of structures and
floors of the buildings from the 1B phase. According to the excavator, it
might have been the inhabitants of City 1B that returned, rebuilt the city
and lived there for a short while until the next destruction.288 However,
no clear destruction level was reported from Strata 1B or 1A in this
area.
The Stelae Temple of Stratum 1A
The second phase of the temple, phase 1A (Fig.3.2), was built shortly
after the destruction of the 1B temple. The new construction was
very similar to that of the earlier temple and some of the walls were
reused.289

288
289
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Fig. 3.2. Area C temple Stratum 1A (Yadin et al. 1958, Pl. CLXXXI)

The entrance was still in the E. However, the indirect access, hence the
adding of a partition wall in this phase running N-S just outside the door,
prevents viewing cella.290 In the niche, three layers of accumulation,
caused by erosion and collapses from the rampart, are distinguished.
In the semi-circular niche, which was wider than in the earlier phase, a
row of stelae and a statue were uncovered (see below). The floor of the
niche and the semi-circular area in front of it were higher than the floor
of the shrine, as in the previous period.291 Seventeen stelae of various
sizes seem to have been thrown onto a slope of the rampart on the area
south of the temple. They were found in, and on top of, masonry debris
from the 1B temple. Yadin suggests that the stelae in the row in the
temple 1A niche were extracted from this heap originating in the 1B
temple.292
290
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This temple ceased to exist with the destruction of Hazor at the end of
the Late Bronze Age.
The Houses of Stratum 1B and 1A

•

Some of the surrounding buildings of the temple in both phases might
have been connected to the temple activities, e.g. the potter’s workshop
(6225) opposite the temple where a cult mask was found, and building
6211 where the cult standard was uncovered (Fig. 3.1).293
In addition to the studies in the reports by Yadin, our knowledge
of the houses in Area C derives from the extensive investigations by M.
Daviau, who focuses on the function of the houses by analyzing and
categorizing the finds in the various rooms.294
Six rather well preserved houses have been identified in Stratum
1B. Each included several rooms, sometimes 10-14, organized around a
main room, which occasionally might have been an open court.295 The
most well preserved and extensively excavated is the house 6063 (Fig
3.1), which is suggested to have included food preparation and storage
facilities along with a pottery workshop.296 Another house, 6225, had a
similar function of pottery production and food preparation. The other
houses with identifiable activities (house 6249, courtyard 6100, house
6101) reflected storage facilities and food preparation.297
As mentioned, the people of Stratum 1A reused walls and floors
from the previous stratum with slightly modifications. This uppermost
stratum is however damaged by ploughing and therefore no clear
architectural plan could be revealed. Nevertheless, tool kits for food
preparation / consumption in connection to ovens reflect activities
related either to domestic occupation or to the cult practiced in the
shrine.298
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The houses in Area C at Hazor, as well as those in Area F, consisted
of large and irregularly shaped complexes. They differed from the
houses in the sites of southern Canaan. Also, the character of the plans,
reflecting “a complex social organization of extended families” is more
similar to houses found at Ugarit.299
3.1.4 Architectural Discussion of the Temple
Both phases of the Area C temple at Hazor belong to the Breitraum
category of temples discussed in Chapter 2, which includes a main
room with the entrance in the long side and direct access to the focus
of the cult, represented by the niche in the case of the Area C temple
(Fig. 3.1 and 3.2). Contrary to temples of the Langraum tradition,
this architectural practice originated from older local traditions with
examples deriving already from the Chalcolithic period, in Ghassul and
the temple at En Gedi, when it took form under the influence of the
domestic enclosure of the village culture.300
The Architectural Origin of the Area C Temple
The Area C temple at Hazor is classified by A. Mazar as a sub-type of
small temples of the group of Symmetrical Temples with direct access.
According to Mazar the Stelae Temple’s equivalence in this group is the
early Stratum XII temple (end of LB) at Tell Qasile, considered to be a
Philistine site.301 This temple resembles the Hazor temple in plan and
orientation. Thus, the Philistines might have built their temple after a
local prototype. The Tell Qasile temple consists of a single broad room
of almost the same size as the Area C temple. As in the Stelae Temple,
the entrance was located in the middle of the eastern wall and opposite
it in the western wall was the cultic installation in form of a raised
platform.302 This temple, is however, built much later than the Area C
temple.
The temple at Timna, erected in the thirteenth century BC,
belongs to the same classification according to Mazar, who stresses
299
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that no close parallel to this temple is found in Egypt.303 This might
show that the constructors of the temple at Timna were influenced by
the architecture of the Breitraum temples in Palestine. Timna’s earlier
phases can be termed Egyptian though, considering both cult and
architecture.304 However the temple (Str. III and II) resembles the Area
C temple and the temple at Tell Qasile in plan, building dimensions and
orientation. The holy-of-holies was located in the western wall in the
form of a raised platform and the entrance was opposite in the east.305
The local Breitraum form of the Area C temple is rather
archetypical and not exclusively reserved for this area. Nevertheless,
it seems that this temple not reflect any interregional influences. It was
most likely constructed by the common people in Area C, independently
of architectural influences, with a purely religious aim and not intended
as a showpiece. The niche was the most conspicuous feature in the
building and reserved for the symbols of the gods, which most likely
also were locally made by artists/craftsmen living in this area.
•

3.1.5 Pottery and Finds of Stratum 1B and 1A
It is difficult to make a clear distinction between the finds from the two
phases of the temple since most of the cult vessels found in the upper
temple 1A may originally have belonged to temple 1B. Similarly it is
sometimes hard to distinguish some of the finds of the dwelling quarter,
which could have derived from either Stratum 1A or 1B. As mentioned
above the 1A temple was built soon after the destruction of temple 1B.
Imported Pottery of Stratum 1B and 1A
Mycenaean Pottery:306 Except for two doubtful examples,307 all
Mycenaean pottery in this area derives from Stratum 1B. Pyxis was the
main form represented, which was found in the building L. 6188 opposite
the temple (Fig. 3.1).308 This building was most probably associated
with the shrine (a temple store?) since it was facing the temple and
303
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its courtyard. No Mycenaean pottery was found in the temple. Instead
a few wide-mouthed containers (pyxis) appeared in workshops (Table
I). Cypriote Pottery: Seven Cypriote vessels, mainly from habitation
contexts, appeared in Stratum 1B (five milk bowls and two jugs); in
addition four milk bowls were found that could have originated either
in this or the later stratum.309 No Cypriote pottery was connected to the
temple.
In Stratum 1A, a Monochrome bowl appeared in L. 6061,
in connection with the temple, and a jug appeared in a habitation
context.310
Other Finds
Connected to the niche of the Stratum 1A temple a group of cult and
temple objects were uncovered, which probably all originated from the
1B temple.311

Fig. 3.3. The row of stelae in the niche (Yadin et al. 1958, pl. XXIX, 1)

A 40 cm high basalt statue (Fig. 3.4, A) stood in situ to the left in the
niche with its head on a lower level.312 The head was deliberately cut
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•

off when the shrine was destroyed.313 The statue represents a beardless
man/deity sitting on a square backless stool. He holds something that
could be interpreted as the base of a bowl in his right hand while his
left fist is resting on his left knee. He wears a long tunic; the upper
part of the tunic has a curved neck from which an inverted crescent is
suspended upon the chest.
The row of ten basalt stelae, also in situ (Fig. 3.3) measured 22
cm to 65 cm in height, stood inside the niche to the right of the basalt
statue.314 Some of them stood behind the statue, possibly as a support.
The stele in the centre was the only one that bore a relief. It represents
two hands, stretched upwards in a gesture of prayer to the symbol of
a deity that appeared above the hands (Fig. 3.4, B). The symbol of the
deity is composed of a crescent, a disc within the crescent and two small
tassel-like circles in the centre. Keel and Uehlinger assert that if it really
were tassels that are depicted on the stele, it would indicate that this is
the symbol of the moon-god of Haran in northern Syria.315
A Lion Orthostat (Fig. 3.4, D) was discovered in the corner of
the niche buried under the northernmost stele.316 The length of the lion
was only 44 cm, thus much smaller than the other lions found at Hazor,
in Area H and Area A.317 The roaring head and the forelegs of the lion
are sculptured in the round while the front side bears a relief of the
crouching lion in profile, a similar technique as used on the Area H lion.
The mane is represented by a herringbone marking and terminates in the
shape of a horn. The reverse of the orthostat is blank, which indicates
that this side was incorporated in a doorway/corner.
Some other cult objects made in stone were also found
in the temple. One is a small basalt statuette of a figure seated on a
throne and two other are rough representations of human figures.318
A small find with Egyptian influence is the handle of the sceptre
made of Egyptian glass of a kind found in Lachish temple III.
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Fig. 3.4. Some finds of the Area C temple Stratum 1A and 1B
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A parallel to the sceptre is found in a tomb at Megiddo.319
In the NW corner of shrine 1B a bronze bowl containing a pair
of bronze cymbals was unearthed. There are parallels to these cymbals
from Megiddo and Tel Abu Hawam.320 A cult mask was found in the
potters’ workshop, L. 6225, close to temple 1A. The mask, which
is made of clay, is small and has neither nostrils nor pierced mouth.
According to Yadin, it may have been attached to the face of the statue
described above.321
In building L. 6211 of Stratum 1A, a unique jar appeared
containing an exceptional cult standard (Fig. 3.4, C). This standard is
rectangular, 12.5 x 7 cm, and made of silver-plated bronze. The depiction
on the standard is made of incision and relief and represents a face and
snake motifs. On the upper edge of the standard is a crescent and above
it a coiled snake that is repeated below the face.322 This standard and the
jar in which it was found will be discussed in the following chapter.
3.1.6 Influences in Architecture and Finds
•

The architecture of the Stelae Temple is of a pure local origin and does
not show any long-distance influences. Likewise, the pottery in this area
includes just a few imports. The total absence of imported pottery in the
temple is noticeable and might reflect some kind of cultic preference.
Instead a conspicuous number of Mycenaean wide mouthed containers
appeared in the workshops (see Chapter 6 below).
The northern influences in the statues are evident. The lion
orthostat was of a doorjamb type with the blank side built into the jamb and
the carved side facing the entrance (Fig. 3.4, D). Relief carvings of lions
as entrance decoration are common in the Syro-Mesopotamian sphere
(Alalakh, Ebla and Mari).323 The lion in temple C was found intentionally
buried under the northernmost stele and thus it was not in use in this phase.324
This kind of monumental burials is practiced in Syria and southern Anatolia.
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The monumental burials at Hazor are all related to veneration, the residents
themselves sought to protect them against enemies.325
There are some important features of the basalt statue in the temple
that can provide information about its origin and cult. Similar statues of seated
figures holding cups (now broken), from the Area F (F/68/14) and the Area
H temples (H/1027; H/127) have been investigated by Beck, who suggests
that F/68/14 and H/127 reflect a Canaanite school with a combination of
Syrian and Egyptian influences, while H/1027, which parallels more the Area
C figure, belongs to a Syrian group, probably produced somewhat earlier.
These were imported or locally produced in a Syrian style.326 The latter would
be more plausible, suggested by the local character of this area, probably
inhabited by craftsmen.
Yadin claims that this statue represents the moon-god Sin, to whom
the temple is dedicated, since the inverted crescent that is suspended on the
chest of the seating man symbolizes the emblem of the moon-god.327 Beck,
on the other hand, doubts that the Area C statue represents the moon-god
but does not disapprove the suggestion that the temple was dedicated to this
god.328 Supporting a suggested moon cult M. Ottosson calls attention to the
crescent shaped niche, a feature which he claims is not accidental.329 Keel and
Uehlinger emphasize too that “No one should dispute that this is a shrine to
the moon god”.330 Yet they argue that the statue is an ancestor image rather
than an image of a deity. According to Keel and Uehlinger the emblem on the
chest might be an amulet, appropriate for a human to wear. Also cups, as the
probable one in the right hand of the statue, are an attribute of both humans
and gods. What is more convincing though is their argument that if the statue
represented the moon-god it would have been placed in the centre, where the
stele with the up stretched hands under a crescent was to be found.331
The silver plated cult standard of bronze might also be related to
a moon-god cult, which was carried out in the Stelae Temple. According
to Yadin the face represents a goddess, holding snakes in her hands. In
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•

the upper part of the standard is a crescent depicted. The figure could
be related to the figurines of Qadesh, who as well is holding snakes in
their hands.332 The standard served a cultic function and was probably
carried on a pole in cultic processions. M. Tadmor has conducted X-ray
investigations on the standard and emphasizes particularly the snake
motifs which she claims is a typical Canaanite motif in art and cult
together with the special use of a body part, here the face, as a means
of expressing the entire body. However it can not be proven that the
features of the face belongs to a goddess.333
The “house shaped” jar in which the cult standard was found
resembles one found in the Area H temple and in the Ceremonial
Palace at Hazor.334 Parallels were also found in Late Bronze Age strata
at Ugarit.335 The “house shaped” Ugarit vessel had knobs on each side
of the gap on the body, for carrying, which could also have been true
of the temple C vessel.336 Remarkable is the decoration on the Ugarit
vessel, which recalls the stylized snake motif on the standard.337 Tadmor
also pays the attention to building, L. 6211, in which the jar was found,
and she suggests that this small freestanding building, located on the
E fringe of the excavated quarter, served as a shrine. She bases her
suggestion on the ritual connotation of the standard, on architectural
measurement, and features e.g. benches that lines the walls; and on
parallels with similar shrines at Khamid el-Loz.338 This assumption
would support Zuckerman’s interpretation that these house (temple?)
models were connected to cult and often found in temples, as was
the case of the house model in the Ceremonial Palace, in the Area H
temple, and at Ugarit.339 However, Yadin and Daviau instead interpret
building 6211 as a shop or a specialized storeroom.340 		
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The three small human-like stone objects found in the temple are thought
to belong to a group of crude and schematic pieces of ‘guardian spirits’,
which appear only in temples or shrines from northern Mesopotamia, Syria,
and southern Turkey and down to the Gulf of Aqaba. It shows that the
tradition connected to this cult, which existed in the Jordan valley already
in the Middle Bronze Age and was a common Near Eastern practice since
the third millennium BC, also was present in the Stelae Temple at Hazor
in the Late Bronze Age.341 There are some scholars who interpret these as
ancestor idols in the context of the cult of the dead, which could possibly
relate the Area C temple to a memorial sanctuary for deceased ancestors. A
parallel to such a function of a sanctuary is found at Ebla building Q.342
3.1.7 Summary and Discussion - Local Appearance in Culture and
Cult
The apparent local character of Area C is emphasized primarily in the
architecture of the temple and in the scarcity of imports, although some
special Mycenaean pottery in the workshops stands out. The large number
of cult objects, stone statues etc. deriving from the temple, with mainly
strong Syrian influences are not evidence of trade but should rather
be seen as cultic / cultural belonging reflected in northern Canaanite
/ Syrian cult and art. These objects might as well have been produced
in a local workshop.343 Noticeable also are the northern influences in
the architecture of the houses, which is yet another indication of these
peoples identification with a northern cultural sphere.
There is no doubt that some kind of moon-cult has been practiced
in the local temple of Area C since the crescent symbol appears in a
great number of finds. The character of the cult appears to have been
of a typical Canaanite origin with parallels in northern Canaan. Thus,
Yadin’s suggestion that the temple was dedicated to the moon-god
seems to be correct. At the same time, features of ancestor worship can
be discerned in the temple.
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3.2 The Quarter of Area F
Area F is located between the city gates, although somewhat closer to
the Area P gate, in the eastern side of the Lower City (Fig. 1.3). Five
Strata (4-1A) have been identified in this area, of which the last three
(2, 1B and 1A) belong to LB.344 A network of drainage channels and
underground tunnels was hewn into the rocks underneath the area by
the people of the MB Strata 4 and 3. This network, as will be shown
below, was also known and reused for different purposes such as for
storage, burials, and drainage, by the inhabitants in the LB period.345
3.2.1 Stratum 2
The Square Building

•

The plan of the scanty remains of a huge square structure, which
occupied over half the excavation area of the first LB phase in Area F,
was not clarified during or immediately after Yadin’s excavations in the
1950s. This building measures 18 x 18 m and consisted of thick walls,
which supported two stories (Fig. 3.5). Its main room (8074) was a
square/court with a thick, white lime floor in the centre of the building.
This central court, which had an entrance passage in its south-western
corner, was surrounded by four halls where part of a cobbled floor was
found in one of them. The entrance to the building was in its western
corner. To the south of the building some thin stretches of walls were
found. A huge courtyard covered the rest of the southern part of the
area.346
In his book of 1972, Yadin drew parallels between this building
and the square structure defined as a temple at the Amman Airport and
with yet another square building uncovered at Mt Gerizim identified as
a temple.347 By identifying the Area F building as a temple, Yadin at the
same time saw a religious continuation of the location since the open
squares of the later strata, 1B and 1A, were interpreted as cult places
344

Ben-Tor 1989b, xiii.
Ben-Tor 1989b, plan XXVI, 143-147; Yadin, et al. 1960, 129, 142.
346
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(see below). This continuation also contributed to his interpretation
of the large but insufficient structure, without finds, of the earlier MB
stratum, 3, as being a double temple.348

Fig. 3.5. Plan Area F, Stratum 2 (based on Ben-Tor 1989b, plan XXIX)

However, the reconstruction of the Stratum 2 structure as a square
temple is based on a few, badly preserved, robbed and reused walls.
Besides, no real floor levels were discerned that could be related to
the walls. No typical temple paraphernalia were found and almost no
pottery on the whole was reported.349 Some fragments, mainly from
storage jars and pithoi, were later found in a re-evaluation of the material
from the building.350 In addition, Yadin’s sources of inspiration for his
interpretation, the square temples of Amman and Gerizim, have as well
348
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•

been questioned as being temples.351 Thus there is no evidence for the
sanctity of the square structure at Hazor and hence cult continuation,
which were the main arguments for the identification of the Stratum 3
building as a double temple. Therefore Yadin’s temple reconstructions,
both the Strata 3 and 2 buildings, have been questioned by several
archaeologists.352 Nevertheless, these structures are impressive and
must have possessed important roles in their respective periods. Yadin’s
initial suggestion that the Stratum 3 structure was a “large public
building or palace” was probably more accurate,353 and also received
greater support.354
Thus, we can conclude that the huge square building in the
Lower City was not a temple but possessed some kind of secular
function (administrative/storage/residential?). The few but essential
architectural details of the structure are puzzling though since they don’t
mirror a Canaanite building tradition. Yadin might have been closer to
the truth than he later got credit for when he saw the parallels of the
Hazor and the likewise odd Gerizim and Amman buildings – however
not as temples. The Gerizim and Amman structures are instead suggested
by several scholars to have been secular buildings with influences
from Egyptian architecture, so-called Egyptian style residencies or
centre hall houses.355 The inspiration for this type of building was
drawn from the Egyptian New Kingdom private houses, of which
many were found at tell el-Amarna.356 These residencies show a huge
variability in design which is also true for their counterparts in Canaan.357
Aharoni 1982, 133-135 (suggests them being Egyptian style residencies (see below)); Albright 1960, 91f (interpreted the Gerizim building as a patrician house from
the end of MB); Fritz 1971, 140-152 (proposes an Egyptian fortress at Amman, and
the plenty Egyptian and Mycenaean finds within it to be booty); Gonen 1992b, 229
(emphasizes the similarities to Egyptian style residencies); Herr 1983a, 27; 1983b,
225 (sees the Amman structure as an Hittite cremation mortuary); Mazar 1992b, 183
(considers the Gerizim building to be of a secular nature and the Amman structure as
still an enigma).
352
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353
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354
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Although the remains of the square structure at Hazor actually are
too fragmentary to be part of a reconstruction, they contain some
architectural traits that suggest Egyptian style buildings: e.g. the size;
the probable square form; the corner entrance; the thick walls; and
the halls organized around a centre square courtyard.358 Most of the
Egyptian style buildings in Canaan are found in the later LB IIA and
LB IIB period though; however there are some indications of earlier
examples.359
In addition Ottosson interprets the Fosse Temples II-III (LB
IIA-IIB) as being secular buildings, connected to a pottery production/
temple shop, reflecting the architecture of Egyptian three-room houses.360
While Bietak agrees with Ottosson regarding the Egyptian influenced
architecture in these buildings he instead associates them with funerary
rituals and Egyptian mortuary chapels;361 Bietak further informs that
similar architectural features existed in Middle Kingdom Egypt as well,
and were particularly prevalent in the Eighteenth Dynasty.362 Despite
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For a description of Egyptian style architecture in Canaan see Higginbotham
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question on some of the above mentioned suggestions,363 it seems that
Egyptian style architecture was not an unknown feature in Canaan at an
early stage of the Late Bronze Age.
However, this investigation of the square structure is not
intended to suggest that Hazor was an Egyptian administrative centre in
LB I. If indeed, the square building at Hazor possessed some Egyptian
influences several other more plausible reasons can be suggested (see
Ch. 3.2.3). Stratigraphically, since there was no dateable pottery in the
building, there is nothing that contradicts a late date in LB I for the
square structure at Hazor. However, in that case it was not associated
with the burials which should be dated to an early phase of LB I.
The Burials of Stratum 2 and their Content

•

Most of the finds from Stratum 2 derive from the three tombs (8112,
8205+8130, 8147) found in this period (Fig. 3.5).
Tomb 8112:364 The skeletal remains of a man and a woman, originally
in a flexed position, were found in a Stratum 3 channel, reused and
organised as a tomb in Stratum 2. The finds, which were placed
alongside the bodies, included two bowls (a Chocolate-on-White type),
two juglets, and three lamps.
Additionally also some imported or foreign-influenced objects
were found in this tomb, including a rare alabastron, an imitation of
a similar Egyptian vessel in alabaster.365 Parallels to this vessel were
found in Area E at Hazor and in Megiddo Tomb 1100 as well as in a LB
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Higginbotham 2000, 277-281; Maeir 1988-1989; Oren 1992, 120, n. 48. The
questioning of the Egyptian influence in some of these buildings is mainly due to
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I tomb on the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem.366 An Egyptian-influenced
ivory stopper depicting the goddess Hathor also appeared in this
tomb.367 It was carved in a single piece of ivory and formed as a spoon
at its end, which was used to pour drops of oil or perfume into (Fig.
3.6, A). In the Fosse Temple at Lachish a similar idea of an ivory head
stopper with a spoon was found, which also included an ivory bottle.368
Another Egyptian object is the steatite scarab (Fig. 3.6, B).369 It has a šn
sign in the middle enclosed by space-fillers, probably made in the Hyksos
period but still in use in the beginning of the New Kingdom.370
A Bichrome storage jar371 from this tomb has its counterpart in Area
C (Stratum 2) and in Area D (Stratum 3) at Hazor,372 its colour (black and
red) and the appearance of the decoration (upper part and neck) maybe
suggest a Cypriote and not local production.373 A juglet of a type 2B grey
lustrous wheel-made ware was found in this tomb (Fig. 3.6, C).374 This is
a vessel imported from Cyprus, unlike the grey lustrous of types 4-6 that
were produced along the coast of Syria-Palestine.375 The 2B type started
to appear in LB before the trade in BR I juglets commenced. Imported
types were found in port sites and on the large tells in the country.376
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Fig. 3.6. Some finds from the LB I tomb 8112

•

Burial 8205 + 8130:377 This group of burials was located in another
reused drainage channel of Stratum 3. Bones and pottery were scattered
around, but at least six individuals could be traced. The funerary
offerings consisted of bowls; also cooking pots; kraters; jugs and juglets
were found. Two examples of Bichrome ware, similar in type to those
in tomb 8112, were also deposited in this tomb (Fig. 2.2, G).378
The pottery assemblage reflects features evident from an early
part of Stratum 2. Finds other than pottery were only represented by a
bronze toggle pin found inside a jug.379
Burial 8147:380 This tomb, containing the bones of an adult man, was
found near the eastern wall of the huge Stratum 3 structure. Just a few
objects appeared, dated to the end of MB.
The pottery of these abovementioned tombs suggests a date
between late MB II and early LB I. Gonen claims that the few LB I
finds unearthed throughout the Lower City of Hazor indicate that this
part of the city was not inhabited during the beginning of LB I but
377
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functioned only as a burial place.381
Depending on the state of preservation of this area, a huge
number of unstratified finds, of which many fall within a date in MBIILB II, appeared. Interestingly they included a large number, 16(!), of
scarabs and scarab impressions, but also Bichrome- and Base-Ring
ware, e.g. “Bilbils”, as well as alabaster, bronze and ivory objects.382
3.2.2 Stratum 1B and 1A
Because of the difficulties in excavating and interpreting this area the
distinction between Stratum 1B and 1A was very hard and sometimes
impossible to establish, especially in the dwelling quarter (Fig. 3.7).
Therefore the identification of each of these strata, when discussing
the houses, will only be made when clearly stated. Generally it could
be said that Stratum 1A, which according to the excavator existed for
a brief period, was poorer than the previous stratum. It has also been
noticed that the buildings of 1A in many cases were restored and reused
from the 1B period.383
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Fig. 3.7. Area F plan, Stratum 1B and 1A (after Yadin, et al. 1960, plan CCX)

•
The Open Cult Place
As evidenced above, there is no clear indication that public religious
worship in this area started before Stratum 1B. At this time however an
open cult place is considered to have existed in Area F.384
In the southern part of Area F is the square (8059-8078) located
(Fig. 3.7). The area is sloping towards east and the square is therefore
constructed on a western- and an eastern terrace divided by a retaining
wall (8569 + 8602). The channel (8005), which originally belonged to
the extensive channel system of Stratum 4 and 3, takes the direction
towards the altar (8001), where it is assumed, although not with certainty,
to have been reused for cult purposes to drain fluids (blood) from the
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altar into the underground network of channels.385
No clear parallel to this huge (2.40 m x 0.85 m x 1.20 m) altar has
been found, although some resemblances are discerned in the smaller
libation tables in the Area H Temple at Hazor.386 There is a possibility that
this altar, which was built by a corner block of the Stratum 3 building,
was used in an intermediate period before the houses in Stratum 1B
were built, as suggested by Perrot.387 Or maybe even in the beginning of
LB I connected to the burial-place, as suggested by Gonen.
About 10-15 m to the west of the altar is the elevated rectangular
“Cult Place” (8019). However this place included only a few finds: a
cooking pot, a baking tray, a basalt bowl and a drain pipe; of these the
bull’s skull is the only one that can be interpreted as cultic. The ‘pure’
cultic findings were made mostly about 5-15 m to the east of the altar
on a rather scattered area on and around the eastern square (8059-8078)
and even further eastwards;388 these included the incense stands, “cupand-saucer” vessels, kernoi, the “rattles” and miniature vessels (Fig.
3.8); additionally this part of the area was “covered with innumerable
fragments of bowls and other vessels”.389 A wheel, suggested to have
belonged to a cult chariot, was found in the courtyard of building 8068
(Fig. 3.8, D).390 Thus, the sanctity of the “Cult Place”, L. 8019, seems
to be rather doubtful, although the altar, if indeed it was in use in this
period, and the eastern square, bear clear cultic characteristics. There
are divided opinions regarding the continuing use of the two latter into
Stratum 1A.391
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•

Fig. 3.8. Some cultic findings

The Houses of Stratum 1B and 1A and their Content
Several structures of houses have been found in Stratum 1B and 1A in
Area F. Most of them derived from Stratum 1A since building material
was reused and floors destroyed from the previous stratum. The pottery
assemblage of these two building phases was indistinguishable and
represented the last phase of Stratum 1B and the beginning of 1A and
will therefore be discussed together.392
The houses have been investigated by M. Daviau who treats
these strata as one phase, hence the difficulties in distinguishing
between Stratum 1A and 1B in this area.393 She identifies four, possibly
five houses, which were large, irregularly shaped complexes built up
by one or more courtyards with up to 10-14 surrounding rooms, which
392
393
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might have had an upper storey. Daviau compares them with houses at
Ugarit in complexity and size.394 The finds were few and the rooms were
therefore hard to identify, although some could be recognized as storage
rooms because of their location, size, finds (mostly storage vessels) and
beaten earth floors; most of the remaining floors were paved. Cooking,
food preparation or consumption could as well be discerned in some of
the rooms.
Pottery and small finds:395 The finds in the houses included, as
mentioned, mostly storage vessels e.g. pithoi and storage jars. However
building 8039 and 8068, which were the richest in finds, contained also
e.g. a cooking pot, a krater, a decorated store-jar, a chalice, a goblet,
a miniature bowl, pilgrim flasks (two local and two Mycenaean),
Mycenaean jars and a Cypriote knife-shaved juglet (the imports will be
further discussed below). A cup-and-saucer was found in 8046 (Fig. 3.8,
C), weights derived from a few houses. Notable is also a giant krater
found in house 8139 together with a similarly giant cooking pot.396 The
krater is similar to one in the cella of Temple 1A in Area H and in the
rear unit of the Ceremonial Palace.397
Crucibles found in the dwelling quarter (one in a house) testify
to a local metal production. A bronze lion-shaped weight and a bronze
lugged axe were two of just a few metal objects found in the houses.398
Basalt items included some bowls and a headless statue similar to one
found in Area H.399 In the tunnels underneath these buildings, accessed
from the courtyards or the surroundings, were several groups of objects
found comprising a huge number of bowls, juglets, chalices, miniature
vessels, weights, a zoomorphic figurine, a Mycenaean pyxis and an
alabastron.400
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Daviau describes the buildings as included ‘multipurpose activity’, and
suggests they were dwellings for extended families.401 Yadin interprets
these buildings as being associated with the cult place, suitable for
the preparation of food-offerings, for storing and as dwellings for the
priests and cult personnel.402 The number of houses as well as rooms
within them in relation to the probably not too large cult place supports
the former suggestion; however the ritual implications of some of the
finds in the houses and the pottery concentrations underneath these
buildings as well as the giant krater and cooking pot point to collective
meals, which not necessarily were connected to rituals though. These
collective activities could of course also be part of the ‘multipurpose
activities’ (see further Ch. 3.2.3). In addition, imports seem to have
been easily accessible for the people of Area F, which will be further
supported by the investigation of the tombs.
The Tombs of Stratum 1B and their Content
•

Two intramural tombs (8144-8145 and 8065) were found in Stratum 1B
(Fig. 3.7).403
Tomb 8144-8145: This tomb consisted of two rock cut shafts, of which
one (8145) when hewn encountered one of the underground tunnels of
Stratum 4; hence the opening into this tunnel was blocked with stones.
Four steps led to cave 8144, which contained no earth but a large group
of badly preserved bones that were pushed inwards for the preparation
of room for additional burials. Behind a low partition wall an unusually
rich pottery assemblage of more than 500 vessels was found, which
included local and imported types covering the whole period of Stratum
1B. The huge number of bones and vessels testify to a long period of
use for this tomb.
R. Gonen classifies this burial as a “miscellaneous cave burial”
of a foreign type, which differs from the local burials in Canaan.404 These
special types of foreign burials probably reflect not yet assimilated
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newcomers (see below).405 Gonen pays attention to the location of
the Hazor tomb, since it is the only burial cave so far found inside a
settlement. She ascribes this phenomenon to a tradition of burials
connected to temples and cult places in this area. If so, it would be the
only case known in Canaan, or suggest that Area F was not an integral
part of the city.406 Rather, it might reflect a not yet integrated group of
people that preferred to bury their relatives closeby.
Tomb 8065: This tomb was discovered under a basalt slab in a depression
of the courtyard of house 8039. The depression was caused by a collapse
of an underground hall beneath the courtyard. An adult man was buried
in this tomb which, despite the single burial, was very rich of pottery. He
was probably the head of the family or even a local chief of this group
of people, since this was the biggest house, although the objects were
not more luxurious than in the multiple tomb. Thus the burial deposits
in tomb 8065 consisted of identical types of pottery as Tomb 81448145; these two groups of pottery will therefore be discussed together.
Pottery and small finds of the tombs:407 The pottery from these tombs
is particularly important since the types cover the whole period of
Stratum 1B (LB IIA) in contrast to the pottery from the floors of the
houses which only mirror the types found at the time of the destruction/
abandonment of these buildings.
A huge number of various bowls (with and without carination),
chalices and cooking pots (miniature and normal) were found in these
tombs, as well as storage jars, lamps (divided into four groups by
Yadin), miniature vessels and weights. A large collection of pilgrim
flasks (local and imported) divided into four groups derives from the
tombs. The group of undecorated flasks (LB IIA) is associated with the
imported ware and has its parallels at many sites, e.g. Tell el-Ajjul (“the
Governor’s Tomb”), Gezer and at Abu Hawam.408 Bronze arrow-heads
and spindle-whorls of bone may reflect the “afterlife needs” of both
sexes buried in tomb 8144. The tombs were especially rich in imported
Mycenaean and Cypriote vessels; a variety of types, particularly in
Tomb 8144-8145, assured a dating of the whole tomb assemblage to
405
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fall within the 14th century. A terminus post quem can be established
by a very rare scarab bearing the name of Tuthmosis IV. Imported finds
and influences will be further discussed below.
Imported/Foreign Influenced Objects of Stratum 1B and 1A

•

The habitation strata:409 Imports from the houses, the tunnels and the
cult site consist of a small number compared to those from the tombs;
still they surpass the number of imports from contemporary areas of the
Lower City.
Pottery:410 Mycenaean pottery represented the largest group of imports
from the occupation strata. This group comprises three pilgrim flasks
found in the dwelling quarter (Fig. 3.9, B). These flasks were of the
same type as those found in the tombs (see below). Three stirrup jars
derived also from the houses, of which one was complete, of a type
dated to Mycenaean IIIB (Fig. 3.9, A).411 To the same period belongs a
chalice, which according to the excavator, surely should be attributed
to Stratum 1A. In addition a Mycenaean pyxis found in a tunnel and
fragments of two Mycenaean figurines appeared; one in a house and
one as a surface find (Fig. 3.9, C).412
The only Cypriote pottery deriving from the habitation strata
included a ‘Milk bowl’ and another Cypriote bowl, of an indefinable
type, found on the eastern square as well as a knife-shaved juglet in a
house.413
The cup-and-saucers, which appeared mainly on and around the
eastern square except for one example in a house, 414 are regarded as
Egyptian-style pottery by Higginbotham.415 This vessel originated in the
Middle Kingdom Egypt and continued to be in use in the New Kingdom
in connection with cult. It could not be ruled out that it developed
independently in Palestine from the Early Bronze Age “double bowls”,
409

See Yadin et al. 1960, 156-159
Yadin et al. 1960, pls. CXLVIII; CXCV, 1-5. See also appendix Table I at the end
of this thesis.
411
Classification and dating were conducted by A. Furumark
(Yadin et al. 1960, 150 n. 31).
412
Yadin et al. 1960, pls. CXLVIII, 8, 9; CXCV, 1, 5.
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Yadin et al. 1960, pl. CXLVIII, 10-12.
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Yadin et al. 1960, pl. CXLVI, 8-13.
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however continuity is lacking. The outer bowl is sometimes spouted and
the inner bowl is sometimes pierced where it joins the base of the outer
bowl. The variations might reflect different usage e.g. as a lamp, incense
burner or libation vessel.416 A flat-based shallow bowl and a flat-based
deep bowl can be added to the group of Egyptian-style vessels.417
Stone objects: A headless basalt statue depicting a seated figure holding
a cup should probably be dated to Stratum 1B, but continued to be in
use in 1A (Fig. 3.9, E).418 This statue is similar to one from the Area
H temple (Fig. 3.15, D), which is considered by Beck as belonging
to a Canaanite group - locally produced but mirroring both Egyptian
and Syrian features.419 This statue was probably intentionally mutilated
although under which circumstances this occurred are unclear.420
Yadin considers all the alabaster objects found in Area F to be
Egyptian imports,421 of which especially an incense double goblet stands
out (Fig. 3.8, E).422 Higginbotham however, doubts the Egyptian origin
of these alabaster objects, except for the alabastron (Fig. 3.9, D) and the
short-necked globular jar.423 She suggests instead that it was a skilled,
maybe Egyptian-trained, artisan who made these objects, evidenced in
the advanced drill technique.424
The tombs:425 Various imported objects, mainly Mycenaean and
Cypriote, appeared in the two tombs (8144-8145 and 8065), which will be
discussed together. The Mycenaean vessels are all dated to Myc III A:2.426
416

Higginbotham 2000, 152f.
Yadin et al. 1960, pl. CXLI, 1, 2. These are Egyptian style bowls according to
Choi 2002, lxxv, but see discussion in Chapter 2 above.
418
Yadin et al. 1960, pl. CXCVII
419
Beck 1989b, 326f. Yadin et al. 1961, pls. CCCXXVI-CCCXXVII.
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Ben-Tor 2006b, 7.
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Yadin et al. 1960, pl. CL, 1-9; CLII, 17
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Yadin, et al. 1960, 158; pls. CL, 1; CXCVI, 2.
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Yadin et al. 1960, CLII, 17; CL, 8
424
According to Higginbotham there exist three groups of alabaster objects in Palestine; Egyptian vessels, imitations and local vessels. The difference appears mainly
in the material, which is calcite (harder and whitish to pale yellowish) in Egypt and
gypsum (softer and whiter) in the locally produced. There is also a difference in the
drill technique (Higginbotham 2000, 185f).
425
Yadin, et al. 1960, 150-153, pls. CXXVIII-CXL.
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Classification and dating were conducted by A. Furumark (Yadin et al. 1960, 150
n. 31). Myc. III A:2 is considered to be contemporary with late Amenhotep III to
within the reign of Horemheb = ca 1370/1360 to 1340/1330 BC, according to Warren and Hankey 1989 118, 169. Following Kitchen 1987, 52; 1989, 152.
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Yadin observes parallels with the imports from the Area F tombs and those
from the tombs of Tell el-‘Ajjul (1053, 1077 and the “Governor’s Tomb”),
Lachish (216 and 501), and Megiddo (877).427 As mentioned above the
content and character of tomb 8144-8145 are also similar to Lachish (4004),
Gezer (30) and to tombs at Sarepta, Tel Dan and Akko.
Pottery: 14 Mycenaean vessels are found in the tombs.428 Of these, are two
pyxides, two Mycenaean cups (Fig. 3.10, A) and three juglets. Five stirrup-jars
were found, of which three belong to the type of spherical stirrup-jars, another
one is a biconical stirrup-jar and yet another belongs to the pear-shaped stirrupjar (Fig. 3.10, B). The same pear-shape but on another type of jar appeared
in Tomb 8065 (Fig. 2.3, E). Only one pilgrim flask seems to be imported.429

•

Fig. 3.9. Some finds from the dwelling quarter

427

Yadin et al. 1960, 150-153.
See plates Yadin et al. 1960, CXXXVII, 1-13; CXL, 4.
429
Yadin et al. 1960, pl. CXXXVII, 3
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Contrary to the occupation strata, the number of Cypriote vessels (19) in
the tombs exceeds the Mycenaean ones. The Cypriote vessels in these
tombs consist of three groups: White Slip II (Milk Bowls), Base Ring and
Bucchero.430 The single example of a milk bowl in the tombs (Fig. 3.10, E)
confirms that bowls are more common in habitation contexts while jugs and
juglets are more popular in funerary contexts.431 This is also testified to by
the large number of Base Ring II and some Base Ring I (Fig. 3.10, C) jugs
and juglets which occur in these tombs, 11 large and 3 small and miniature.
These vessels are often associated with burials and the suggestion that some
contained opium seems to be true according to analyses made (see below
Chapter 6.3).432 In addition two mugs of BR I-II were deposited in the tombs,
of which one was decorated with white strips (Fig. 3.10, D). The trade in
LB IIA was completely dominated by BR II vessels, which constituted 46
percent of the Cypriote imports in this period.433 The last group of Cypriote
vessels from the tombs includes two Bucchero jugs (Fig. 2.2, F); this type is
also found at Tell el-Ajjul in Tombs 1053, 1077 and in Tomb 877 at Megiddo.
Several have also been found in tombs at Lachish.434
Scarabs:435 Three scarabs are found in tomb 8144-8145. The most important
of these is a very rare one bearing the name of Tuthmosis IV, Menkheperw-R‘e, which gives a terminus post quem to this tomb (Fig. 3.10, F).
Another one depicts a lion attacking a gazelle, which is typical of the Hyksos
period; a similar one is found at Tell el-‘Ajjul.
Imitations: According to K. Prag the Cypriote pottery found in cultic contexts
is almost exclusively imports;436 however there are some examples of local
imitations of the ‘Bilbil’ jugs, and a juglet, from these tombs.437 Two knifeshaved juglets of the same type as the imported appeared in the tombs.438 In
addition a possible imitation of a pilgrim flask of the type common in the
See plates Yadin et al. 1960, CXXXVI, 1 (Milk Bowl); CXXXVI, 2-14; CXL, 1-3
(Base Ring vessels); CXXXVI, 15, 16 (Bucchero). For a description of these types
of Cypriote ware see Chapter 2.2.2 above.
431
Gittlen 1981, 52.
432
Merrillees 1989, 183-186. See also Merrillees’ selected articles on this subject in
Åström 2003.
433
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435
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Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties’ Egypt was found in Tomb 8065.439
Among the bowls from tomb 8144-8145 there are two examples that might
possess Egyptian influences. These are the uncommon flat based bowl and
the hemispherical bowl found in one of the tombs.440

•

Fig. 3.10. Some imports from tomb 8144-8145

3.2.3 Summary and Discussion – A Trading Quarter?
The cultic character of Area F could not be discerned, neither in
architecture nor in objects before the open cult place of Stratum 1B was
identified.
Except for the burials, which included pottery from the early LB
I period, it seems that the area was inactive for a period in the beginning
of LB I. The puzzling and scarce remains of a huge square structure
built on top of the remains of the building of Stratum 3 did not contain
any dateable pottery. In fact, except for the very early LB finds in the
439

Yadin et al. 1960, 147 ; pl. CXLIII, 3
Yadin et al. 1960, pl. CXXVIII, 1; CXXIX, 16. Choi 2002, lxxiv, flat-based and
round-based deep bowls.
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tombs, there were no chronologically established objects found in the
occupation Stratum 2. There are two valid assumptions: 1) This huge
and massive square building was of an administrative rather than a
cultic character. 2) The building might mirror some Egyptian influences
in its architectural features according to the investigation above. In this
connection, the large number of unstratified (MB II-LB II) Egyptian finds
found in the area should not be dismissed. By placing these assumptions
in the socio-political setting of Syria-Palestine supported by Egyptian
documents,441 the following tentative interpretation will be offered: The
building might have been built after the campaign of Tuthmosis III,
in which list Hazor is mentioned as one of the rebellion cities of the
northern group led by the king of Kadesh supported by Mitanni.442 After
these kings were defeated and had sworn loyalty to Pharaoh, Egyptian
control and administration was established in the north.443 The nature
and grade of such control under the kings of the Eighteenth Dynasty
varied widely; from being Egyptianized Canaanites, e.g. young princes
brought to Egypt and raised at the court of pharaoh and later returned
as loyal vassals,444 to being elaborated Egyptian administrative and
military centres.445 Between these extremes, the control was executed
by a circulating or permanent Egyptian official, a mar šipri or a
rābisu.446 The latter was probably the case at the Eighteenth Dynasty
Beth Shean.447 At Hazor, the square building might have been raised in
connection to Egyptian control; if so it was probably an expression of
emulation by Egyptianized Canaanites loyal to Pharaoh, since there is
no proof of significant Egyptian presence at the site (see also Chapter
6.2). That Hazor was under some kind of Egyptian occupation in this
period is verified by the papyrus Hermitage no. 1116A (Amenhotep
The list of conquered Palestinian cities by Thutmose III see Aharoni 1979 159163; Helck 1962, 127-132. and the papyrus Hermitage 1116 A dated to the 19th or
20th year of Amenhotep II see Golénischeff 1913, No. 1116 A vs., lines 68-78. See
also Epstein 1963.
442
Aharoni 1979 159-163.
443
Weinstein 1981, 11f. Such a control also served as a buffer zone to the Mitannian
power in Syria.
444
Redford 1992, 198.
445
Weinstein 1981, 12.
446
A mar šipri visited Hazor in the Amarna period according to EA 227:16 (Bienkowski 1987, 56).
447
Mullins 2002, 314f, 324f.
441
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II)448 in which envoys are mentioned, termed as mariyannu from
various cities (among them Hazor) in Djahu,449 arriving in Egypt to
bring tribute from their cities. The list records the presentation of grain
and beer by Egyptian officials for these envoys.450 The sherds of large
storage vessels and pithoi found in the square building might indicate
some kind of storing activities.
In the Late Bronze IIA a radical change in the character of the area
occurred. On top of the ruins of the square structure, a dwelling quarter
was constructed with large courtyard houses, recalling those at Ugarit. The
inhabitants, who according to the foreign burial type of tomb 8144-8145
might have been newcomers, built an altar from the corner block used
in the huge building of Stratum 3. In contrast to the closed elite religion
of Area H, the expression of the rituals and ceremonials of the Area F
was conducted, spiced with foreign attributes, in the open air. The large
houses and the rich burials reflect a rather wealthy class of people, with
easy access to imports. Except for imported objects, which are especially
abundant in the tombs, a large number of storage vessels and weights,
found in the houses and in the tunnels, expose a picture of commerce
(traders/merchants?). The large number of bowls and huge food preparation
vessels (cooking pots and kraters) might reflect collective, secular or
ritual, meals. The plentiful rooms and food preparation possibilities
might even suggest some kind of hostel/caravanserai activities.451
These people reused the tunnels as storage places for their trading (?)and religious items, which was probably a very safe place, well hidden
and unknown to raiders. They lived close together in large extended
families and buried their people alike, in rich collective intramural rock
hewn tombs, studded with imports.
Late Bronze Age II B continued as the previous period, where
no destruction phase could be discerned.452 No new buildings were
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Epstein 1963; Golénischeff 1913, No. 1116 A vs., lines 68-78.
A geographical term for northern Canaan, used parallel to H3rw (Hurru) which
designated the Asiatic territory under Egyptian control (Na’aman 1994b, 177).
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raised in this Stratum; instead the old were reused and repaired, which
mirror a certain degree of decline. The rich intramural caves were no
more in use and the possible trading activities seems to have decreased
(less imports), which might suggest this people’s integration into the
major society.
Evidence for a Karum
The characteristics of the finds and structures in Area F suggest that
trading activities might have been related to this area. The following
evidence should be ascribed to this assumption: This area contained
the most varied assemblage of Mycenaean pottery including almost
all types found at Hazor (see Chapter 6.3). Area F also contained the
largest amount of Cypriote pottery as well as other imported objects,
e.g. Egyptian. Most of these finds derive from the multiple burials L.
8144-8145 that in character and content are comparable to tombs at Tel
Dan, Akko, Lachish, Gezer and Sarepta of which at least the two former
are suggested to have been related to traders/merchants.453 The three
latter, Lachish (4004), Gezer (30) and Sarepta, together with Tomb L.
8144-8145 are all classified by Gonen as foreign burials, which suggest
that they were used by not yet assimilated newcomers.454 The funerary
gifts in these tombs are similar, including local ware and a “collection
of pottery vessels and objects of Cypriote, Mycenaean, Syrian, and
Egyptian origin. They reflect the widespread international trade carried
out in the eastern Mediterranean basin and the ability of the deceased
and their families to purchase imports”.455 In addition the rather wealthy
large houses in this area; the large cooking pots and kraters and several
cooking facilities in the houses testify to collective meals, perhaps
indicating caravanserai activities; the large number of pithoi and
storage jars; the excellent storing possibilities in the tunnels; the several
weights and crucibles used in commerce and metal production; as well
as the indefinable cultic activities accented with foreign attributes; and
the relative closeness to the Area P and K city-gates, would motivate a
453
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cautious suggestion that the inhabitants of Area F, at least in the LB IIA
period, were in some way connected to merchantry and trade. A karum,
a trading quarter/diaspora, might have been located here.

3.3 The Orthostat Temples of Area H
In Area H (Fig. 1.3), at the northern end of the Lower City just near the
steep slope, the remnants of four superimposed temple constructions
are located.456 Based on the well preserved plans, the rich collection of
finds and the temples’ long duration (MB IIB - LB IIB) during a very
interesting period of ‘internationalism’ in the Eastern Mediterranean,
these temples constitute an important archaeological source regarding
cult, architecture and art, and not least in intercultural relations.
3.3.1 Architectural Plans

•

The temple constructions are unearthed in four strata (3 - 1A) of the
Lower City.457 This investigation will focus on the LB strata (2, 1B and
1A),458 however, a brief description of the architectural plan of Temple
3 (MB IIB) will also be given since its construction determined the
building plans of the succeeding temple phases on the location. One
of the most conspicuous architectural details is the still-remaining
orthostats; hence the temple of the different strata used to be called the
Orthostat Temple.
The terminology used by Yadin, in the Hazor report III-IV, on
the different parts of the temple will differ somewhat from the one used
in the description below. The largest room of the temple called the “holy
of holies” by Yadin will be termed cella.459 The room referred to as the
“hall” will still be termed hall. Further Yadin’s “porch” of Temple 1B
and 1A will be named porch or inner court.460
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Ben-Tor 1989b, 213.
Ben-Tor 1989b, 213.
458
For the Hazor strata and the chronology of the Eastern Mediterranean see Fig. 1.1
and 1.4 above.
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The theological term “Holy of Holies” should rather be identified with the niche
in a cella (see discussion in Mazar 1992b, 172; Ottosson 1980, 36; Wright 1985,
239f).
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Temple 3, MB IIB
The bipartite plan of Temple 3 (Fig. 3.11, A) was established by its
protruding walls under the still remaining walls of the succeeding
temples.461 The temple building, without its platform/terrace, measured
an overall size of 19.75 m from S to N and 18 m from E to W. The
deep stone foundations of the walls carried the orthostats which most
likely originated in this earliest phase but were found in Temple 1A.
The mudbrick wall was built on top of these.462 The northern part of the
building constituted the cella, which was a large Breitraum (2175). In
the northern wall of the cella was a niche. A wide doorway leads into
the hall (2163). Door sockets of basalt found in situ at the southern end
of either side of the threshold were supporting a two winged door. In
the southern wall of the hall, aligned with the door in the northern wall,
was the entrance door of the temple. Rooms 2130 and 2183, almost
equal in size, were located to the east and the west of the hall. Outside
the temple, all along its southern wall was an elevated platform (2148),
reached from the courtyard by two steps.
The open court to the south of the building was paved with
small pebbles, extending about 30 m from the southern temple wall.
Two walls were running parallel to the temple façade in the southern
half of the courtyard.
Temple 2, LB I
This temple (Fig. 3.11, B) is similar to the previous plan.463 The previous
beaten earth floor was in this cella (2133) paved with cobblestones.
A narrow partition wall screened the niche from the cella. The entry
to the niche was through a narrow opening between the partition wall
and a rectangular installation to the west with an attached bench. A
large basalt bowl was found upside down on this installation.464 Broad
461

Following description of Temple 3 is based on Ben-Tor 1989b, 215-220; Yadin
1972, 75-79. See also loci nos. in the plan Fig. 3.11, A (this thesis) for the room division.
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Ben-Tor 1989a, 212f; Yadin 1972 89-91.
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The description of the Stratum 2 temple is based on Ben-Tor 1989b, 223-230; Yadin 1972, 79-83. See also loci nos. in the plan Fig. 3.11, B (this thesis) for the room
division.
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benches ran along the southern wall of the cella. As in the previous
temple the lower part of the walls of the cella and of the hall may have
been covered with the well dressed basalt orthostats, which remained
in the last temple, 1A. The door opening, from the cella leading to the
hall (2139) was similar to that in the Stratum 3 temple with new door
sockets indicating a two-winged door opening. As in the cella, the floor
of the hall was paved with cobblestones. The rooms (2130, 2183) on
either side of the hall preserved their form from Stratum 3. The raised
platform/terrace from the previous temple was removed and the building
was entered from the courtyard through the entrance door in the middle
of the southern wall.
The courtyard was composed of two parts, an inner court and an
outer court, divided by a wall that ran through a gatehouse construction
located along the axis of the temple entrance. A room (2146) was
attached to the western end of the front façade of the temple. To the
south of the room, a potter’s kiln was located. On the eastern side of the
courtyard a covered channel partially made by disused incense stands
drained the fluid from a semicircular installation (2188). The gatehouse
consisted of two connecting rooms, 2169 which opened to the outer
courtyard, and 2172 which opened to the inner courtyard and was built
slightly to the east of the axis. In the centre of the inner courtyard,
located along the axis of the temple entrance, a huge rectangular
platform (2534) was constructed, in size 3.5 X 2 m. Just to the south of
it, a circle outlined by cobblestones was discernible in the paving. To
the east of this circle another smaller, rectangular construction (2554)
was found. Pottery sherds, animal bones and ash were littered on these
rectangular structures as well as in the circle. Yadin suggests that these
two rectangles served as bamot (altars) and that the circle in some way
was connected to them.
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Fig. 3.11. Plans of the Area H temples (based on Ben-Tor 1989b, plans XXXVII,
XXXVIII, XXXIX, XL and XLI)

Temple 1B, LB IIA
Temple 1B was built on the ruins of the previous temples (Fig. 3.11, C).
465
An adjoining building module on the southern façade (2128) turns
the temple into a tripartite construction (but see below).
A niche, equipped with a bench, along the rear wall of the
cella (2123) was also existent in this stratum. Depressions at the
corners of the niche indicate posts for a partition towards the cella.
The protruding niche created a stepped design in the northern façade.
A similar stepped design, but as a recesse, is found on the eastern and
western exterior walls (Fig. 3.11, C). The inner walls of the cella were
built of a stone foundation upon which orthostats were incorporated.
Above these orthostats was a mudbrick construction on top of wooden
beams. Two pillar bases of basalt, which supported the ceiling, were found
on a longitudinal axis in the middle of the cella. Between these pillar bases
a pit (2157) was located including some few finds (a headless basalt statue
as well as sherds of decorated goblets and fragments of a basalt bowl).

465
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Yadin 1972, 83-87. See also loci nos. in the plan Fig. 3.11, C (this thesis) for the
room division.
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The middle section of the temple was divided into three parts. In the
centre was the hall (2129), to its east was room 2107 and to its west
were two narrow rooms, 2112 and 2108 (Fig. 3.11, C). The two latter
are suggested to have constituted a staircase leading to the roof of the
building. Ottosson as well as Busink argue that room 2128 was not roofed
and should rather be connected to the new layout of the courtyard as a
kind of forecourt or inner court.466 The thinner walls of this extension
might support this suggestion. Since these walls were attached to the
southern façade, this porch/inner court constituted an integral part of the
temple, which could be seen as either a bipartite or a tripartite design.467
Another argument for the “non-roofed” theory is the existence of the
two pillars flanking the entrance into the hall (2129); with an open inner
court they were visible from the outer court and probably possessed a
symbolic function.468 As in the cella, orthostats were incorporated in the
walls of the porch/inner court. A recent investigation by R. Bonfil shows
that the walls of the enclosed courtyard of the contemporary northern
temple of Area A most probably also were dressed with orthostats (Fig.
4.8),469 which strengthens Ottosson’s and Busink’s suggestion of the
porch as an open inner court. Ottosson suggests that the purpose of
an inner court was to enclose the temple and to increase the distance
to the holy of holies from the public, which might indicate that the
cult performed inside the temple became more closed. Some of the
sacrifices could have been performed in this open inner court.470 An
unroofed inner court does not impact on the suggested plan of a towerflanked entrance, except that in that case, the staircase did not lead to
the (non existent) roof of L. 2128, but only to the roof of the temple
proper and also to the summit of the tower. Temple roofs and towers are
known from Ugaritic texts to have been used as a space where cult was
performed.471 Considering the thickness of the walls, the stairs might
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also have connected to a second storey of the building.
No traces of a main entrance to this inner court of Temple 1B
are found. However, the excavators claim that it probably was located
on the same axis as the other internal doorways.472 Such a location of the
entrance is, however, not a requisite as exemplified by the succeeding
temple, 1A, and certainly not if room 2128 was an unroofed inner court.
Besides, if we again look at the court of the northern temple in Area
A on the tell proper, it shows that the entrance to this court was at the
left end (when facing the temple) of the eastern (the front) wall of the
court.473 A lioness head was found, on the stairs outside the entrance of
that court, which most likely constituted one of a pair of lions that were
placed on each side of that entrance. It is identical in dimensions and
features to the lion orthostat in the temple of Area H,474 which was found
deliberately buried in a pit on the left side (when facing the temple) of
the front wall of the porch/inner court 2128 (Fig. 3.11, C). The entrance
to the inner court of Temple 1B might as well have been in this part of
the wall.475 This would make it easier to explain the location and the
procedure of the burial of this lion. A possible scenario would be that
the lion, for reasons related to veneration,476 was pushed down from its
original location in the eastern (right) side of the entrance into a dug
pit in the passage. The passage was then levelled by stones and dirt
and reused.477 Thus the people of Stratum 1A might not even have been
aware of the lion.
An asymmetrical location of the entrance also correlates with
the discerned closed (towards the public) nature of the last two phases
of this temple shown also in the asymmetry of the approaches from
outside into the temple courtyard (2119).478 This courtyard was enclosed
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by a wall with an opening on the eastern and on the western end (Fig.
3.11, C). A libation altar at the western opening of the court, as well
as an obelisk and a slab of basalt located in front of the temple, now
constituted the installations in the courtyard. The design and content
of this courtyard testify to its decreasing importance compared to
the courtyard of the previous period. On the eastern side were some
structures attached to the wall, extending southwards. To the south of
the temple enclosure a large pit/favissa (2156) was found, containing
discarded cult objects.
Temple 1A, LB IIB

•

The plan of Temple 1A (Fig. 3.11, D) followed the previous plan with
some minor changes.479 A partition wall was built across the niche in
the cella (2113), which had a similar plan as the previous temple. Low
narrow benches, on which various pottery sherds were found, ran along
the orthostat-lined walls of the cella. There was a wide pit/silo in the
south-eastern as well as in the south-western corner of the same room.
The latter contained charcoal, pottery and a basalt headless statue of a
figure sitting on a chair with his head found nearby (see below). The
group of cult finds in the centre of the room e.g. the libation tables, altar
and basalt basin were inherited from previous temples.480 The number
of finds in the cella, which were considerably larger than the number in
earlier periods, will be further discussed below.
The wall between the hall (2115) and room 2107, to the east
of it, was destroyed in the destruction of the previous temple and
was not rebuilt in this phase; hence these rooms now became one
(Fig. 3.11, D). The absence of this wall rules out the possibility of a
tower above this part of the temple and, for symmetry therefore, no
tower existed on the western side either.481 A staircase, leading to the
roof and a possible second storey, might have existed in rooms 2108,
2112 since neither floor levels nor pottery were found in these rooms.
479
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In the porch/inner court (2118) on either side of the doorway towards
the hall (2115) was a basalt pillar base, which also stood there in the
previous phase (Fig. 3.11, C, D). In the middle of the porch, remains of
a huge rectangular structure (2118) were unearthed, which is similar to
the altar (bāmah) in the courtyard of Temple 1B. The lower part of the
wall of this room was dressed with orthostats.482 Part of the southern
wall was replaced by a thin and scanty wall (2570), indicating that the
entrance no longer was of a monumental type. This also indicates that
the entrance lion, which would have required a monumental entrance,
did not exist in this phase and thus probably was buried, as discussed
above, during or at the end of Stratum 1B.483 The tiny enclosure wall
and entrance, the pillar bases at the entrance to the hall and the bāmahlike structure suggest that the porch (2118) was unroofed, which also,
as discussed above, might have been the case of this area in the previous
phase.
		 Just a few sparse architectural traces were found around the
temple. To the south of the entrance outside the temple stretches of
walls and paving marked the rather narrow approach/court of the temple,
which inevitably took the direction towards the western part of the wall
of the inner court (Fig. 3.11, D). Again, this proves an asymmetrical
entrance location of this temple.484 The offering table and the ‘obelisk’
of basalt, just south of the entrance, from Temple 1B continued to be
in use also in this phase. A large amount of bones and pottery were
found in the courtyard.485 According to Zuckerman, these remains
suggest ceremonial/ritual meals similar to those in the courtyard of
the Ceremonial Palace in the Upper City.486 Vessels such as cooking
pots, bowls and incense stands containing animal bones were found
abundantly around the temple, especially outside the cella.487
The Stratum 1A temple in Area H was destroyed in a huge
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destruction; also the roof fell down then and together with the
mudbrick walls, covered the temple as a protective ‘cement-like’ lid.488
Paradoxically, this destruction helped it remain one of the most well
preserved Bronze Age temples in the Near East.
3.3.2 Architectural Influences
An Architectural Unravelling

•

As discussed in Chapter 2, temples can be categorized either by its
form, defined by the building’s main room (broad, long, squared or
bent axed), or by its type (megaron, tower temple etc), defined by its
overall characteristics. Since there is no real consensus regarding these
categorizations, there has been some confusion among scholars as to
which category the Area H temple should belong. This temple interior
reveals a Breitraum (the main room has a broad form), while the exterior
of the whole building is a Langhaus. At the same time the temple shows
many features (towers, monumental architecture etc) that refer to the
type of the building. Hence, several different proposals concerning the
labelling of the Area H temple have been put forward, which relate both
to its form and its type.489
If we keep to Wright’s general building definition (Chapter 2),
the Area H temples are definitely Breitraum temples. However, these
temples have far more characteristics than a typical (local) Breitraum
building. To trace influences and origins of the Area H temple, it is also
necessary to define its type, thus the character of the whole building. The
suggested types of the Area H temples mentioned by the scholars are
“Migdal temple”, “Tor Tempel”/”Gate Way Temple” and “Monumental
Symmetrical Temples”.490 These temple types are all based on the
same characteristics that correspond to A. Mazar’s description of
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Monumental Symmetrical Temples, which:491 a) are constructed on
raised ground; b) have more than 2 m. thick walls consisting of stone
foundations and brick superstructures; c) have an entrance located on a
longitudinal central axis; d) have one or two architectural units where
the cella, which is either a Lang- or a Breitraum, is the main unit; e)
have a Holy of Holies usually clearly defined by a niche or a platform
in the rear wall; f) have a plain façade, sometimes with two front towers
resembling contemporary city gates.
Parallels and Source of Inspiration
Several temples in the Near East appear to belong to the Monumental
Symmetrical Temple type. Some of these, e.g. at Tell el-Dab‛a, Megiddo
and Alalakh, have been suggested as parallels for the Area H temples
at Hazor.492 Temples of Shechem, Ugarit and Ebla also belong to this
group. The following section is an investigation of these temples, in
geographical order, from south to north, and aims to trace parallel
features and source of inspiration for the Area H temples.
Tell el-Dab‛a temple III: This temple (Stratum E/3-2) was located at
ancient Avaris in the Nile Delta and is dated to the consolidation of the
Hyksos MB II city state, ca 1650 BC.493 It was initially a bipartite (Fig.
3.12, A), transformed later to a tripartite with an added entrance-hall,
like at Hazor. The temple was oriented with the entrance in the NW.
The cella was a Breitraum (13 x 8 m) with a large niche in the rear
wall, which might have been screened. The pro-cella and the entrancehall were wide broad rooms with shallow depths (Fig. 3.12, A). A door
opening in the eastern wall of the pro-cella led to an adjacent temple
with an entirely different construction.494 Later the entrance-hall was
enlarged by 3 m. In the new extension, four entrances were added,
of which three were screened behind walls (Fig. 3.12, A). None were
along the central main axis, as in the previous phase, a feature also
noticed in the later Hazor Temple 1A (probably also 1B). It is suggested
491
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that the entrance-hall was roofed despite its thin walls.495 The courtyard
contained buildings and a rectangular mud-brick altar (bāmah) 3 x 2 m
covered with ashes and charred bones. Pits close to it were found filled
with charred bones and cultic pottery, made of Nile clay, and some SyroPalestinian vessels.496 This construction could not have had towers.
The temple stood most likely throughout the entire Hyksos Period.497
Despite the lack of towers this building shows some similarities to the
Hazor temple H, especially the broad rooms, the bipartite division, the
screened niche, the altar, the buildings and the cultic activities in the
courtyard, although these activities are only associated with the later
phases of the Hazor temple.
Shechem: Temple I (Fig. 3.12, B): The first phase of this monumental
temple (also called the Fortress Temple) is dated to MB IIB (Stratum
XVI).498 The rear and side walls had an average thickness of 5.10
m. The cella of this Langraum building, which opens to the SE, was
approximately 10.5 m X 13.65 m. Four or six column bases had carried
columns that supported the roof (Fig. 3.12, B). In the SE corner a bottle
shaped cistern/silo was found. In the center of the cella a favissa was
uncovered.499 The entrance porch with a threshold was located between
the two towers. The porch was probably open to the sky. 500 The temple
had a second phase in Stratum XV, the end of MB II, evidenced by
the increased height of the floor level. In the courtyard remains of a
large brick altar were found.501 Fluted columns, known from Middle
Kingdom Egypt, were found connected to this temple.502 The silo and
the favissa in the cella, the towers and an altar in the courtyard are
similar to the Hazor H temple. The open porch and especially the oneroom Langraum character of the building parallel more the Northern
Temple at Hazor (see Ch. 4.3).
Temple 2 (Fig. 3.12, B): After an occupation gap of about a century,
495
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an LB II temple, of two phases (Strata XIV/XIII and XII/XI),503 was
founded on top of the remains of Temple I. The plan of Temple 2 (also
called Temple 5700) was different from Temple I and its direction shifted
slightly to the south compared to the previous temple. The Breitraum
cella was estimated to 16 m X 12.5 m. A platform was raised against
the rear wall of this room. In the open courtyard, an altar along the
axis of the entrance, and a base of a freestanding column were found.
Two stelae (masseboth) are considered to have flanked the entrance, yet
another stood next to the altar.504 Stelae are also found to the E in the
courtyard of the Area H 1B, 1A and the Northern Temple at Hazor.505
Megiddo Temple 2048: The temple, which opened to the N, shows
signs of repair and additions in its first phase (Stratum X-VIII).506 For
instance, the eastern tower seems to have been added later, maybe at the
end of Stratum VIII (Fig. 3.12, C).507 The cella was a Langraum 11.50
m X 9.60 m with a shallow niche in the rear wall, like in temple H at
Hazor. A column base found in a later stratum, and yet another in debris
in front of the temple, should most likely be ascribed to this phase of
the temple.508
Towers also flanked the entrance of the second phase, Stratum
VIIB. Instead of the niche, a plastered platform now appears against
two-thirds of the rear wall. Heavy temple furnishings and stone objects
were found in the plaster floor of the cella. In the last phase, VIIA,
the temple changed considerably.509 This phase is ascribed to the end
of Late Bronze Age IIB/beginning of Iron Age IA.510 The walls are
now half their former thickness and the material was “poor rubble”, a
decline also seen in the last phase of Hazor, Area H. Concealing the old
platform, a new one was made out of stone and mudbrick. A niche is
constructed in the middle of the wall, on the platform (Fig. 3.12, C).
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Fig. 3.12. Plans of Monumental Symmetrical Temples
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The floor of the cella from the previous stratum remained in Stratum
VIIA and most likely was the temple furnishings in use from the
previous period.511
The courtyard extended in front of the temple and was enclosed by
huge rectangular service buildings to the N and to the E, which disappeared
in Stratum VIII. In Stratum VIIB a casemate- temenos was constructed
to the W of the temple. Connected to its eastern side a series of buildings
was erected, the southernmost abutted to the western tower of the temple.
The temenos continued as a single wall behind the temple. Contrary to
Hazor, no altar was found in the court of any of the phases.512
The monumentality, the towers and the niche of the earliest phase
of Megiddo 2048 is similar to the Area H temples at Hazor. However, the
room form, the antae and the lack of hall differentiate these temples.
Ebla: Temple D was constructed in MB IIA got an additional phase
in MB IIB, and was destroyed at the end of this period.513 This temple
is located at the western edge of the acropolis. The building was a
tripartite with a Langraum cella containing a square-shaped niche in its
rear wall (Fig. 3.12, D). A hindquarter of a basalt lion was found on the
pavement of the broad hall, whose approach it probably had decorated.
A basalt offering table with two small hollows for liquids was found in
the cella of the later phase of the temple.514 The tripartite division, the
niche, the guardian lion and the broad rooms of the hall and the porch
(though with antae) resemble the Hazor temples, although the latter
were constructed much later.
Temple P2 was also built in the beginning of MB and destroyed
at the end of MB II. The entrance was to the N, thus dissimilar to the
Hazor temples, although as at Hazor, it was decorated with lions.515 It
had a porch between towers but no hall (Fig. 3.12, D). At the back wall
of the large cella a shallow but wide niche was built.516 Although this
monumental temple was equipped with towers, a niche and lions as at
Hazor, the dissimilarities are too many for the Temple P2 to be counted
511
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as their closest relatives. The Northern Temple in Area A at Hazor is more
similar to this temple though.
Ugarit: The Ba‘al- and the Dagan temples (MB IIA/B-LB IIB) were
located 52 m apart, on the acropolis of Ugarit.517 The NW of these temples
is dedicated to Ba‘al, verified by a stele depicting this god, while the other
temple contained a stele with a dedication to Dagan. These temples are
bipartite with the entrance to the south (Fig. 3.12, E).518
The cella and the hall of the Ba‘al temple constitute a spacious
unity since the opening between these two rooms is almost as wide as
the hall proper. This turns the whole plan into a T-shape (Fig. 3.12,
E).519 The entrance to the temple consisted of a large stone dressed
small porch, reached from the courtyard by stairs. In the courtyard a
large altar was located almost on the axis of the entrance.520
However the cella of the Ugarit temples were of a Knicksachse
(bent axis) type, where the holy of holies was in the form of a stepped
podium, located close to the eastern wall. The walls were too thin
and the door-opening between the hall and the cella too wide to have
carried a second storey.521 The thickness of the walls of the otherwise
almost similar, Dagan Temple, though could not rule out the possibility
of a second storey. The remains are unfortunately too scanty to draw
any further conclusions regarding the plan of the Dagan temple.522
Aside from the bipartite division (with a different interior) and
the altar in the courtyard, the differences between the temples at Hazor
H and these at Ugarit are too many. Bronze statuettes of the smiting
god Ba‘al (LB level) and of bulls (MB level) as well as some cylinder
seals are similar to the Hazor H temples content, however.523
Alalakh: Temple VII existed between the end of the 18th century and
the end of the 17th century, which at its later part matches the time of
the Area H Temple 3.524
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The temple had about the same orientation as the Hazor H temples
(Fig. 3.12, F).525 The cella was a Breitraum (11.5 m x 9.65 m). Low
benches ran along the south-eastern and north-western walls. A stepped
basalt altar against the back wall seems to be indicated by some scanty
remains. A recess here could not be ruled out. A few orthostats are
seen in the NW wall in the plan of the cella but are not mentioned by
Woolley (Fig. 3.12, F). A staircase is suggested to have been located
in the Breitraum hall leading up to its roof from where also an upper
room, above the cella, was reached. The upper room is supposed to
have served ritual purposes implied by a ‘libation channel’ in the back
wall.526 No towers existed since there were no dividing walls of the
hall.
The NE courtyard wall separated the temple area from the
palace, which had a slightly different architectural orientation. The
rooms on the other side of this wall most likely served the temple. A
couple of orthostats constituted entrance door-jambs in a room between
the temple and the palace. This palace is studded with orthostats lining
the walls of the rooms.527 Stepped building technique is another feature
of this palace, also found in the Area 1B and 1A temples at Hazor. The
finds in the Alalakh VII temple consisted of fragments of statuettes
(heads, beard and hair), cuneiform tablets, beads, a cylinder seal, ivory
plaques and other ivory objects etc.528
The plans of the next temples were totally changed and not until
level IV, in LB I, did a somewhat similar temple to the one of level VII,
and those at Hazor H appear again at Alalakh. However, the temple
IV had much thinner walls and could not have carried a second storey
(Fig. 3.12, F). The Breitraum cella of this temple contained a niche.
The hall is similar to the one of temple VII and a porch was located
between the extensions of the two sidewalls. A staircase incorporated in
a double wall in the north-eastern façade of the temple may have led to
the roof.529
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The level I temples existed at the end of LB. They show similarities as
well in architectural features and plans with the Hazor temples although,
as with the level IV temple, their walls were thinner. In the earlier
temple, Alalakh IA (Fig. 3.12, F), three recesses were found in the back
wall but only the middle one was open; the other two were blocked by
orthostats and a probable mudbrick superstructure. The north-western
and north-eastern walls of the Breitraum cella were dressed with
orthostats and most likely also the other walls of that room. The walls
were further constructed in mudbrick with timber. The Breitraum hall
was divided by a mudbrick wall without stone foundation towards the
east end. Together with the thin walls this rules out the possibility of
towers of temple IV and IA.530
In temple IB (Fig. 3.12, F), on the other hand, there is a room
on either side of the hall which allows a tower construction above.
However, except for the back wall, this temple’s walls were also rather
thin. Besides, the character of the temple and the small courtyard
encircled by the prolonged temple walls do not match a tower temple.
In this temple the niches do no longer exist; instead the back wall was
thicker and hence the cella became smaller. Orthostats were found
reused in the courtyard. An entrance podium, flanked by lions, might
have been lined with orthostats as well. Two large orthostats were also
found in a pit in the annex to the NE of the courtyard together with a
buried statue fragments of King Idri-mi. This statue is an heirloom from
level IV, from where also the entrance lions might derive.531 A similar
picture is seen in the buried lion and the statue at Hazor, Temple 1B.532
The levels VII and IV temples are suggested to have been dedicated to
the goddess Ishtar.533
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Discussion
The investigation shows several common characteristics of these
monumental temples. However, there are also differences. It is, for
instance, doubtful whether the Ba‘al and Dagan temples, of which cella
are of a Knickachse form, should belong to this group. The very open
plan of the Ba‘al Temple is a feature that strengthens its oddness in
this comparison, but the similarities in the temple assemblages between
Hazor H and the Ba‘al temple at Ugarit testify to cultural affinities
between these cities. The two solid Langraum temples of Ebla were
originally constructed in a much earlier period and did not continue
into LB, however they might be an early prototype of the Monumental
Symmetrical Temple; and while the Temple I of Shechem as well as
the Megiddo Temple 2048 might have been influenced by Ebla Temple
P2,534 mainly depending on the antae and the long form of the cella, the
different phases of the Hazor H temple do not show the same similarities.
The courtyard in the Megiddo temples did not contain any altars, which
might indicate a different way of practicing the cult compared to at
Hazor.
The only temples with Breitraum cella in this comparison, are
the Alalakh temples, the Tell el Dabٔa temple and the LB Temple 2 at
Shechem. Too little remains of the front details of the almost squared
LB temple of Shechem to make a fair comparison; however the not too
broad cella and the plainness but yet solidness of the few remains of the
construction suggest a more local tradition. The Tell el Dabٔa Temple E/3-2
was constructed by the Hyksos slightly after, or possibly contemporary
with, the Hazor H Temple 3. This temple showed more Canaanite than
Egyptian features and might have been architecturally influenced by the
Hazor temple, but not the other way around.
Thus the closest similarities of the Area H temples at Hazor can be
found in Alalakh. The orientation, the plan with a broad hall and a Breitraum
cella with benches, a possible recess and upper storey, a cobbled courtyard
with service rooms, the orthostats and the chronology - all point to the
similarities between these temples. The Alalakh VII Temple was constructed
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more than half a century earlier than the Hazor H Temple 3 and was thus
the prototype of the latter. These temples were probably contemporary in
the last decades of Alalakh VII. Temple IV and I of Alalakh had a similar
but less solid construction; nevertheless they are still the Late Bronze Age
continuation of the parallels between Alalakh and Hazor verified by the
chronology, the temple plan, the orthostats, the buried statue, the entrance
lions etc.
The range of similar temples, with initial phases, at Alalakh, Hazor
and Tell el-Dab‘a is interesting and might reflect contacts between these
cities in MB.535
3.3.3 Imports and Influences in Finds of the Area H Temples
The Area H temples yielded a considerable assemblage of pottery and other
finds. Several of these are imports or reveal cultural affinities and contacts.
In the following section, these objects will be investigated and discussed.
Pottery and Finds of Temple 2
•

Imported and imitated pottery: No Mycenaean pottery is found in connection
to the Stratum 2 Temple, which concurs with the general picture of the
importation of this pottery type into Syria-Palestine.536
The largest number of Cypriote pottery appeared in the cella; two
fragments were ‘Milk Bowls’, one a Base Ring bowl, and one a Monochrome
bowl. This contrasts to Alalakh where no Cypriote pottery was found inside
any of the temples. Cypriote pottery was not common in the cult or as
offerings at Alalakh, as it was in Canaan.537 Outside the temple, on either
long side, BR bowls were found as well as two Monochrome bowls on the
E side. In the courtyard a fragment of a ‘Milk Bowl’ appeared.538
In addition to these imports, some sherds of Bichrome ware were
Regarding probable contacts, though somewhat earlier, between Mari (with close
relations to Aleppo/Alalakh), Hazor and Egypt (Tell el-Dab‘a) See e.g. Hesse 2008a;
Maeir 2000; Malamat 1983.
536
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537
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538
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also found.539 It is not determined whether these were Cypriote imports or
locally made. They appeared in the same contexts as the Cypriote pottery
though; thus, in the cella and outside in the courtyard and around the
temple.
In the W room, a large Egyptian-style bowl was found and another
one outside the kiln, in the courtyard (Fig. 2.4). These were core impressed,
a characteristic feature of the New Kingdom, although these appear to be
locally made.540 This phenomenon might indicate Egyptian potters present
in the city.541
Other finds: Two dagger-shaped female figurines were found on this level.
One, of sheet silver (Fig. 3.13, A), was found in the cella and the other,
of sheet-bronze, in the courtyard.542 The number of similar metal figurines
increases through the strata. Hence most of them, some as heirlooms, are
found in Temple 1A. A large group of these figurines, which correlates
well to the Hazor ones, are found at Khamid el-Loz.543 Several examples
from Megiddo, Byblos, Ugarit, Minet el-Beida and Emar testify to their
popularity in the Syro-Palestinian sphere. The female figurines are usually
regarded as votive offerings or fertility amulets, indicating the sex of the
donor rather than representing a female idol.544
The bronze plaque found in the open space to the SE of the
gatehouse is also mirroring the donor rather than a worshipped deity
(Fig. 3.13, B).545 This plaque, 9.5 cm long, represents a Canaanite
dignitary with his right arm raised in a similar salute pose as they are
depicted on Egyptian monuments.
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Fig. 3.13. Various finds of the Stratum 2 Temple
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It was probably attached to a wooden panel and may once have been
“part of a whole procession”.546 Beck observes the Egyptianizing style
of the eye on the Hazor plaque.547 The type of garment of the Hazor
plaque and this seal is suggested to have been worn by priests, scribes
and administrative officials.548 It seems to be of the same type as on seal
impressions from level VII at Alalakh.549 These seals, some of which
bear Egyptian symbols (cartouche, Horus falcon etc), have been called
‘Hyksos’ but should rather be named ‘Syro Palestinian’-style. This
group as well as the garment on the plaque should be dated to the end
of MB II, thus deriving from the level 3 Temple but continued to be in
use in level 2.550
A scarab impression on a jar handle found in the cella also suggests
a date based on the garment of a figure depicted on it.551 The motif appears
on Hyksos scarabs but the long dress with the “thickly rolled border(?)”
is of a Syrian type which is similar to those on the MB II Syrian cylinder
seals known from Alalakh.552
546
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548
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Fragments of inscribed clay liver models were found at the SE corner
of the courtyard (Fig. 3.13, C).553 Affinities are seen with similar models
from Mari;554 the Hazor models though are dated to the latest phase of the
Old Babylonian period, thus younger than the ‘Mari Age’.555 These liver
models thus originated in Temple 3 but were still in use in the Stratum
2 period. In recent excavations, another inscribed liver model was found
in the foundation trench of the Ceremonial Palace in the Upper City.
It is preliminarily dated to the Old Babylonian period.556 The study of
liver models in clay formed part of the education for the scribes and was
handed down from generation to generation. It is suggested to have spread
together with the scribal knowledge from Mari to Syria-Palestine.557
In this diffusion, Hazor had a key position and a later scribal school is
suggested to have been active in the city verified by these liver models
and by an LB school tablet Urra=hubullu found on the site.558
Close to the liver model another inscription was found on a
jug handle impressed by a seal including four Akkadian signs. These
might indicate a royal name such as Abί-ta-ba or Ilί-ta-ba. The date is
uncertain.559
Pottery and Finds of Temple 1B
Pottery: The Mycenaean ware connected to this temple is only
represented by a decorated bowl in the cella. The scarcity of this ware
is remarkable since it is rather common throughout Palestine in this
period.560
Another notable feature is the absence of Cypriote pottery
inside the temple of this stratum. Instead a BR I ‘Bilbil’ appeared in the
553
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this knowledge, by the scribes (see article by Landsberger & Tadmor 1964).
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Chapter 6.3.1 below regarding the distribution of imported pottery on the site.
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courtyard and three Monochrome bowls were found around the temple.
In the pit, together with the lion orthostat and a bull figurine (to be
discussed below) a BR bowl appeared. In the huge pit (favissa?) to
the S of the courtyard, a ‘Milk Bowl’, a White-Shaved juglet and a BR
I ‘Bilbil’ was uncovered. Two other ‘Bilbils’ were found in the area
around this pit.561
Four large bowls classified as “Canaanite-Egyptian” pottery
were found inside the temple and also outside in the huge pit (favissa?).
These are suggested to have been “fashioned by Canaanite potters under
Egyptian influence”.562
Other Finds: The lion orthostat, buried in a pit, was the right door jamb
of a pair of lions suggested to have flanked the main entrance of the
temple (discussed above). The orthostat depicts the lion in a crouching
pose in relief, while the head and the forelegs are executed in the
round (Fig. 3.14, A).563 It differs from the Area C lion especially in size
and style, but is identical in dimensions and features with the lioness
orthostat in the temple of Area A (Fig. 3.4, D and 4.10, A). Indeed lions
were very popular at Hazor; recently yet another lion was found which
is “practically identical” to the Area H lion.564 It is a left sided one and
could have constituted a pair with the Area H lion. Beck is classifying
the lion of the Area H as stylistically and technically belonging to a
Canaanite group, probably produced during the time of level 1B.
According to her, objects in this group are locally produced but are
“characterized by the combination of Egyptian and Syrian features, and
reveal strong ties with the art of littoral Syria”.565
A headless seated basalt figure (31 cm high),566 once holding
a cup now broken (Fig. 3.14, B), was found buried in a pit in the
cella, similar to the King Idri-mi statue that was found buried in an
annex of the Alalakh IB temple.567 The cup as an attribute hints that
561
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the figure is a king or a dignitary.568 Beck claims that the Hazor statue
represents a traditional Syrian iconography compared by its garment
with the Alalakh seals and dated to the Alalakh VII period (MB IIB),
although slightly earlier than the bronze plaque. It might have been
imported from an Aleppo/Alalakh workshop. A similar but older statue
was found at Ebla,569 however a closer example is the Area C statue at
Hazor (above).570
A torso of a deity, who once stood on a bull, was found in
the courtyard (Fig. 3.14, C). The bull appeared in the heap of stones
covering the pit of the lion orthostat.571 Yadin considered it being the
temple’s deity Hadad, the storm god, identified by the emblem on the
chest (a crescent with a rough concentric circle on each end).572
Beck claims however that this is not unequivocal and compares the
components of the emblem in combination with the bull to Anatolian
parallels and Ugaritic epithet, which suggest the possibility of the deity
as being El, the storm god’s father. In her discussion of the workmanship
of Hazor, she ascribes this statue as belonging to the Syrian group and
should probably be given a date older than the level 1B.573
Two figurine arms of solid bronze were found in the cella
and in the courtyard.574 The solid ones were, according to Negbi,
considered more precious and were therefore more numerous in the
cella than outside.575 Unlike the female figurines mentioned above,
these solid ones represent images of the ‘smiting god’ and are implied
as being metal miniatures of the temple deity represented by the
torso and bull statue discussed above.576 As mentioned above these
figurines are common in Syria-Palestine and Anatolia, but appear
also in the Aegean, where a number of this type of solid smiting
figurines was found, for instance, at the sanctuary of Phylakopi.577
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The smiting gods found in Temple 1B should most likely be dated to
LB IIA.578 The upper half of a Syrian-style cylinder seal of hematite was
found in the cella of this temple (Fig. 3.14, D).579 It depicts a “bearded
weather god wearing a spiked helmet” who faces a nude goddess and
a man. The man wears a tall headgear and a thick-bordered Syrian
garment. He holds a falcon in his hand, a probable votive gift to the
two deities. A winged sun-disk with a cross in it appears between the
weather god and the goddess. This scene is typical for Syrian seals and
the winged sun-disk appears especially in connection with a figure in
a tall oval headgear, e.g. at Alalakh. The second scene depicts a bull(?)
turning back its head, which is rare on Syrian seals. A similar pose
of a bull occurs on a seal from Tell el-Dabٔa. The seal is dated to the
eighteenth century BC.580

•

Fig. 3.14. Some finds of the 1B Temple
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Pottery and Finds of Temple 1A
Pottery: A Mycenaean chalice was found between the cella and the
hall.581 A horned ceramic figurine, a calf (?), was found in the hall (Fig.
3.15, A).582 This belongs to a type of Mycenaean terracotta figurines
also used in the cult at the sanctuary of Phylakopi.583
A Base Ring II jug appeared in the cella; it was the only Cypriote
vessel inside the temple.584 In the courtyard a ‘Milk Bowl’ and two
Monochrome bowls appeared, and yet another ‘Milk Bowl’ just SW of
the porch. On the eastern long side of the temple another Monochrome
bowl was uncovered.585
The only Egyptian inspired vessel in this temple is a possible
Funnel-necked jar that was found in the cella.586
Other finds: A large carinated basalt krater with a running spiral carved
in relief on the upper part was found in the cella and was most likely
connected with the libation cult.587 Beck suggests the inspiration derived
from the Syrian littoral and that the vessel should be dated to MB IIB
and be regarded as a heirloom.588
A group of metal figurines were found in the cella of this temple
(Fig. 3.15, B).589 Similar figurine types were found in the previous strata
and are described above, except for the peg-shaped one and the snake.
The snake figurine was considered to possess ‘supernatural powers’ and
was probably used in prophylactic purpose.
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The special shape of the peg figurines hints that they were nailed into
the floor, bench or altar of the shrine. Negbi suggests that they were
representing the male adorants rather than male deities.590
A solid bronze bull figurine appeared in the cella (Fig. 3.15,
591
C). Recent excavations in the Upper City yielded four(!) bronze
bulls of this type found in the main hall of the Ceremonial Palace.592
More distant parallels are found at LB Ugarit, Emar, and Cyprus. In
Anatolia and Syria they were often connected to the storm god. These
smaller examples were sometimes attached to ‘cult-chariots’ or carried
as standards in processions. Negbi draws parallels between this bull,
including the miniature ‘smiting gods’ and the ‘torso and bull’ statue
suggested depicting the temple’s deity.593
A seated male figure of basalt was found in the cella (Fig. 3.15,
594
D). It was 20 cm high; the head was broken off and found just nearby.
He is sitting on a chair with lion legs holding a cup (now broken) in his
right hand. The figure might represent a deceased ancestor or king.595
It resembles the seated statue in Area F and a recently found statue
in the Upper City.596 The lion legs chair, the soft curved lines of the
arms, the pose of the hand etc recall Egyptian works; however the cup,
the hairdo and the Syrian garment is a combination of Egyptian and
Syrian features. Beck suggests that it was made by a “local sculptor
who had been inspired by Egyptian models”, and dates it to the fifteenth
to fourteenth centuries BC.597
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Fig. 3.15. Some finds of the 1A temple

The offering and libation tables found in Temple 1A seem to have their
counterparts in Alalakh and Carchemish. At Hazor they continue the
MB II tradition verified in the altar of Area F.598 An incense altar from
the cella bears a “relief of a disc in a square frame with four-rayed
emblem in the centre”.599 This altar recalls an altar depicted in relief
on a gate orthostat at Alača Hüyük. It is also similar to an offering
table at Ugarit. Yadin considers the symbol on the altar as closely
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599

Beck 1989b, 330-334.
Yadin, et al. 1961. pl. CCCXXXI, 1-3.pl
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connected to the emblem on the torso of the suggested temple deity.600
Eighteen cylinder seals were found in the cella of Temple 1A.
The oldest belongs to the Syrian Style group dated to the eighteenth
century BC, as its counterpart in Temple 1B (Fig. 3.15, E).601 This
one and the one in Temple 1B are made of Hematite; a group of seals
imported to Palestine, where they often were found at sites on the coast
or at sites along important inland routes in the north, like Hazor.602
The largest group is the Mitannian Common Style seals (Fig.
3.15, F).603 This group at Hazor mostly resembles seals with a similar
style in Palestine especially the seals found in Beth-Shean. Some features
can be linked to Mitannian Style seals in Syria e.g. at Ras Shamra,
Alalakh and even Assur and Nuzi. The seals in this group are dated to
the fifteenth and early fourteenth centuries BC.604 One seal belongs to
the Miscellaneous group.605
A scarab of steatite and another of faience were found in this
temple (Fig. 3.15, G). The one of faience contains the prenomen of
Amenophis III, which however only gives a post-quem date since they
were popular also in the thirteenth century. This one has many parallels,
e.g. at Alalakh.606
3.3.4 Summary and Discussion
Although the architectural plans of the Area H temple’s different phases
seem to be almost identical at a first glance, small but important, changes
in the cult sometime in the second half of LB seem to have occurred. The
courtyard becomes smaller with no direct entrance as before; the porch/
inner court, as an added extension with a side entrance and a partition
wall in front of the niche, makes the focus of the cult become more
distant and screened from the outside. This together with a change in
the concentration of finds, from the courtyard in Temple 2 to the cella in
Temple 1A, suggests a change in the cult expression, from been carried
600
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out in an open courtyard and in a temple with direct access to the cella
and the niche, to becoming more ‘closed’ maybe performed by, and
for, a more internal religious elite. The somewhat dilapidated stage of
Temple 1A hints that this alteration might have been connected to some
change in society. This change should not be seen in isolation, limited
to the city’s internal affairs, but should be discussed in the perspective
of Hazor’s role in a wider international context.
Cult and Contacts
Architectural features, building- material and techniques, as well as
finds in the Area H temples mainly show northern influences. These
include: a) The temple type, which belongs to the group identified as
Syrian Temples or Monumental Symmetrical Temples. b) The stepped
architectural design, similar to the exterior design of the Ceremonial
Palace in the Upper City and the earlier Alalakh VII palace. c) The
orthostats lining the interior walls, which appear at several places at
Hazor (Area A, M and P), and are a particularly widespread phenomenon
in Syria e.g. at Ebla, the Stratum VII and IV palaces of Alalakh and
in the Stratum II and IB temples of the same city.607 d) The use of
timber incorporated into the mudbrick walls, which was also used in
the Ceremonial Palace on top of the tell, as well as in Alalakh temple
IV and IA.608 e) The relief carvings of lions flanking the entrance,
serving protective, decorative or other purposes, which are common in
the Syro-Mesopotamian sphere, e.g. at Alalakh I, the Ebla Temple D,
and at the Lion Temple of Mari (however in Mari the lions were made
of bronze).609 f) The temple repertoire shows parallels to Alalakh and
Ugarit and other northern cities with similarities such as the offeringand libation tables, the cylinder seals, the metal figurines, the statues
and the liver models.
Several of these finds were found in the last phases of the Area
H temples but were inherited from earlier periods. Some of the objects
belong to the so-called Canaanite school, which to a large extent were
Matthiae 1980, fig. 31; 1984, tav. 52, 64; Woolley 1955, 78-82, 92f, 100f, 110131, 156-166; fig. 33, 34c, 35, 44, 45, 57; pl. XIII.
608
Ben-Tor and Rubiato 1999; Woolley 1955, 82-84.
609
Matthiae 1980, 131f; Parrot 1938, 25; Woolley 1955, pl. XII, XLIX.
607
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locally produced but were characterized by the combination of Egyptian
and Syrian features. This hybridization is also seen in objects from
littoral Syria, especially Byblos and Ugarit, which are known to have
had close contacts with Egypt. This hybridization should be seen as a
phenomenon of emulating the distant Egyptian centre.
Several features of the architectural design e.g. the division and
the form of the rooms; the cultic installations in the courtyards; the liondecorated entrance; and the practice of burials of statues; are similar
between the Hazor temples and the Alalakh temples. Thus, the Hazor
temple’s closest parallels are found in Alalakh. The matching Hyksos
temple at Tell el-Dab‘a in the Nile delta might also have been inspired
by the Alalakh- and the Hazor temple’s early phase. The similarities
between these MB temples located in connection to known trading
routes between Mesopotamia, Syria-Palestine and Egypt are noticeable,
and should most likely be considered in early trading relations and
exchange between these cultures.
•
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Chapter Four
4 Influences in Architecture and Finds of the
Upper City
The focus of the renewed excavations at Hazor has been on the
architectural structures of Area A and M in the Upper City (Fig. 1.3).
Final reports are not yet finished; hence, except for the Northern Temple
(Ch. 4.3), which was excavated by Yadin’s expedition in 1968, the
investigation below is mainly based on preliminary reports, articles and
an unpublished dissertation.610

4.1 The Podium Complex in Area M
Area M is located in the middle of the slope halfway down the tell,
facing the Lower City to the north (Fig. 1.3). This part of the tell served
a topographic and strategic position as a communication link between
the Upper and the Lower City and is therefore suggested to have been
a connection point between these two quarters, protected by a citadel
featuring two small towers at the massive entryway.611 The complex
also provided a place of ritual and ceremonial performance, as shown
by the installations and finds of the entrance room (see below). The
result of a thorough investigation made by S. Zuckerman suggest that
this complex, which centered on a podium, hence called the “Podium
Complex”, constituted the entrance to a royal palace, not yet unearthed.612
Hence Area M is of essential importance for the understanding of several
aspects of the role of Late Bronze Age Hazor.
4.1.1 Architectural Plan and Function of the Podium Complex
The excavations in Area M have so far almost exclusively focused
on the Podium Complex, which correlates to the Stratum 1B and 1A
periods (LB II), therefore the period before will only be touched upon
briefly in the description below.
610
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Earlier Remains
Impressive remains of structures underneath the Podium Complex, e.g.
an eight m. wide stairwell and a large drainage tunnel covered with
reused orthostats might hint that a similar function of an entrance space
existed already at an early stage. This assumption should however
be handled with caution since these remains are the only structures
excavated from the period preceding the Podium Complex, and they
might derive from more than one stratum.613 The drainage tunnel was
reused as a (child?) burial in the beginning of LB I, which included
jewelry, LB vessels and a MB scarab.614
This earlier phase ended in a conflagration, which according to
the pottery assemblage probably should be dated to LB I, contemporary
with the end of Stratum 2 in the Lower City.615
LB IIA and IIB

•

The Podium Complex was founded in Stratum 1B (LB IIA) and
continued into Stratum 1A (LB IIB) when it was violently destroyed
in the final destruction of Late Bronze Age Hazor.616 In the final stage
of existence, the complex shows traces of repair, closed openings and
scanty partition walls, which testify to some degree of decay.617 The
complex, which was built with a stone foundation and a mud-brick
superstructure, includes some main areas (Fig. 4.1, a-f). A drainage
system covered with basalt slabs ran underneath the structures (f) and
continued in a channel which ran under the pathway to the Lower City.
Basalt orthostats functioned as door jambs of the entrance to the podium
room (a), the floor was paved with large basalt blocks and the walls
were plastered. The size of this expanse is 6.25 X 8.25 m; it can not be
determined whether this room was roofed or not.618
613
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Fig. 4.1. Plan of the Podium Complex (based on Zuckerman 2003a, fig. 3.5)

Opposite the entrance in the middle of the wall was a shallow niche
and in the centre of it the podium was located, which consisted of a
square basalt slab resting on a base of five orthostats in secondary use
(Fig. 4.2). Just to the N of the opening that led to the eastern room
(Fig. 4.1, b) an oval stone, suggested to have been a so-called Baetyl
(Beth El), appeared in a small niche in the wall, which further testifies
to the ritual nature of this room. Returning to the podium area visitors,
after performing necessary rituals/offerings at the podium, continued
westwards through a broad stairway made of five hewn basalt steps
that led to the “western courtyard” (Fig. 4.1, c); its western extension
is not yet fully excavated. In the S part of its E wall an opening leads
into the “southern wing” (Fig. 4.1, d). This opening is the only one to
this expanse, which consists of two halls, a southern room and a small
chamber to the right of the entrance.
Architectural features continue into the unexcavated part of the
tell and prove a continuation of the structure.
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Fig. 4.2. The Podium Complex, looking NE (photo the author)
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The massive stone-wall foundation of the complex is similar to the
foundation of the huge Ceremonial Palace on the tell (Ch. 4.2); the
conspicuous building material, e.g. orthostats, used in monumental
buildings; the architectural features of the podium room and particularly
the podium itself, probably carrying a throne of a king or a god-statue
(see below), suggest, according to Zuckerman, that this building and
its unexcavated extensions are of a monumental nature, indicating an
administrative royal palace.619
4.1.2 Palatial Parallels of the Podium Complex
Parallel features at other sites regarding architecture, buildingtechniques and material of the Podium Complex have been investigated
by Zuckerman.620 She concludes that building techniques, as the massive
foundation and infrastructure, are found at other large structures such as
at Megiddo, at the southern palace at Ras Ibn-Hanni and at the Ugarit
Royal Palace.621
619

Zuckerman 2003b, 51, 54f, 64, 81.
Zuckerman 2003b, passim chapter 3.3 (pp. 48-82).
621
Finkelstein, et al. 2000; Zuckerman 2003b, 51 and references therein.
620
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It is also found in temple 2048 at Megiddo, the temple I of Shechem,
the Ceremonial Palace in Area A and in the Area H Temple at Hazor.622
A parallel drainage system is found at the palace of Khamid el-Loz and
at the royal palace of Ugarit.623
Orthostats were used as doorjambs at both ends of the dividing
W. 3384 in the “southern wing” and at the entrance of the podium area
(Fig. 4.1, a). Orthostats used as doorjambs are known from the Northern
Temple at Hazor (see below), at Megiddo palace 2041; the Stratum
IV palace in Alalakh and from Ugarit.624 Zuckerman sees a symbolic
connection between the unparalleled orthostat pavement of the Podium
Expanse’s floor and the common use of orthostats in thresholds in
monumental buildings.625 Such orthostat-paved thresholds are found
at Hazor in the gates of Area P and K and in the temples of Area A
(north) and Area H (Stratum 3 and 2).626 Particularly in Syria, this is a
widespread phenomenon; e.g. in palace E and in the large sanctuaries at
Ebla,627 in the Stratum VII and IV palaces of Alalakh and in the Stratum
II and IB temple of the same city.628
Comparative studies of the architectural units of the Podium
Complex, involving the palaces of Megiddo (strata VIII-VIIB) and
Ugarit (the Ugarit Récent 3 period) further support the theory that the
Podium Complex is part of a royal palace of the Late Bronze Age II
Hazor.629 Particularly, the well-defined entrance-expanses of these three
sites (although at Megiddo in a modest way) conform to the northernSyrian architectural conception. Installations related to liquid, for
ablution and libation, were found in the entrance area of all three sites.

622

Ben-Tor 1989b, 215, plan XLI section A-A; Kempinski 1989, 181f; Wright 1964,
87-93, figs. 40, 49; Zuckerman 2003b, 51..
623
Reg. Ugarit see Calvet 1990; Schaeffer 1962,catalogue I, figs. 30 (down) and 32
(above). For Khamid el-Loz see Adler and Penner 2001, Plans. 5-6, Abbs. 15-16.
624
Courtois 1990, fig. 1; Loud 1948, 61, 62, 66; Schaeffer 1956, fig. 216; 1962, catalogue I; Woolley 1955, fig. 44.
625
Zuckerman 2003b, 61.
626
Ben-Tor 1989b, plan XXXVIII; Bonfil 1997, 55; photo II.27; Mazar 1997, 360f;
photos V, 13, 14; Yadin, et al. 1961, pls. CXXXIII, 2; CVII, 4-6; CXII, 1,2.
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Matthiae 1980, fig. 31; 1984, tav. 52, 64.
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4.1.3 Pottery and Other Finds of the Podium Complex
The particular scoop bowls (Fig. 4.3) in the podium room should be
connected to ritual activities.630 The only local parallel to this vessel
was found in Stratum 1, in the Area D cistern 9024.631 At sites outside
Hazor these scoop bowls are represented in cultic contexts in the Lachish
Fosse Temple III, at Beth Shean close to the Stratum VII temple and in
the pottery related to the temples in Strata IX and X in Tel Sera.632 These
vessels occur in public contexts in the VII B - VII A palace at Megiddo
(probably connected to purification rites), at Ras Ibn Hani and at the
Ugarit 3 royal building.633 Zuckerman has carried out a comprehensive
study of parallels of the Area M and Area A assemblage to pottery at
other areas at Hazor and at other sites within and outside Palestine.634 In
general, internal parallels to the pottery types of the Podium Complex
are found all over the site, but with a predominance in areas A (the
Ceremonial Palace), C and F.635 Parallels to vessels of a typical cultic
nature e.g. chalices, pilgrim flasks, cups and miniature bowls are, as
expected, primarily found in the cultic/
ceremonial contexts of areas A (the
Northern Temple and the Ceremonial
Palace), C, F and H but do also occur
in the gate of Area K and in Area D,
especially in the burial cistern 9024.636
In the 15th and the 14th centuries
BC, the assemblage in general shows
very close similarities to the pottery at
Fig. 4.3. Scoop bowl
Khamid el-Loz, in which nearly all of
(Zuckerman 2003a, fig. 4.10, 9)
630

Ben-Tor and Rubiato 1999, 33.
Yadin, et al. 1958, pls. CXXVII, 12; CLVI, 21.
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Gitin 1993, 125; James and McGovern 1993, figs. 8, 15; 9, 1-4; pl. 6, d-e; Tufnell,
et al. 1940, pls. VII, 1; XXXIX, A-B.
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Bounni, et al. 1998, 37f; Courtois 1978, fig. 26, 22; Zuckerman 2003a, fig. 3.21.
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Zuckerman 2003a, figs. 4.1-4.13; tables 4.7-4.9; 2003b, Appendix A.
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the types at Hazor are represented. These almost identical assemblages
point to Hazor’s belonging of the same cultural sphere as Khamid elLoz in this period, extending from Hazor northwards into the boundaries
of the Lebanon Valley. However, in LB IIB this close similarity to the
Khamid el-Loz assemblage changes and instead the pottery types of
the 13th and 12th centuries BC in Beth Shean and Deir Alla´ reveal more
typological parallels to the pottery of the final phase of Hazor.637
Imports and Influences
While awaiting the final report, the description of imported and foreign
influenced objects below will not be fully complete, but yet yield some
information. As mentioned above, the Podium Complex was probably
“cleaned” before the destruction, therefore the objects left were very
few and no complete vessels were found.
Pottery:638 The amount of imported pottery found in the renewed
excavations is conspicuously low. Although considering the relatively
small surface excavated in Area M, this area contains a significantly
larger number of imports than Area A.
The primary documentation in the field gave a number of some
60 Mycenaean sherds in Area M. This number should probably be
lowered though, since a similar preliminary identification of this type
of sherds found in the Ceremonial Palace (areas A1, A3 and the court
in A4) gave a number of 130, which was reduced to 90 after closer
inspection. Closed forms of Mycenaean sherds in the destruction layer
of the Podium Complex were identified as piriform juglets, a flask and
stirrup-jars. Of the open forms cups and kraters were found.639 This
pottery was of high quality and nicely decorated.
Some 60 sherds of Cypriote pottery were found in the new
excavations; however most of the Cypriote sherds found in Area A
and M were too small and fragmentary to be positively identified,
typologically and chronologically. Most of the sherds identified derive
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Zuckerman 2003a, tables 4.7-4.9; 2003b, 202.
Zuckerman 2003a, fig. 6.2; 2003b, 269-281.
639
Closed forms: Zuckerman 2003a, fig. 6.2, 11-13, 14, 17-21. Open forms: Zuckerman 2003a, fig. 6.2: 1, 2, 4-7
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from Milk Bowls of the WS II type.640
Contrary to the Ceremonial Palace (see below) no local imitation
of imported pottery was registered from the Podium Complex.
Other finds: A fragment of a leg of an Egyptian statue, which was made
of a greenish stone, was found in the Podium Complex.641
A piece of another Egyptian statue, or possibly an offering table,
inscribed with hieroglyphs was unearthed in the destruction layer of the
Podium Complex.642 K. Kitchen has studied the fragment and suggests
a date in the second half of the thirteenth century BC for the inscription
(further discussed in Ch. 6).643
In the “western courtyard”, next to the entrance to the “southern
wing”, a fragment of a broken stone basin which carries an Akkadian
inscription appeared in the destruction debris of the final phase.644 The
material of the fragment was probably not local. However the bowl
could have been fashioned and inscribed at the city or imported as is.
The writing, of which five incomplete lines remain, is a dedicatory
inscription for an agannu, a word for a large bowl or cauldron, mentioned
in the first line and most likely refers to the vessel itself.645 This word
occurs at el-Amarna, Qatna and Nuzi in the Late Bronze Age/Middle
Babylonian period. The person who dedicated/offered it (to a deity?)
was a high administrative official or judge. The cuneiform signs of the
inscription are consistent with those of the Amarna period, to which it
should be dated.646

Zuckerman 2003b, 269-281. See e.g. Zuckerman 2003a, fig. 3.12.
Ben-Tor 1998c. No picture or further description of this fragment has yet been
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4.1.4 Summary and Discussion
Cult and Rituals
Entrance gates, and especially city gates, in the Ancient Near East in
many cases bear witness of cultic activities.647 The cultic and ritual nature
of the entrance expanse of the Podium Complex is clearly reflected in
architectural features and installations as well as in objects. Zuckerman
sees the podium expanse, which she compares with thresholds of
other temples in Syria-Palestine, as a symbolic area of transition, a
meeting place of dichotomous spheres: inside – outside; religious –
secular; royal – common; Upper City – Lower City.648 This transition
between opposing worlds has, in many cultures, been enabled through
liminal ritual activities, comparable to the rites de passage in passages/
transitions in human life.649
The widespread use of niches in ancient Near Eastern temples
in general and at Hazor in particular, testifies to the importance of this
element in the cult.650 Most likely these niches were equivalent to the
holy of holies where the focus of the cult was placed.651 The niche in the
podium room is of a shallow type and is, unlike most temple niches, not
axial to the entrance (Fig. 4.1, a). However, as seen in the investigation
of the temples of Area C (Ch. 3.1) and Area H (Ch.3.3), a tendency in
the second half of LB to use indirect entrances and screen the niche from
the outside can be discerned,652 maybe as a consequence of changes in
society and cult. In the small niche to the left in the podium room,
an oval smooth lime stone was located. The use of natural stones as
symbols of the god, often in the shape of stelae (masseboth), was a
Bernett and Keel 1998; Haettner Blomquist 1999; Ottosson 1980, 98f. See also
the Area K gate at Hazor (Haettner Blomquist 1999, 145; Yadin 1972, 63.
648
Zuckerman 2003b, 60f, 63f.
649
Grimes 1986, 453; van Gennep 1960, 15-25.
650
Niches occur at Hazor in the temples of Area H and C and in the Southern Temple
A. They are also found at other sites in Palestine e.g. in Megiddo temple 2048; in
Syria, e.g. in Ebla Temple D IIIA-B, and in Egypt in Tell el Dab‘a (Bietak 1979;
Dunayevsky and Kempinski 1973; Loud 1948, see fig. 247, Strata VIII and VIIA;
Matthiae 1980).
651
Ottosson 1980, 36; Wright 1985, 239f.
652
Yadin 1972, cf. fig. 15 and 16; Yadin, et al. 1961, cf. scematic plans H 1A and H
1B. See also Ottosson 1980, 34, 40.
647
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common feature in Syrian cult in the second millennium BC.653 Such
stelae are found in the temples of Area A, C and H (see previous and
succeeding chapters) at Hazor; many were also found in a recent cultic
MB layer in Area A4.654 Just in the center of the rear niche, the podium
itself was placed. This installation, or rather the object once resting on
top of it, constituted the focal point of the cult/ritual activities in this
area. Zuckerman discusses three plausible options for the function of
the podium:655 1) A throne and a footstool for a king or queen or a high
official; 2) a statue of a king or a god; 3) a ritual basin containing liquids
for purification or libation.
All options are interesting; however the second option, a statue
of a king or a god, seems most plausible and would correlate to the
conspicuous location of the podium in the centre of the niche, a location
reserved for gods or images of gods in the niche (holy of holies) of
temples.656 Thus, the theological purpose of the niche was to give the
symbols of the gods a central position.657 In this connection of course,
the religious role of the king as representation/representative of god
should be considered.658 In the liturgy of Ugarit the king was active as
the principal chief officiator, and various rituals, e.g. the purification
rituals, were carried out by him.659
One of the reasons for this cultic and remarkably ritual character
of the podium area might have been the accessibility, passing an
administrative palace, to a suggested royal cultic precinct located on
the summit of the Upper City centered on the Ceremonial Palace.660
Similar precincts have been found on the acropolis of Megiddo and
Ugarit. Installations connected to liquid at the palace entrance of these
sites also suggests liminal ritual activities.661
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Cultural Connections
The interpretation of the Podium Complex as the entrance to a royal
administrative palace, comparable to the large royal palace at Ugarit, has
far-reaching consequences on the understanding of Hazor’s importance
in an intercultural LB environment.
Besides enhancing the probability of the complex being part of
a palace, this structure also certainly shows the cultural connections
regarding architectural building techniques and materials between Hazor
and palatial edifices in the Syrian sphere. The pottery assemblage as well
show close affinities with the assemblage of Khamid el-Loz and other
northern sites. These relations are also indicated in the ritual activities
connected to this building in form of libations and/or purifications,
including its attributes of scoop bowls, the elaborated drainage system
and the large basalt basins.662 The niche and the podium in the center
of it were probably the location of the symbol of the god, taking into
consideration the religious association of this expanse and the niche as
being reserved for such a purpose. However, the special status of the
king as representative of the god might have given him access to this
location (throne?) as well.
A relatively large amount of imported Mycenaean and Cypriote
pottery appeared in the Podium Complex, considering the small area
excavated, which also indicates the elite nature of this structure.
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Zuckerman 2003a, fig. 3.18
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4.2 The Ceremonial Palace in Area A
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In the second season of the renewed excavations, the remains of a
massive structure started to appear in Area A on the summit of the tell
(Fig. 1.3). It was soon apparent that this monumental ruin, located in
the middle of the Upper City, was of a public nature. This edifice’s
location, its impressive size and courtyard, its prominent architectural
details and installations, its conspicuously luxurious finds as well as its
resemblance to the contemporary level IV palace at Alalakh made the
excavators identify it as a core of a huge palace.663
However, no further extensions of the monumental edifice on
top of the tell have been found.664 In addition, some of its finds and
installations could be connected to cult and ceremonies.665 Thus, this
impressing, although confined, construction was most likely not of an
administrative or residential nature, but rather it was a royal monumental
structure where ceremonial and cultic activities were performed; hence
it is called the Ceremonial Palace (Fig. 4.4).666 Huge remains underneath
the courtyard indicate that the monumental building had a predecessor
in MB.667 The Ceremonial Palace together with the Southern Temple
and later the Northern Temple might have constituted a large building
compound including also an administrative palace. Such a building
compound is also indicated by the contemporary Podium Complex in
Area M, since this structure might have been the entrance to a possible
(not yet unearthed) administrative palace.668 Thus, the Ceremonial
Palace constitutes the focal point of what appears to have been a royal
and cultic precinct in the Upper City.669
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Fig. 4.4. The Ceremonial Palace. In front the remains of the podium in the courtyard
(photo Akane Shigeki)

4.2.1 Architectural Phases, Plan and Influences
Phases and Dating
Two obvious phases of existence are detected for the building and the
courtyard; the foundation phase and the destruction phase.670 A possible
intermediate phase of the courtyard is discerned between the building
and the bāmah/podium as well.671
The building is dated related to the Podium Complex and to
buildings and changes in the Lower City (Areas H, C, F and square
210). All these buildings seem to have belonged to the same ‘building
boom’ in the beginning of Stratum 1B (=XIV of the Upper City).672
Thus the Ceremonial Palace was in use during the time of AbdiTirshi, the ruler of Hazor, who was active during the Amarna period.673
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The destruction of the building occurred at the end of the Late Bronze
Age in the huge conflagration that ruined the city, or at least all
administrative and religious monumental buildings therein.674 The time
of this event is still an enigma, although a date within the 13th century
BC seems to be generally accepted.675
Architectural Plan

•

The Ceremonial Palace and the large courtyard to the E of it (Fig. 4.5)
are constructed on top of a fill of layers of mudbrick and dirt to a height
of 1.5 – 2 m. The courtyard measured ca 30 x 30 m and was covered
by pebbles and mortar. A large square podium (bāmah) of well-dressed
stones was built, in the construction phase, in the centre of the courtyard
aligned with the entrance (Fig. 4.4; Fig. 4.5, a). This podium seems to
have served cultic and ceremonial functions throughout the lifetime of
the Ceremonial Palace.676 A large amount of animal bones and broken
pottery sherds were scattered on the courtyard, especially concentrated
around this podium.677 A similar podium was found in the courtyard of
the Area H temple and interpreted by Yadin as a bāmah; also around this
structure, pottery sherds, animal bones and ash were strewn.678 These
podiums have also been found in the courtyard of other contemporary
temples in Canaan.679 A colonnade of two rows of columns, crossing
the courtyard in line with the entrance of the building, is evidenced by
the remains of basalt column-bases.680 A minor side opening into the
courtyard was uncovered close to the front façade in the northern and
southern walls that surrounded the courtyard.681 The main entrance of
the courtyard was in the E where a probable staircase/ramp appears to
have constituted the approach to the elevated courtyard.682
674
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Fig. 4.5. Plan of the Ceremonial Palace and the
Southern Temple (Ben-Tor 2008, 1770)

The building itself was reached via a flight of steps through a portico of
two pillars flanking the entrance to the porch/entrance room (Fig. 4.5,
b). The outer measure of the structure is ca 36 m S to N and ca 33 m
E to W. The ca 3 m wide outer mud-brick walls of the building rested
on a stone foundation; the main interior walls were also composed of
mud-brick on a stone foundation. Cedar timbers were incorporated into
the walls in a Syrian Anatolian building technique. The outer face of
the building was built in a stepped design with well-dressed orthostats
lining the lower part of the outer walls (Fig. 4.5).683 These features are
typical northern designs similar to the Alalakh IV and VII temples.684
Most likely the building had more than one storey, which is indicated by
a staircase located to the south of the porch/entrance hall (Fig. 4.5, c).685
Ben-Tor 1998b, 459; 2008, 1771; Ben-Tor and Rubiato 1999, fig. on top p. 29.
Woolley 1955, see below.
685
Zuckerman 2003b, 96.
683
684
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This expanse is similar to the space constituting a staircase in the Area
H temple Stratum 1B, located W (to the left) of its entrance hall.686
The room to the north of the porch of the Ceremonial Palace
appears to have been a storage room since bowls and flasks and about
eight large pithoi, which most likely contained olive oil (ca 200 liters
each), were found there (Fig. 4.5, d).687
In the middle of the W wall of the porch was a wide doorway
that led into the main hall (ca 12 x 14 m) of the building (Fig. 4.5, k).
The lower part of the walls of this room was covered by orthostats.
Since these didn’t reach down to the pebbled and plastered floor it is
suggested that this floor was a wooden floor up to the bottom edge
of the orthostats, ca 15 cm.688 The ceiling of this room was probably
supported by wooden pillars; the location of at least one of these pillars
is visible in the centre of the hall.689 Three pairs of side rooms are
reached from three doorways, one each in the N, W and S wall of the
main hall (Fig. 4.5, e-j). The northern and southern pairs were almost
identical in size; the northern ones contained a large amount of pottery
and small finds.690 Some kind of storage function seems probable for
these rooms. The western pair of rooms is smaller than the other suites
and might originally have been one divided into two by a partition wall
(Fig. 4.5, i-j). A plastered installation (a bath tub) was found in the
southern of these rooms; next to it two giant kraters and a pithos were
found.691 These kraters are similar to one in house 8139 in Area F and in
the cella of Temple 1A in Area H.692
The Southern Temple – an Integrated Part of the Original Building
Project
Recently (in 2000) another temple was uncovered in Area A at Hazor,
located to the N of the courtyard of the Ceremonial Palace, just south of
686
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the Northern Temple (Fig. 4.5). Preliminary dating of this temple is 17th16th century BC.693 This date seems to be verified by the huge remains
of public nature (an MB palace?) that are integrated with this temple
and running underneath the courtyard of the Ceremonial Palace.694 The
Southern Temple in Area A is larger than the northern one (Ch. 4.3), but
also consists of thick walls and a one-room rectangular structure with
the presumed, but now destroyed, entrance on the longitudinal central
axis in the east. Opposite the entrance in the centre of the western wall
is a semicircular recessed niche. A staircase was located in the NE
corner. In the centre of the building was a favissa that contained a large
number of cultic vessels. The temple has the same wall orientation as
the Ceremonial Palace, which suggests that it was an integrated part of
(an earlier phase of) this complex.695 This temple belongs to the same
architectural tradition as the Northern Temple and the Area H temples
(above), namely the Monumental Symmetrical Temples also called
the Syrian Temples, discussed in the chapter on the Area H temples
above (Ch. 3.3). The temple and its parallels are further discussed in
connection to the Northern Temple (Ch. 4.3).
Architectural Influences
Ben-Tor and Rubiato emphasize the resemblance between the Ceremonial
Palace at Hazor and the almost contemporary palace of level IV at Alalakh,
especially the similarities in plans and building material observed in
these buildings.696 The usage of orthostats as well as timbers in the wall
constructions is, for instance, common at Alalakh IV.697 The stepped
architectural design of the exterior walls parallels the Alalakh VII palace,
where orthostats also appear frequently.698 The wide use of orthostats in
architectural design at Hazor and contemporary northern sites has been
discussed in a previous chapter. Another parallel to Alalakh is the use
of the same ‘northern’ measuring unit, divisible by 60.The sexigesimal
system was used throughout the Syro-Babylonian cultural sphere.699
693
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This system’s long tradition of use at Hazor is verified in an MB locallyprepared mathematical prism fragment found just north of the palace
(Area A3).700
The special type of ceremonial, monumental edifices called bîthilani, which is based especially on the characteristics of the portico
and its related expanses, is interesting, considering the architecture
of the Ceremonial Palace.701 This architectural type originated in
northern Syria in the second millennium BC and continued into the
first millennium where it is traced to Assyrian palaces, especially in the
ceremonial sections of these complexes.702 Recently its occurrence in
Iron Age IA-IIA Israel has been re-evaluated and stressed.703
Features constituting this category in the Bronze Age are found
in the ceremonial wing of the Alalakh VII palace, and are particularly
accentuated in the LB palace of level IV at this city, as well as at the
royal palace of Ugarit.704 These features are: a) a low flight of steps
leading up to it; b) a portico with one to three columns at the entrance;
c) this expanse was the anteroom of the, d) throne-room; e) a stairway
on one side of the portico leading to the upper storey.705 A bath room
and a store room containing pithoi seem to be a common element in
the later Assyrian bît-hilani but occur also at Alalakh IV.706 Similarities
in building technique are also discerned in these buildings, such as “ a
stone footing up to three feet or even more, which supports brickwork
shot through with wood”.707 Although this technique is not reserved
exclusively for bît-hilani, it certainly is a northern trait. All these
features correlate very well with those found in the Ceremonial Palace
at Hazor. Thus this building on top of the tell might be classified as a
north Syrian bît-hilani architectural type.
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4.2.2 Pottery and Small Finds
Pottery
Unlike the pottery assemblage in Area M, the pottery in the Ceremonial
Palace reflects only one phase of this building’s existence.708 Noteworthy
is the abundance of diverse sets of similar bowls that were found in
different rooms of the Ceremonial Palace. These groups of different
types of simple bowls could be connected to the performance of rituals
or administrative work.709 Other types of pottery found that indicates
cultic activities are the miniature bowls, interpreted as being votive
vessels, incense burners and two special ‘house (temple?) models’,
which are often found in temples, e.g. at Ugarit and in the Area H and
Area C temples at Hazor (Fig. 4.6, A).710 In a comparison made by
Zuckerman between the pottery assemblage of the Ceremonial Palace
and assemblages of palaces and temples from some other Canaanite
sites, more parallels to the Hazor assemblage appeared in the ritual
than in the public assemblages of these sites. This comparison showed
particularly that the temple in Khamid el-Loz reflected similar activities
as the Ceremonial Palace at Hazor.711 As mentioned in connection
with the study of the Podium Complex, the LB assemblage of Area
M resembles to a high degree the pottery of the Ceremonial Palace.
This latter assemblage also shows close similarities to the pottery of the
Lower City, especially Area C and F.712
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Fig. 4.6. Some pottery of the Ceremonial Palace

Imported and Imitated Pottery

•

The amount of imported Mycenaean and Cypriote pottery in and
around the Ceremonial Palace is meager, particularly compared with
the relatively higher amount found in the Podium Complex, taking into
account the size of the excavated area.713
Mycenaean Pottery: About 90 Mycenaean sherds appeared in the areas
of the building and its courtyard, many of which were found in recent
contexts of the Iron Age. The sherds were, in most cases, very small
and hard to identify; no complete vessel was found. The shapes are
typical of the LH IIIA2 ware and continue to appear in the LH IIIB1.
The quality of these vessels is high and the pottery in general is similar
to the Mycenaean assemblage of the Lower City. Just two vessels
and a fragment of a cup were found inside the building. Most of the
reconstructed vessels were of closed forms, and included stirrup jars,
piriform juglets, a pyxis and a flask as well as open cups and kraters.714
Cypriote Pottery: Some 100 sherds of Cypriote pottery were found in
the Ceremonial Palace and its vicinity, and some 60 more sherds in
other parts of Area A.
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Most of the sherds were milk-bowls of the WS II type, although some
were fragments of the BR and Monochrome wares. The only complete
vessel was a decorated milk-bowl, of the WS II (1a) type, which was
found in the western of the northern pair of rooms (Fig. 4.6, B).715
This type of bowl appears in Stratum 2, 1a and XIII in other areas at
Hazor.716
Imitations: Imitations of Mycenaean and Cypriote Pottery appeared in
and around the building, particularly in Area A3. Ten Cypriote and three
Mycenaean vessels were imitated (Fig. 4.6, C).717
Egyptian Pottery: Just a few sherds of Egyptian-inspired sherds were
found, yet they are more frequent in this area than in other areas at
Hazor. Three fragments of Egyptianized bowls with a rounded base,
one in the Ceremonial Palace and two in Area A3, were found, as well
as two examples of Egyptian-influenced outward folded rimmed bowls
in the Ceremonial Palace. These appear predominantly during the 13th
century BC (Fig. 4.6, D).718 A similar Egyptian-influenced bowl (redslipped, round-based and outward-folded-rimed) was found in Area P,
in Phase B (?) of the gate, which is probably contemporary to Stratum
1B in the Lower City.719 In the entrance to the Ceremonial Palace, a
drop-like vessel was found. The decoration of this vessel indicates an
Egyptian influence of the Amarna period or later.720 Another drop-like
vessel was found in Area L of the Upper City.721
Cultural Influences in Small Finds
The Ceremonial Palace, its courtyard and related expanses (Area A1,
A2 and A3) yielded a large number of impressive finds. The examples
mentioned below are the most important; a complete description of the
finds will be published in the final reports.722
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•

Small finds as well as the pottery of the courtyard should be seen as
accumulated through the phases of the complex,723 although it can be
assumed that most of these finds derive from the destruction phase. The
finds from the building proper all represent the destruction phase.
Statues and figurines: Close to the entrance of the building, fragments
of a large anthropomorphic basalt statue were found measuring 1.2 m
from shoulder to knee. An emblem in relief shown on the statue’s chest
reveals that the statue represents a deity. The emblem depicts a circle
filled with rays and a crescent, perhaps indicating the sun and the moon.
The statue was probably both intentionally (indicated by the missing
head and damaged hands) and unintentionally destroyed (by the intense
heat) in the huge conflagration of the palace.724 A smaller torso with a
‘circle emblem’ on its chest was found in the Area H temple Stratum
1B. This statue, which originally stood on a bull, has been suggested to
represent Hadad, the storm god, or El his father.725 A fragment of a stone
statuette dated to LB, found just N of the courtyard, depicts a seated
figure similar to two others found in the Lower City.726 Counterparts
in the finds of the Area H temple are: a statue of the smiting god Baal
or Reshef which are common in Syria-Palestine and Anatolia, but
appear also in the Aegean; a peg figurine (generally left at cult sites
as offerings to gods); and several snake figurines of bronze, which
all derive from the courtyard of the Ceremonial Palace.727 Four bull
figurines of bronze found in the main hall of this building are also of
the same type as the one found in the cella of the Area H temple 1A.728
As mentioned, regarding the Area H bull, parallels are found at LB
Ugarit, Emar, and from sites in Cyprus, in Anatolia and Syria where
they are often connected to the storm god.729 In the western of the
pair of rooms to the north of the main hall, two bronze statues, 30 cm
high, depicting humans or divinities were found deliberately buried.
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Fig. 4.7. Some finds of the Ceremonial Palace

One of these was seated and might have depicted a ruler of Hazor (Fig.
4.7, A).730 A similar LB statuette of bronze, but only half the size, was
found on the acropolis of Ugarit and considered to have depicted an
enthroned god.731 However the largest group of statues is Egyptian. A
stone statue of an Egyptian king, intentionally mutilated, was found, as
well as several other fragments of Egyptian statues depicting kings or
dignitaries, which also bear signs of mutilation.732 Similar fragments of
Egyptian statues, a torso and a foot, that probably originally stood in
the LB palace, were found by Yadin in a nearby unstratified layer (Fig.
4.7, B).733
Ben-Tor 1996, 264, fig. 4; 2006b, 6f; Ben-Tor and Rubiato 1999, 35-38, fig. p. 37.
Exposed in the National Museum of Aleppo.
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•

To this should be added a recently found hieroglyph-inscribed lower
part of an Egyptian statue, incorporated in secondary use in an Iron
Age building.734 Some of these statues which are not yet dated might
derive from earlier periods; they were, however, in use in LB whether
as heirlooms or obtained antiquities. These, together with the statues in
Area M, constitute a very large assemblage of Egyptian statues found
in the city.735 A small sphinx bearing the cartouche of Ammenemes III
of the Middle Kingdom, thus probably kept as an heirloom, appeared in
the Ceremonial Palace.736
Ivory, jewelry and cylinder seals: In the eastern of the pair of rooms to
the north of the main hall, a fragment of a jewelry box was found (Fig.
4.7, C). It was decorated with bone inlays and incisions of animals and
humans worshipping. Striking is the depiction of the goddess Hathor in
a Canaanite – Egyptian style, a “northern reworking and adaptation of
Egyptian designs”.737 Next to the box (spilled out) beads were found,
some made of semi precious stones, as well as ten cylinder seals.738 Most
interesting is also an ivory head cut off, intentionally or accidentally,
from the lost body.739 Several other decorated ivories including plaques,
human and animal figurines and jewelry boxes were found throughout
the building.740
Weapons: A sickle sword and more than 100 scales to a coat of mail
were found in the western of the northern pair of room. In this room,
several knifes and an Egyptian battle axe were also found.741
Tablets: Four clay tablets, written in cuneiform, were discovered.742
Two is dated to MB and the other two to LB; these two latter (Hazor 10
734
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and 11), which were found in the main hall, will be further discussed
in Chapter 7.743 One of the MB tablets was found in the western of the
pair of rooms, north of the main hall. It was a fragment of a locally
prepared mathematical prism displaying ‘combined multiplication
tables’ (Fig. 4.7, D).744 The tablet might have been in use for scholastic
purpose also in LB. A similar tablet was found at Mari.745 The other MB
tablet, found in the main hall, is an important document that reveals
the close diplomatic and exchange/trade connections between Hazor,
Qatna, Ekallatum and Mari in the Middle Bronze Age.746 Why this
tablet appeared in a LB context is not clarified. An inscribed MB liver
model and an inscribed Egyptian statue appeared just N of the palace in
Area A2, in the season of 2007.747
4.2.3 Summary and Discussion
The Ceremonial Palace constituted the focal point of a royal and sacred
precinct similar to those that occupied the highest point of the sites
of Megiddo and Ugarit. At Hazor this precinct is suggested to have
included a possible administrative palace, still hidden in the dirt,
indicated by the gate remains of the Podium Complex in area M. In
addition, the precinct included the Northern Temple (see Ch. 4.3). The
Southern Temple, though, may have belonged to an MB phase of a
similar precinct. This temple constituted an integral part of a palatial
building in this period, indicated by the MB walls that are running
underneath the Ceremonial Palace and connect to the Southern Temple.
Remains underneath the Podium Complex may also have belonged to
an earlier palatial complex.
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The zenith of the LB activities in this precinct is suggested to have been
in the Amarna period (LB IIA); however, the Ceremonial Palace as well
as the Podium Complex continued to be in use until the destruction of
the city in LB IIB.748
Cultic and Ceremonial Significance

•

There is no doubt that ritual and ceremonial activities were conducted
in connection with the Ceremonial Palace. The ash and bone remains
as well as the abundance of pottery sherds in the courtyard next to the
podium, in combination with the finds of which at least some were of a
cultic nature (the miniature vessels, incense burners, peg figurines etc.)
imply a religious association of this building.749 One should, however,
bear in mind that cult and ceremonies were connected both to temples
and palaces in ancient times, verified, for instance in the finds, and ritual
activities performed in the Podium Complex (see above).750 The matter
of the interlacing nature of religion and rule in the ancient Near East has
recently been discussed in publications and congresses.751 Ugaritic texts
reveal that it was often the kings that conducted the rituals.752
Zuckerman concludes that ceremonial/ritual meals were carried
out in the courtyard. This is verified by a large amount of charred animal
bones and a high number of sherds, mainly of different bowls and votive
cups, as well as cooking pots and serving utensils that originated from
the building and the courtyard.753 According to Ugaritic texts, sacrifices,
feasts and banquets are connected to both funerary and non-funerary
palace cults.754 Funeral feasts in connection to the palace were held to
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maintain the memory of the deified dead king. It has been discussed
whether funeral feasts should be identified with the so called marzeah
institution, a kind of cultic orgiastic association.755 However, except
in one case, these texts only confirm this institution’s administrative
and mythological connection.756 The ceremonial nature of the building
on the acropolis of Hazor is accentuated by the colonnade of columns
across the courtyard, passing the podium, to the impressive entrance
equipped with a portico, of a bit hilani type. This ceremonial character
of the edifice and its courtyard might rather testify to the non-funeral
ceremonies, in Ugarit associated with seasonal royal festivals, sacrifice
to the tutelary deities of the palace, royal rituals to the full moon and
new moon, and royal procession rituals.757
Contacts and Relations
The architectural features of the Ceremonial Palace as well as those of the
Podium Complex resemble, to a very high degree, the building tradition
of palaces and temples of Alalakh VII and Alalakh IV. In addition, the
local pottery assemblage is identical with the one at Khamid el-Loz and
shows similarities to the pottery of the northern Syrian coast, including
the city of Ugarit. These close affinities with the north Syrian cultural
sphere is verified by architecture, pottery and finds, also of the MB
period, when it is particularly emphasized in the correspondence, and
warm relations between the rulers of Hazor and Mari.758 The royal
and cultic precinct in LB, built upon similar MB remains, verify the
continuing importance of Hazor in the northern cultural sphere.
The plentiful Egyptian and Egyptian-inspired precious objects
on the summit of the tell confirm that the Egyptian involvement was
much more intense than has previously been suggested. It appears as
the Egyptian culture was the representative of power and status at Hazor
and thus should be emulated.
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4.3 The Northern Temple of Area A
The remains of the Northern Temple of Area A are located on the slope of
the eastern/middle portion of the acropolis, to the north of the Southern
Temple (Fig. 1.3). The slope made it necessary to level the foundation
surface, which was made by a series of fills. This fill also raised the
temple area above its surroundings. In the process of levelling, the
western and probably also the southern part of the temple were sunk
into earlier strata.759
4.3.1 Stratum XIV / Local Stratum 8

•

The temple was unearthed in the excavations of 1968. Primarily it was
dated by Yadin to have been erected in MB II, with a second phase in
the LB I period.760 However, a later re-examination of architectural
details and of the pottery on floors underneath the temple has shown
that the temple was constructed in the later part of LB I and had only
one phase. The temple and the courtyard structure are ascribed by Bonfil to
the local Stratum 8.761 Due to similarities between pottery assemblages of the
local Strata 8 and 9 of Area A and Stratum 2 and perhaps also 1B of the Lower
City, it can be concluded that the Northern Temple is contemporary with a
later part of Stratum 2 in the Lower City and that it probably continued to
function also in LB II phase 1B.762 Thus, in the beginning of LB II the temple
was contemporary with temple 1B in Area C and Temple 1B in Area H.
4.3.2 The Temple and its Surrounding
The temple, which included only one room, was a Langraum structure with
thick walls hence it used to be called the Long Temple (Fig. 4.8). However, to
distinguish it from the Southern Temple, which is also a Langraum, it is called
the Northern Temple in this thesis. The exterior measurement of the building
was ca 16,2 m x 11,6 m, constructed in an E – W direction with the entrance
on the E side (Fig. 4.8).763 The walls of the temple were massive, 2.50 m
Bonfil 1997, 51, 59.
Yadin 1972, 102f.
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wide. The doorway had a threshold of four orthostats, with two orthostats
in two rows. Also the doorjamb consisted of orthostats. Two, found in situ,
were standing on both sides of the threshold. On top of each doorjamborthostat, two holes were drilled to receive the joints of the stone and brick
construction of the walls. As seen in the previously investigated temples, the
use of orthostats originates in the Syrian building tradition.
Approximately half the structure still lies beneath the remains of the
th
10 century Solomonic gate, thus the interior of the temple is not well known.764
It is, however, known that along the entire length of the rear (western) wall
was a low platform constructed of bricks, covered with plaster (Fig. 4.8,
b). The large quantity of bowls and animal bones found there suggests that
this platform was used for votives. Also the inner walls were covered with
plaster and painted in several colours, although the fragments were few and
not sufficient for determining the nature of the paintings.765 Wall paintings
provide parallels to Syria-Mesopotamia were they have been uncovered at
Qatna, at Alalakh Stratum VII and in the palace of Zimri Lim at Mari.766

Fig. 4.8. Plan of the Northern Temple
in Area A (Bonfil 1997, plan II. 7)

See Bonfil 1997, plan II. 6.
Yadin 1972, 103, footnote 1
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•

The courtyard in front of the temple entrance was paved with pebbles
and covered with plaster (Fig. 4.8, c). Walls originally covered by
orthostats bounded the courtyard, but have subsequently been removed.
That is proved by a gap of 20 cm (the width of an orthostat) between
the pavement and the wall. Under the wall was a base, which was 20
cm broader than the upper wall without orthostats.767 The courtyard was
approached by a staircase from the east (Fig. 4.8). Both sides of the
entrance to the courtyard were most likely flanked by lion orthostats,
indicated by a head of a lioness found on the steps (Fig. 4.10, A).
The adjoining middle part of the lioness was found in the renewed
excavations some 50 m away. It was reused as a doorjamb in an Iron
Age dwelling.768
There was a small structure north of the stairs against the eastern
wall of the courtyard (Fig. 4.8, d). Two moulds found near the structure,
suggest that there was a metallurgic industry related to the temple
cult. Outside the northern wall of the temple courtyard were rooms
contemporary with the temple, which served a cultic purpose (Fig.
4.8, e). Several stelae and a small basalt statuette were found here and
indicate that this area was used for cult practice. Alternatively it could
have served as a kind of supply depot for ritual objects used in certain
ceremonies in the temple or the courtyard. The pavement here was poorly
constructed and the stelae were “small, crudely-made basalt mazzeboth,
similar to those found near the temple in Area C”.769 A number of basalt
stelae were found in the courtyard as well, which suggests that part of
the cultic rituals took place in the paved courtyard.
The water supply for this part of the tell, from Stratum XIV
onwards, came from a plastered reservoir located to the south of the
temple, which originally might have served as a tomb in MB, possibly
royal.770 To the east of the reservoir are segments of walls that the
excavators concluded were part of a tower, which could have been
related to the temple. However, the Solomonic wall that superimposes
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it makes it difficult to determine whether this is the case or not.771
The area was used for cultic activities for a while after the temple
ceased to exist, which is proved by cult installations of later periods
around the ruined temple, e.g. the continuing use of a large stele (of
which in the later period only the upper half was seen) incorporated
in the courtyard to the right of the entrance, found together with an
offering bowl in situ and smaller additional stelae (Fig. 4.9).772 It is,
however, difficult to confirm whether these activities went on during
the entire LB. Indications of open cult traditions are known from the
Stratum 1B in Area F (see above), from the twelfth century BC in the
northern Samarian hills, and from eleventh century BC Stratum XI in
Area B at Hazor.773

Fig. 4.9. Stele and offering bowl (Yadin et al. 1961, pl. IX, 4)
Ben-Tor 1989b, 18; Bonfil 1997, 75.
Bonfil 1997, 73, 94; Yadin 1969, 4; 1972, 103f.
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4.3.3 Architectural Discussion of the Langraum Temple

•

As mentioned above, three temples were contemporary at Hazor in the
beginning of LB II. Except for the Northern Temple in Area A, these
temples were found in Area C and Area H of the Lower City. Of these
temples only the Area A temple has a Langraum construction. The local
Breitraum temple in Area C differs considerably from the Northern
Temple and also from the Area H temple, despite that the latter is a
Breitraum. Similarities to the Area C Temple can instead be sought
in cultic paraphernalia and installations e.g. the niche, the seated stone
figure (w. the Area H temple), the lion, masseboth, crescent symbols,
pottery assemblage etc (see Ch. 3.1 and 3.3 above).
Despite the architectural differences (Langraum vs. Breitraum),
the Area H and A temples (also the Southern Temple) derive from the
same architectural tradition, namely the Monumental Symmetrical
Temples also called the Syrian Temples, discussed in the chapter on the
Area H temples above (Ch. 3.3).774 The similarities between the Area
H and A temples are those characterizing the Monumental Symmetrical
Temples: they were constructed on raised ground; they had thick walls;
and they had a niche or a platform in the rear wall.775 In addition, the
Northern Temple and the Area H temple were equipped with orthostats
lining the walls of the porch/courtyard; decorated with lions at the
entrance, and show signs of cultic activities in the courtyard.776
As seen in the investigation of Monumental Symmetrical
Temples in the chapter on Area H above, the earlier examples of
this temple type appear mainly in Syria. This is also concluded in a
discussion by Matthiae regarding the origin and development of the
Langraum temple with a front porch and antae on the façade, which
he considers was the traditional one of northern inner Syria and the
Upper Euphrates valley in the second half of the third millennium.777
He claims that this is the beginning of a typology of Langraum temples,
which started in the Euphrates valley and inner Syria south of Aleppo,
and was passed on to the architectural culture in the beginning of the
774
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second millennium BC where it is represented in Tuttul (Tel Bi’a) and
Ebla (Tel Mardikh Temple P2), but in a modified way. The antae become
shorter and thicker, which means that the porch becomes smaller. These
modified temples have, according to Matthiae, spread to Palestine in the
MB II and are manifested in the temples of Megiddo (Temple 2048) and
Shechem Temple I. This temple type also appears in Tel Kitan Stratum
V (MB IIB), which in the next Stratum IV (the end of MB) loses its
antae/porch and then is similar to the Northern Temple A at Hazor.778
Whether this is a clear-cut typology or not will not be analysed here.
Nevertheless, a similar investigation by Bonfil shows by examples from
Byblos (Batiment II and Temple XIV), that in the Early Bronze Age
Langraum temples with massive walls already existed in Syria. Further
she notices that Langraum temples appear most frequently in Syria.
Several examples at the same sites have been uncovered, e.g. at Ebla.
In Mesopotamia and in the southern Levant, on the contrary, the temple
architecture was not so homogenous. Here various temples of different
plans appear at the same site as the Langraum structures.779 However
according to Hrouda’s examination of the Megaron Langraum structure
it seems to appear as well in Anatolia and on other places at an early
date, hence a single original source should not be taken for granted.780
The real origin of the massive Langraum temple is thus difficult to find,
it might even have derived on many places synchronically. Nevertheless
the inspiration source of this archaeological tradition in Palestine is
most likely found in Syria.
Thus, it can be concluded that the Langraum temples, particularly
in the Middle Bronze Age, were most common in Syria. In the southern
Levant they appeared at the end of MB II (e.g. the Southern Temple at
Hazor and Tell Kitan) and continued to appear during LB I and LB II
(e.g. the Northern Temple at Hazor and Megiddo Temple 2048).
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Architectural Influences and Parallels of the Temple

•

A close parallel and source of inspiration for the Northern Temple is its
predecessor, the Southern Temple, located just a few meters to the south
(Fig. 4.5). No final detailed plan has yet been published of the latter,
but the differences are mainly the niche compared to the podium in
the Northern Temple. Also the entrance section of the Southern Temple
differs from the Northern one and probably included some kind of
staircase.
According to earlier investigations, there are several temples
similar to the Northern Temple of Area A.781 Tel Kitan Stratum IV
seems to be a close parallel shown in size, thickness of the walls and
cultic activities in the courtyard.782
Other Langraum temples in this region are the temples 2048
at Megiddo (Fig. 3.12, C),783 Shechem (Fig. 3.12, B),784 Tel Haror and
Tell el-Hayyat.785 Like the Northern Temple A, these four were all oneroom Langraum structures with thick walls and courtyards with stelae,
indicating cultic activities. However, unlike Hazor, these temples all had
antae. Megiddo and Shechem were larger than the Hazor temple. The
Shechem temple was ascribed to MB IIC/LB I. The Megiddo temple,
the Tel Haror temple and the Tell el-Hayyat temple are all dated to MB
II,786 although the Megiddo temple continued to be in use throughout
LB, thus contemporary to the Hazor temple.787
One-room Langraum temples are found in the SyroMesopotamian sphere at Ebla (B1, N, P2 and D),788 Tell Bi’a (ancient
Tuttul),789 Mari and Emar (M, E1 and E2).790 The temples of Ebla start
to appear already in the MB IIA and are thus earlier than the Langraum
Bonfil 1997, 89-97; Mazar 1992b, 164-173.
Bonfil 1997, 89-91, plan II.8, 2; Eisenberg 1977; 1993; Mazar 1992b, 166.
783
Dunayevsky and Kempinski 1973; Loud 1948.
784
Campbell 2002, 146-151; Wright 1965, 89-91.
785
Bonfil 1997, 93f; Falconer and Magness-Gardiner 1989, 254-261, fig. 3b.
786
Bonfil 1997, 89-94; Campbell 2002, 146; Dunayevsky and Kempinski 1973, 181,
186f; Mazar 1992b, 164-166; Wright 1965, 92f.
787
Dunayevsky and Kempinski 1973, 181, 186f.
788
Matthiae 1980; 1990. Temple D at Ebla was not a one-room structure
(Fig. 3.12, D)
789
Strommenger 1986, 29-36; 1987, 40.
790
Margueron 1975, 52; 1983, 176f.
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temples found in the southern Levant. According to Bonfil, the Ebla
temples B1, N and to a certain degree also temple P2 are the closest
equivalent to the Northern Temple of Hazor (for P2 see Fig. 3.12, D).791
However the entire open entrance side of temples B1 and N make the
character of these temples different from the Northern Temple. The
semicircular recessed niche in the Ebla temple N though is similar
to the semicircular niche in the Southern Temple and in the Area C
temple at Hazor. The one room Langraum temples, without antae,
at Emar (Temple M) and at Ebla (Temple P2) seem to be the closest
parallels to the Northern Temple. Since the Ebla temple’s later phase
was contemporary to the similar Southern Temple at Hazor the Syrian
inspiration in architecture and cult seem to have reached Hazor already
in MB, which is also evidenced in the Area H Temple 3 (see above).
4.3.4 Pottery and Finds
Pottery
The pottery assemblage belonging to the temple and its surrounding is
similar to that of Stratum 2 and possibly also Stratum 1B of the Lower
City. It consists mainly of different types of carinated bowls, votive
bowls, simple bowls, cooking pots and stands; that is, a typical temple
assemblage.792
Imported and Imitated Pottery
A few imported vessels were found related to the temple.793
Cypriote pottery: A fragment of a Cypriote ‘Milk Bowl’ was found to
the W of the staircase and four others in the courtyard; yet another ‘Milk
Bowl’ was found in a room to the north of the courtyard.794 Five sherds
of ‘Milk Bowl’ appeared in a later phase of LB II in the courtyard and
its entrance. These can possibly be related to the open cult suggested to

Bonfil 1997, 97. For the plans of these temples see http://digilander.libero.it/
jimdigriz/jor_syr/ebla.html. See also discussion in Ottosson 1980, 61f.
792
Bonfil 1997, 76-84; Yadin, et al. 1961, pls. CLIX; CLX; CLVII; CLVIII.
793
In addition to the references below to the plates in Yadin et al. 1961 see also appendix Table I and II this thesis.
794
Yadin, et al. 1961, CLVIII, 27, 28; CLX, 27-30.
791
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have continued in the temple area after the temple ceased to exist.795
Two fragments of Bichrome, a jug and a crater, appeared in connection
with the temple.796
Mycenaean pottery: A Mycenaean pyxis was found in a room to the
north of the Courtyard.797 Two unidentified Mycenaean sherds also
appeared close to the temple.798 A stemmed cup was found N of the
temple courtyard, but in a later Stratum (XIII), which possibly also
should be related to the suggested open cult area.799
Small Finds

•

Not many finds were discovered in the Northern Temple. Part of the
reason is the Iron Age Solomonic gate that still covers the interior of the
temple.
The orthostat of a lioness head was found on the steps in the
staircase to the courtyard entrance (Fig. 4.10, a).800 Most likely the
lioness was one of a pair placed on each side of the courtyard entrance.
It is identical in dimensions and features to the lion orthostat in the
temple of Area H.801 In Yadin’s analysis of the Area H lion he asserts
that this orthostat clearly is of a northern type and that it parallels the
lions in Alalakh, although the latter are much cruder.802 According to
Beck however, the features of this lioness, the docile expression, the
folded ears, sunken eyes and closed mouth are unparalleled in Syria.803
One exception is a fine lion with closed mouth that was cast on the
bronze axe from Ras Shamra. Instead, she suggests that the lioness head
belongs to the Canaanite group, like the Area H lion (Fig. 3.14, A) and
the seated stone figures in Area F (Fig. 3.9, E) and H (Fig. 3.15, D )
which point to a local workshop that combines Syrian and Egyptian
features.804
795
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Fig. 4.10. Some finds of the Northern Temple

A bronze figurine of a woman (Fig. 4.10, b) was found in the temple
next to the podium (bāmah?).805 This figurine has its closest parallel in
a mould for female figurines found in Byblos. A figurine with similar
features, classified by Negbi as belonging to the ’Ugaritic’ group, was
found at Nahariya, although it was much older (MB IIA).806 Figurines
of solid metal are mainly found in temples and particularly in the holy
of holies.807
In the middle of the temple, not far from the bronze figurine,
a small silver crescent was found (Fig. 4.10, c).808 The symbol of a
crescent occurs on the statue and the stele of the Area C temple and
on the cultic stand from the same temple. Yadin connects the crescents
in the Area C temple with the moon god.809 It also occurs on the chest
of the large basalt statue from the Ceremonial Palace,810 and on the
Bonfil 1997, 80f, photo II.35.
Bonfil 1997, 99; Negbi 1976, 63.
807
Negbi 1989, 351-355.
808
Bonfil 1997, 80f, photo II.35.
809
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810
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sculpture found in the Area H temple (Fig. 3.14, D).811 This symbol,
which combines the crescent with the sun-disc, appears on the supreme
deities in Syrian religions and is often identified with El (2002: 363).
Another bronze figurine (Fig. 4.10, D) appeared to the south of
the temple area below the casemate Solomonic wall, but should most
likely be related to the cultic activities.812 The figurine is equipped with
a peg that was originally fitted to chairs or footstools. The earlobes are
perforated for ear-rings, which now are missing. The shaved head hints
that he depicts a mortal, probably a ruler or high official.813 It is dated
to LB IIA or LB IIB, thus it might be related to the final decades of the
temple or to the continuing open cult.814
A mould for casting figurines was found next to the steps of the
courtyard. Close to it another mould was uncovered for casting beads
and a crescent-like object.815
4.3.5 Summary and Discussion
•

The Northern Temple should be dated to the end of LB I and continued
to be in use during LB IIA. After the temple ceased to exist, open cult
activities may have continued at the area, probably until the end of LB.
Northern influences in the architecture are clearly visible in this
temple of Hazor. Influences are seen in the monumental symmetrical
temple type; the Langraum construction; the use of orthostats; the entrance
lions which are all typical characteristics of Syrian architectural temple
traditions. At the end of MB and in LB the Langraum construction also
appears in several sites in southern Canaan: For instance at Shechem,
Megiddo, Tel Kitan, Tell el-Hayyat and Tel Haror. Thus, this temple
type is well established in the entire Levant in this period. However,
entrance lions and orthostats lining the walls are not found south of
Hazor.
Cypriote and Mycenaean imports occurred in connection to the
temple and the open cult, although they were not abundant.		
Yadin et al. 1961, pls. CCCXXIV, 1 ; CCCXXV, 1)
Yadin 1969, 2-5; Yadin, et al. 1961, pl. CCCXL, 1-4.
813
Negbi 1989, 358.
814
Negbi 1989, 359.
815
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At the end of MB and possibly the beginning of LB the cultic activities
in the royal precinct on the acropolis seem to have been conducted in
the Southern Temple, which was an integrated part of a public MB
II building similar to the Ceremonial Palace. Subsequently, when the
Southern Temple ceased to be in use, the Northern Temple took over
the responsibility of the royal cult. It is less clear, though, where the
god(s) lived at the end of LB after the Northern Temple came to an end.
Was the royal family / elite satisfied with just an open cult place or was
the main cult, at the final phase of Hazor, performed at another place
e.g. the Ceremonial Palace, as suggested by Zuckerman for the entire
period? Another enigma is why the LB IIA/B people did not erect the
Northern Temple on top of the Southern Temple? Were these temples
contemporary at a time?
The scarcity of finds makes it hard to relate a specific deity to
the Northern Temple. Bonfil suggests however that the temple should
be dedicated to El, since theophoric names related to the gods El, Hadad
(the storm-good) and Erah (the moon-god) are mentioned in a document
found at Hazor.816 Hadad and the moon-god already occupied the Area
H and Area C temples as suggested by Yadin.817 Hence El, the supreme
god of the Canaanite pantheon, would fit as a god of the temple in the
royal precinct on the acropolis of Hazor, as suggested by Bonfil.818
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Chapter Five
5 City Plan, Cultural Influences and
Interregional Infrastructure
Based on the investigation above, this chapter summarizes the areas of
the Upper- and the Lower City, gives a brief image of the city plan and
discusses the origin of imports and influences of its material culture. As
a transition to Chapter 6, dealing with Hazor’s role in an international
LB context, the city’s communication links will also be discussed to
support an understanding of Hazor’s location in relation to its wider
Eastern Mediterranean surroundings.

5.1 The Function and Different Quarters of the City

•

The investigation regarding the various cultural influences in the
architecture and finds of the different excavated areas at Hazor also
yielded some suggestions about the activities that were carried out in
some of the various quarters of the city, and when they were carried out.
This section briefly summarizes these subjects to give an idea of the
division and function of the city in LB (Fig. 5.1).

Fig. 5.1. Aerial view of Tel Hazor with area designations added, looking north
(Yadin et al. 1961, pl. I)
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5.1.1 LB I – City Plan Relating to MB
The LB I city of Hazor was rebuilt on top of the ruined MB phase.819 LB
I shows a thriving city, on a whole continuing a similar city plan as in
MB, which is reflected particularly in the Area H Temple 2 and the citygates’ succeeding phases.820 As seen in Ch. 4.1 and 4.2, this continuity is
also indicated by the results of the renewed excavations, for instance, the
remains below the Podium Complex and in the massive walls underneath
the courtyard of the Ceremonial Palace. These walls connected to the
Southern Temple, which might have existed in the beginning of LB I and
was replaced by the Northern Temple in this period. Changes in the plan
are seen in the Area F Square Building on top of the “Double Temple”
and in the dwelling quarter in Area 210, where the few structures exposed
changed from a four room plan to a courtyard structure.821
5.1.2 LB IIA – Increased Building Activities
LB IIA is contemporary with the beginning of the Amarna period, when
the written documents from the ruler of Hazor to Pharaoh reveal the
city’s territorial expansion and importance.822 The city’s importance and
wealth is further verified in the intense building activities characterizing
the city in the beginning of this period.823 Several new building projects
were initiated, e.g. the construction of the Ceremonial Palace and the
Podium Complex, the renovation of the gates in Area P and in Area K,824
the erection of the Area C temple and an extension of the dwelling quarter
in the same area. In Area F a totally new plan emerged when a dwelling
quarter with large courtyard houses was constructed on the ruins of the
Square Building. A new phase with a changed plan can be seen in the
temple of Area H. No clear evidence proves a destruction of this phase of
Hazor,825 except for the city-gates (Area K and P) that might have been
destroyed at the end of this period.826
819

Yadin 1972, 124f.
See investigation in Ch. 3. For the city-gates see Ben-Tor 1989b, 276-301; Mazar
1997, 365; Yadin 1972, 62, 64.
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Ben-Tor 1989b, 302-306, plan XLVI; Yadin 1972, 49f.
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See EA 227; 228 (Moran 1992). See also Ch. 6.2 below.
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Zuckerman 2003b, 18.
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Ben-Tor 1989b, 286f; Mazar 1997, 359-362; Yadin 1972, 62, 64.
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5.1.3 LB IIB – Stagnation in City Development
This period, which seems to have been rather short at Hazor, continued
without interruption from the previous one. However, no new building
projects appear to have started. Instead, signs of repair and reuse
of material testify to a decline of the LB city’s final phase. This is
particularly shown by the repair and reuse of walls in the houses of the
living quarters, Area C and F, and in the adding of meagre walls, closing
of openings and reuse of conspicuous building material in the public
buildings, for instance in the final phase of the Area H temple and at
the end of the Podium Complex’ existence. This phase ended in a huge
destruction. However, different opinions prevail regarding when this
conflagration occurred, who the perpetrators were and how widespread
this destruction was.827
5.1.4 Two Opposing Spheres

•

Recent excavations in the Upper City have brought about a comprehensive
picture of a probable royal and cultic precinct comprising most of Area
A. This precinct appears to have included: the Ceremonial Palace, the
Southern Temple (in a probable MB and LB1), and the Northern Temple.
In addition, the unearthed gate remains in area M (the Podium Complex
described above), which show huge similarities in building technique
and pottery assemblage with the Ceremonial Palace, indicating a
possible administrative palace, not yet unearthed, which also belonged
to the same precinct.828 The zenith of the activities in this precinct as
well as in the whole city was in the Amarna period (LB IIA); however,
the Ceremonial Palace and the Podium Complex continued to be in use
until the destruction at the end of LB.
The people of the Upper City included the royal elite, their
families, officials, high priests and people connected to the court. The
buildings of this part of the city, were monumental and conspicuously
built.

827

See e.g. Ben-Tor 1998b; Ben-Tor and Rubiato 1999; Yadin 1972, 108f; Zuckerman 2003b, 81f, 84, 298; 2006, 33f. For a compilation of different views see Zuckerman 2003b, 267.
828
Zuckerman 2003b, 80.
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Building materials and techniques as well as the architectural plans
show strong north Syrian influences. These luxurious building remains
and their finds e.g. pottery from Cyprus and the Aegean, jewelry, ivories
and Egyptian statues indicate political power, cultural identity and
international connections (to be further discussed in Ch. 6).
Besides being a suggested entrance to a palace, the strategic
location of the Podium Complex on the northern slope of the Upper
City also constituted a passageway that connected the Upper, and the
Lower City;829 a communication link that in an abstract way represented
a liminal space of transition between the two quarters.830
In the Lower City lived the “common people”; that is, the
potters and other craftsmen, artists, priests and temple personnel,
traders, merchants, men, women and children. Structures included
their apparently, rather wealthy houses of northern courtyard type,
their workshops and a few of their various burials. This is indicated
by the dwelling quarters of Area C and Area F and the excavated
house constructions of Area 210. Some of these people were involved
in pottery production, as those in the workshops of Area C, or other
industrial activities, such as metal production, indicated by kilns and
crucibles in Area D. The evidence of a possible trading quarter in
Area F suggests that this part of the city was reserved for commerce
and perhaps some kind of caravanserai activities. The people in this
quarter probably possessed a different cultural identity, as suggested by
the open air cult performed with imported attributes and the collective
intramural burial cave of a “foreign” type, littered with imports (further
discussed in Ch. 6). The diverse temples in Areas C and H reflect cultic
preferences, status and possibly various ethnic backgrounds.

829
830

Ben-Tor 1999b, 273; Ben-Tor and Rubiato 1999, 32f.
Zuckerman 2003b, 63f.
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5.2 The Origin of the Cultural Influences and their
Implications
Instead of describing the international role Hazor possessed in this period
we should rather describe the city’s international roles (in plural), hence
the various strategies the city took on, depending on which surrounding
culture it was interacting with. With Egypt, for example, the city was a
subordinated vassal with whom it interacted in an unequal relationship.
With neighbouring city-states, Hazor probably had a prominent position
because of its size and fortifications; and in relation to the great powers
in the north and in the Mediterranean, the city maintained long-distance
contacts on more or less equal terms.
The material from these various interaction-spheres can be
recognized and divided into three main groups, which all have different
implications (Fig. 5.2):
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Fig. 5.2. Influx of various cultural influences

1) The ‘northern’ material includes influences from the Syrian, southern
Anatolian and south-western Mesopotamian spheres. This material
constitutes the largest group of cultural influences at Hazor and includes
monumental architecture, building techniques and building material
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in the royal and cultic precinct on the tell, and also in the temple
of Area H in the Lower City. Artistic expressions in basalt statues,
cylinder seals, liver models and other small finds deriving mainly
from temples also show northern influences, as well as architecture
and finds of more modest kinds such as dwellings in the Lower City.
In addition, parallels to the ordinary pottery assemblage of Hazor are
found in sites to the north, mainly in Khamid el-Loz (Kumidi) and at
sites along the northern Canaanite coastline including Ras Shamra
(Ugarit). This group will be discussed as reflecting cultural identity
(see Ch. 6.1).
2) Egyptian finds include primarily statues, scarabs, alabaster and ivory
objects found in royal contexts on the tell, and among cultic finds in
Area F. Most of the Egyptian objects found on the site, especially the
scarabs and the statues of Egyptian kings, are found in LB II contexts,
but appear to be mainly heirlooms originating in the Middle Kingdom.
This group, I believe, indicates Hazor’s exchange relation with Egypt
and the diplomatic interplay expressed in elite emulation in a centre
periphery relation (see further Ch. 6.2).
3) Cypriote pottery from LB I and LB II, and the Mycenaean pottery
from LB II, are found in royal, cultic and burial contexts and particularly
in the burial and habitation contexts of Area F. These imports reflect
the city’s indirect maritime trade relations and Hazor’s connections
to various Syro-Palestinian harbour cities. The find contexts of these
vessels also indicate by whom and why they were imported (further
discussed in Ch. 6.3).

5.3 The Infrastructure / Communication Links
The investigation in Ch. 3 and 4 reveals imports and influences in the
material culture of LB Hazor deriving from the huge surrounding main
centres in the Eastern Mediterranean. Actually Hazor constituted an
inland intersection point between different interregional communication
networks, because of its location and large size, which comprised
important longitudinal and transverse trade routes (Fig. 5.3 and 5.4).
The aim of this section is to concretely illustrate parts of these networks
by discussing and mapping the different alternative routes the traders
took on their way to and from Hazor.
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5.3.1 Land-Based Trade Routes

•

It is commonly accepted that major trade routes were under the control
of Hazor both in MB and LB.831 According to the discussion of the
territorial extensions of Hazor (Ch. 1), the natural crossroad/passage in
the region of the Aiyoun Valley and the southern Lebanon Beq‘a, which
connected the Hūleh Valley in the south, the northern Lebanon Beq‘a
and inner Syria in the north, the Mediterranean coast (Tyre and Sarepta)
in the west and the Damascus basin in the east should be included in the
Hazor’s domain (Fig.5.4).832
The geographical features of Syria-Palestine, especially in the
northern part, strongly control the direction of the roads which run
along valleys between mountain chains, and follow passes and wadi
systems. This broken landscape made old routes more or less fixed
through times.833
The S-N main roads (Fig. 5.3 and 5.4): The most important S-N main
road ran from Egypt via the Beq‘a Valley to the Euphrates. This road
went along the Palestinian coast and bifurcated in the vicinity of the
Sharon and Jezreel plain. One branch continued northwards along the
coast to Ugarit; the other branch turned northeast, passed Megiddo and
continued via the Sea of Galille to Hazor in the Hūleh Valley. From there
it went further north to the Syrian interior via the Beq‘a.834 It seems
likely that there existed a road from Qatna to Ugarit that followed the
Orontes; this however has to be further investigated. The interior road
that continued to Aleppo (Halab) turned eastward to Emar and continued
along the Euphrates to Mesopotamia.835 A shorter route from Hazor to
the Euphrates is mentioned in texts from MB but was most probably
also used in LB. This road left the S-N interior road at Qatna where it
turned eastwards to Tadmor (Palmyra) and continued to modern Deir es
Zor by the Euphrates.
831

Finkelstein 1996, 240; Hesse 2008a; 2008b; Ilan 1995; Maeir 2000; Malamat
1993; Zuckerman 2003b, 255.
832
Contrary to Zuckerman, who considers this area outside the control of Hazor, in
‘no man’s land’ ( 2003b, 254).
833
Aharoni 1979, 43.
834
Aharoni 1979, 45-54; Astour 1995, 1415; Dorsey 1991, 95-97; Malamat 1989b,
65.
835
Astour 1995, 1415; Malamat 1989b, 65.
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Fig. 5.3. Map of trade routes to and from Hazor during the Late Bronze Age
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The approachability of this semi-desert road was dependent on the season
and was thus most frequented in winter and spring.836 Yet another main
route from far-away South Arabia, important for the trade with precious
goods, followed the Red Sea, continued northwards on the eastern side
of the Bay of Aqqaba and the Jordan Valley to Dan and further to Syria.837
This road might have branched to Hazor as well since one of the easily
accessible fords of the Jordan River is located just S of this site near the
present Bridge of Jacob’s Daughters. While a direct road from this ford
to Damascus in LB cannot be verified archaeologically,838 there seems
to be yet another ford a few km N of the city near Tel Na’ama related to
a road that branched off the Hazor - Beq‘a highway. This branch seems
to lead to Damascus.839 This road continued from Damascus to Palmyra
and the Euphrates, as in present time.

•

The main E-W transverse roads (described from north to south see Fig.
5.3 and 5.4): The closest road from Ugarit to the Euphrates goes along
the Nahr el-Kebir Valley. The next transverse route is suggested by the
Homs gap, which opens from Tell Kazel on the coast to the sites of
Kadesh and Qatna in the interior.840 Another transverse route may have
run from Sarepta along the Litani River to Khamid el-Loz.841 A road
from Hazor to the Lebanon coast in the vicinity of Tyre and Sarepta is
probable both in LB and MB, and must have connected to the Sarepta
– Khamid el-Loz road and to a possible direct road from Dan to Tyre
(Fig. 5.4).842 From the coast of Akko up to Achzib, several transverse
roads connected to the Jordan Valley and Hazor. Especially convenient
was the road from Akko, by way of the Beth-Hakkerem Valley, further
via Sefad to Hazor.843 Routes to the interior of Tell Abu Hawam and Tel
Nami passed the sites along the Jezreel Valley e.g. Jokneam, Megiddo,
Taanach and Beth Shean, which crossed the transverse Jordan Valley
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Altman 1996; Joannès 1997, 396f.
Artzy 1994, fig. 11; Dorsey 1991, 102f.
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Dorsey 1991, 101f.
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Dorsey 1991, 157.
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Yon 2001; Yon 2003, 42.
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Bell 2005, 367; Koehl 1985, 144.
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to Transjordan and connected to the main S-N route to/from southern
Arabia to northern Syria.844 It seems that this road was used for the
incense trade from South Arabia via Tel Nami to the Aegean and to
Egypt.845

Qadesh
Byblos
Lita
ni

Khamid el-Loz

Sarepta
Tyre
Akko

CAN

Jordan

Megiddo
Beth Shean

AAN

Hazor

Tell Abu Hawam
Tel Nami

Damascus

Jaffa
Fig. 5.4. Trade routes passing the territory of Hazor

5.3.2 Sea-Based Trade Routes
The traditional view of the counter clockwise sea routes in the Eastern
Mediterranean goes from the Greek mainland to Crete, south to Egypt,
north to Canaan and Cyprus then completing the circle via the southern
coast of Anatolia, Rhodes and the Cyclades (Fig. 5.3). The clockwise
route departs from Egypt to Crete and further to mainland Greece. From
there the journey continues via the Cyclades, Rhodes, Anatolia, Cyprus,
Canaan and back to Egypt. It is pointed out that the journey could have
been initiated at any point and that direct routes between countries also
existed.846
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Dorsey 1991, 103.
Artzy 1994, 131-134, fig. 11.
846
Cline 1994, 91-93, map 4.
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After analyzing the cargo of the Ulu Burun ship, it appears that this
ship may have taken off from either the Syro-Palestinian coast or from
Cyprus; alternatively it was visiting both these places, thus sailing from
Canaan via Cyprus and then heading NW when it was wrecked outside
the craggy Ulu Burun to the west of Cape Gelidonya, where yet another
ship sank about a century later. The final destination of the ship is not
known but a major Mycenaean port on the Greek mainland is probable.847
A regular return route from Syria-Palestine to the Aegean via Cyprus is
suggested by Bell, who, based on the Mycenaean assemblage at Sarepta,
suggests this city as the Canaanite departure/arrival port (Fig. 5.3). She
also implies a direct route between Ugarit and Enkomi and perhaps
further along the southeast Cypriote coast, and vice versa.848
5.3.3 Levantine Harbour Cities – Accessibility and Imports

•

A number of the most plausible coast cities that could have supplied
Hazor with imported goods have recently been discussed by the author.849
The following sites were investigated: Ugarit/Minet el Beida;850 Tell
Kazel (Sumur);851 Sarepta;852 Akko;853 Abu Hawam; 854 Tel Nami (Fig.
5.3).855 Some other northern and southern Levantine harbours were
also considered (Byblos, Tyre, Sidon, Yaffa and Tell el-Ajjul), however
the distance to Hazor and/or insufficient excavations exclude them at
present from this discussion.
Attention was given to the investigated sites’ importance
as trade cities, to the distance and location (along important trade
routes) in relation to Hazor, and to the composition of their pottery
assemblages as well as their active periods. The archaeological evidence
currently at hand verifies that Ugarit/Minet el Beida and Tell Abu Hawam
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served as two of the most important Levantine harbours in LB.856
Ugarit functioned as an active port city during the entire period while Abu
Hawam mainly flourished in the LB IIA and the beginning of LB IIB.
Both these cities also served as nodes for further distribution of imports,
although Cypriote and Mycenaean pottery in the Ugaritian interior are
sparse.857
Sarepta, on the plain north of the mouth of the Litani River, was
particularly rich in Mycenaean finds. Actually, the concentration of these
finds greatly exceeds the Mycenaean finds in similar contexts at Ugarit.
Sarepta, which existed during the entire LB, is thus suggested to have
supplied inland sites such as Khamid el-Loz with imports.858 Taking
into consideration the resemblance of the pottery assemblage as a whole
between Khamid el-Loz and Hazor as well as Sarepta’s great intensity
in trade and accessibility to Hazor this port town might also have served
Hazor with imports.
Direct contacts between the Aegean and northern Levant,
especially with Sarepta,859 seem to have occurred while southern Levant
had closer ties to Cyprus, particularly at the end of the period when the
Mycenaean pottery found in Akko, Abu Hawam and Tel Nami was made
on, and/or transhipped via, this island.860
Thus, Hazor’s most plausible maritime trade connection appears
to have been via Sarepta, although at times the harbours of Akko (in
the beginning of LB) Abu Hawam (in LB IIA and the beginning of
LB IIB) and possibly Tel Nami (at Hazor’s latest phase) also might
have exchanged goods with Hazor.861 Hence, Hazor had the favourable
advantage of choosing and using harbours depending on economic and
political circumstances as well as the selection of available goods (e.g.
Cypriote or Mycenaean). Likewise it could choose its export harbour
depending on similar conditions.
Regarding the importance of Ugarit’s maritime and land-based trade see Wijngaarden van 2002, map 6 and 7, catalogue I; Yon 2001; Yon 2003, 42, 48. For Abu
Hawam see Balensi 1980; 1985; 2004; Balensi, et al. 1993; Gittlen 1977 (1984),
map 1; Wijngaarden van 2002, map 6.
857
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Chapter Six
6 Aspects of Cultural Affiliation, Contacts and
Trade at LB Hazor
To study trade (or agriculture, or manufacturing, or money) in purely
economic terms may be intellectually convenient, but it completely
misses all the other dimensions, all the other meanings of the activity,
most of which were far more important to the ancients than the purely
economic.862

•

This chapter will discuss some aspects of the various cultural influences
at Hazor. As seen in previous chapter these can be divided into a) the
northern material, including influences from the Syrian, southern
Anatolian and western Mesopotamian spheres; b) the Egyptian material;
and c) the Cypriote and Mycenaean pottery. These groups of various
objects and influences are all the result of Hazor’s direct or indirect
relations with their country of origin. Expressions of cultural belonging,
competitive emulation, elite emulation and the main component in these
interactions - trade and exchange - will all be discussed below.

6.1 Cultural Affinity with the North
The archaeological material at Hazor reflects to a great extent the
materials of the cultures related to the geographical spheres to the north
of the city, including the northern Syrian cultures tangent to southern
Anatolia and to the NW touching the Mesopotamian culture.863 This
has long been observed by the excavators and explained as maintained
northern contacts, which continued from the Middle Bronze Age.864
These previous contacts are also verified in the MB documents
uncovered at Hazor and at the city of Mari by the Euphrates.865 Evidence
of northern contacts in the LB levels are increasingly accumulating in
the excavations, hence suggestions have been raised that Hazor should
862

Morley 2004, 49.
The various influences within these cultural spheres, e.g. the Hittite and the Mitannian influences, will not be deeper investigated in this thesis, which focus more
on the city’s inter-regional contacts (see Chapter 6.2 and 6.3).
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be identified with the northern Syrian cultural spheres rather than with
the southern Canaanite cultures.866
6.1.1 Compilation and Discussion of the Northern Influences
A compilation and discussion of the northern influences/objects that are
found in LB levels of the Upper City (inhabited by the royal elites) and
the Lower City (inhabited mainly by the ordinary people) will here be
offered in order to better understand some aspects of the city’s northern
connections in LB.
Architecture
Upper City:867 Northern influences in architecture are found in building
material and building techniques in the Ceremonial Palace and the
Podium Complex as well as in the temples of Area A north and A
south.
The architectural plan of the Ceremonial Palace resembles the
palaces of Alalakh VII (the stepped design) and Alalakh IV. Another
parallel to Alalakh is the use of the same ‘northern’ measuring unit,
divisible by 60 verified in a mathematical prism (see documents below).
The system was used throughout the Syro-Babylonian cultural sphere.868
Wood construction in the mudbrick walls of the Ceremonial Palace is
yet another architectural feature which is similar to those in Alalakh.
Orthostats are lining the walls in the Ceremonial Palace, covering the
floor of the entrance of the Podium Complex where they also are used
as doorjambs. Orthostats were also incorporated in the threshold of the
Long Temple in Area A north, in the gates of Area K and P and in the
walls of the Area H temples. Conspicuous use of orthostats is mainly
common in northern Syria and Anatolia as in the Alalakh palace, in the
palaces and other elite buildings at Ugarit and in the palace and temples
at Ebla. The drainage systems at Hazor are similar to those at Khamid
el-Loz and Ugarit.
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Na’aman 1981, 183f; Zuckerman 2003b, 247. For a similar suggestion regarding
MB see Horowitz and Wasserman 2004; Maeir 2000.
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Lower City:869 In the Lower City similar northern architectural designs,
building techniques and materials as in the Ceremonial Palace are found
in the Area H temple, especially in the Stratum 3 and 2 temples. The
plans of these temples resemble those of the Alalakh temples VII and
IV. Orthostats are also found in the thresholds of the Area P and K gates.
The large courtyard houses of Area C and F are, according to Daviau,
more similar to the houses of northern Syria, especially in Ugarit, than
of those in southern Canaan.
Pottery

•

The local pottery assemblage of Area A and M has been investigated by
Zuckerman. This assemblage corresponds to a great part with the pottery
of the Lower City.870 The features of this assemblage distinguish it from
the general homogenous types of the pottery in southern Canaan.871 A
main part of the regional pottery types that appear at Hazor are found at
sites close to and north of Hazor such as at Deir Alla‘, Tel Dan, Khamid
el-Loz and Ras Shamra (Ugarit). The most conspicuous of these northern
types are the so-called ‘Hazor Pithoi’, which are ridged large storage
Pithoi, also found in sites north of Hazor such as Tell Kazel, Khamid
el-Loz and Ugarit.872
The almost identical assemblages of Hazor and Khamid el-Loz
in the 15th and the 14th century BC point to them belonging to the same
cultural sphere during this period. However a change in the parallels at
the end of LB IIB can be observed, and in this period instead Beth Shean,
as well as Deir Alla´ show more typological parallels with Hazor.873
This change might indicate that Hazor’s contact sphere diminished
in the latest phase of LB II, an occurence that might be related to the
deterioration in architecture and material culture in this period of the
city.
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For references see Chapter 3 if nothing else is stated.
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Statues and Small Finds
Upper City:874 The statues and small finds of the Ceremonial Palace
and the Podium Complex are not yet analyzed. However, preliminary
reports of the Ceremonial Palace and its surrounding area reveal a
stone statue of a traditional Syrian iconography similar to types of the
Lower City; a peg-shaped figurine and several snake figurines of bronze
found in the courtyard of the Ceremonial Palace with parallels in the
Lower City Area H, and in Khamid el-Loz, northern Syria and Anatolia;
bull figurines with parallels in the Area H temple 1A and in Ugarit,
Emar, Cyprus and Anatolia. Deliberately buried statues appeared, a
phenomenon common in the north (Alalakh, Ebla, Anatolia) but also
in Egypt.875 One of the small statues found in the Ceremonial Palace
depicting a ruler, is paralleled in Ugarit. In addition several Mitannian
cylinder seals were found.
Adjacent to the Northern Temple in Area A, a lioness head
appeared, similar to the lion in the Area H temple. These lions express a
combination of Syrian and Egyptian features. This hybridization might
be ascribed to a consolidated Canaanite group of art that reveal strong
ties with the art of littoral Syria (Byblos and Ugarit). The tradition
of guardian lions originates in Syria, Anatolia and Mesopotamia and
appears, for instance, in Alalakh, Ebla and Mari. Figurines with parallels
in Byblos and Ugarit were also found.
Lower City:876 Most of the northern influenced material in the Lower
City derived from the Area H temples. Heirlooms from the earlier
Stratum 3 temple in this area seem to be still in use in Stratum 2, as
for instance liver models that were studied by the scribes, a tradition
that goes back to the “Mari period”. The bronze plaque, depicting a
Canaanite dignitary, which according to Beck, shows mixed Egyptian
and Syrian features, also originated in MB.877 Two Syrian style cylinder
seals found in the two last phases of the temple might also have been
kept as heirlooms from the MB period.
874
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•

A great majority of the 18 seals in the Area H 1A temple were of
the Mitannian common style. These were widespread over Canaan,
especially in Beth Shean, however, some features of these can be linked
to Ugarit, Alalakh and even Assur and Nuzi. The seals in this group are
dated to the fifteenth and early fourteenth centuries BC, thus they are
earlier than the level they were found in.878 Metal figurines were found
in all strata of the Area H temple, but were most common in Stratum
1A. These figurines are especially frequent at Khamid el-Loz but are
also found at Megiddo, Byblos, Ugarit, Minet el-Beida and Emar.
Basalt statues of seated figures (in Area C, F and H) and lions
(in Area C and H), similar to those in the Upper City, as well as the
Hadad or El figure on a bull (Area H) were found that are related to
two groups of art; one influenced by Syrian art, locally produced or
imported; and the other reflecting a Canaanite group combining Syrian
and Egyptian features, which might be somewhat later. The main part of
these statues is considered to derive from Stratum 1B but continued to
be in use in 1A. A house model derived from the Area C temple, which
is paralleled in the Area H temple and in the Ceremonial Palace. Similar
‘cultic’ models were found at Khamid el-Loz and Ugarit.
Documents
The LB cuneiform clay documents found at Hazor all originate or are
related to the northern cultural sphere. No origin is however suggested
for Hazor 14, dealing with linen textiles.879 Two documents, Hazor 10
and 11, are probably dealing with trade related to areas in the Beq‘a and
the northern Lebanon coast.880 Personal names in Hazor 10 are paralleled
in the north e.g. at Nuzi, Emar (the phonetic sandhi) and at Alalakh.881 A
large inscribed stone vessel from the Podium Complex, probably used
for ritual purpose, seems to derive from northern traditions.882 Two of
the four Amarna letters mentioning Hazor, EA 148 and 364, are sent
from northern city-states to Pharaoh.
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In the first, the ruler Abi-Milku of Tyre complains about the treacherous
behaviour of the king of Hazor, and in the latter, Ayyab of Ashtaroth (a
city-state sharing Hazor’s NE border) complains that the king of Hazor
took three towns from him. The other two Amarna documents dealing
with Hazor were sent from the king of Hazor himself to Pharaoh (EA 227,
EA 228).883 The inscribed liver model fragments should, as mentioned
above, also be related to the north, as should the MB mathematical
prism found in an LB level just north of the palace (see above).884 The
same is true for the Sumerian LB school tablet Urra=hubullu, Hazor 6,
which reflects ongoing contacts with Mesopotamian scribal tradition.
Similar types are known from Ugarit and Emar.885
6.1.2 A Regional Trading Network in the North
Evidence for Trade on a Regional Level
Recently found documents on the tell suggest a regional trade that was
carried out at Hazor. A small administrative LB tablet dealing with the
transfer of articles of clothing was found in Area A5.886 In connection
to textiles an Amarna letter should be considered (EA 22). This letter
mentions a garment of the Hazor type together with an extensive
inventory list of gifts given to the king of Egypt from the king of
Mitanni as wedding presents when marrying his daughter.887 Garments
of luxury type requested from Hazor, as well as a large amount of other
textiles, are mentioned in an MB II letter found on the tell and indicate
luxury textile production at Hazor in this period.888 This production thus
probably continued into LB.
A letter from the destruction level of the Ceremonial Palace
was found dealing with a delivery of a group of young women,
and their wherewithal, who had not arrived at their destination.
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A suggested date is sometime around the Amarna period.889 Petrographic
analysis suggests that the letter was sent from the Beq‘a Valley of
Lebanon.890 Na’aman gives following interpretation of the letter: The
king Puratpurta of Hazor sent a group of workers (probably slaves) and
their wives, to the king Addumi (Na’aman suggests an identification with
Aaddumi, king in Amqi, captured by the Hittites in the late years of
Akhenaten, EA 170: 14-18) whose kingdom in the Beq‘a Valley, bordered
Hazor. The worker’s mission might have been to cut cedar to be sent to
Hazor. This somewhat tentative suggestion should explain the route of
the cedar trade to Hazor, via the Lebanese Beq‘a.891 The wood traded to
Hazor was mainly used at the site as building material (see for example
the Ceremonial Palace); a large amount of wood must also have been
used in metal and pottery production. Timber was of course to bulky to
be traded overland to Egypt and was instead shipped by sea from Byblos.
Some wood might have been sent as worked objects though,892 and might
thus have been traded by caravans through southern Canaan.
A three-line administrative document, also from the destruction
level of the Ceremonial Palace, contains toponyms, of which one is
Hazor, and personal names connected to them. No accurate date
within LB could be determined.893 According to provenance studies,
this document was probably sent from Sumur (Tell Kazel), a harbour
city and Egyptian administrative centre by the Syrian coast. Goren et
al. suggest that this tablet was a docket dispatched with special goods,
maybe silver, which points to Hazor’s trade relations to the north.894
The suggested origins of these letters, found on the tell, reflect
the internal correspondence between city-state rulers in Canaan.
Hence, they indicate regional trade relations within this area. The
probable origin of two of these letters, the Beq‘a Valley and ancient
Sumur (Tell Kazel), fall within the suggested area of Hazor’s
cultural influence and trade relations as reflected in the local pottery
and especially the so called Hazor pithoi, according to Zuckerman.
889
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The northern border of this influence seems to have reached Ugarit via
the Beq‘a Valley and Tell Kazel by the Syrian coast.895
Zuckerman points out the cultural ties to the north and suggests
that Hazor held a position as a ‘Gateway Community’ supported by
the vast amount of cedar timber used in the monumental buildings,
conveyed on the north-south trade routes to Hazor from the Lebanon
Beq‘a.896 A matter for environmental archaeology to solve would be
whether such heavy and cumbersome goods as timber really was traded
overland or if it rather grew more nearby at the time (or was the Jordan
river used as a means of transportation?).
The organization of this regional trade did not require specialists
and was thus probably internally arranged by the palace administration.
The modes of trade that suit such an arrangement would be the “emissary
trading” described by Renfrew as state organized, where a state sends
its emissary / agent under its jurisdiction to trade / exchange goods with
the ruler in another state.897
6.1.3 Discussion – A Northern Cultural Identity
The compilation above clearly shows that the everyday material culture,
such as pottery and house constructions, as well as small objects and
statues in the Lower City, as well as the conspicuously luxurious building
material and architectural features of the monumental buildings in the
Upper City, point to the inhabitants’ northern affiliation. Cult objects
and symbols, rituals and temple architecture further strengthen the
assumption of Hazor’s cultural and religious identity as being found
in the northern Syrian sphere. Although, the city clearly belonged to
this sphere, it was located on its southern periphery, since the cultural
border, however not a clear cut one, seems to have been located just
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north of the Jezreel Valley.898
Megiddo and Beth Shean, for example, culturally belonged to the citystates of southern Canaan while these two cities also show a few northern
features in some finds and buildings.899 Thus, it seems that Hazor’s
peripheral position related to its northern ‘brothers’ continues from
the MB period when the city appears as the south-western peripheral
contact of the commercial realm of Mari.900 .
Strong evidence of Hazor’s northern affinity is also revealed
in the written LB documents, which all are sent from or dealt with
matters related to Hazor’s northern neighbours. Besides the trade and
administrative issues mirrored in these documents, the Urra=hubullu
school tablet paralleled in other northern city states, which was used
for language education purpose; the mathematical prism, indicating
the use of the sexigesimal northern measuring system at the site; and
the inscribed liver models in clay (also still in use in LB),901 witness
continuing ancient traditions, similar language and measurement
systems, and similar symbolic expressions and beliefs among these
northern city-states.
These regional similarities in cultural appearance correspond to
the ideas expressed in C. Renfrew’s model of Peer Polity Interaction
(PPI). The base of this model is a group of neighbouring city-states
interacting on a more or less equal status, which Renfrew calls a
“civilization”.902 The relative cultural homogeneity within such an entity
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is a consequence of the contacts between its members, which leads to a
number of common features shared by them, such as:
…similar political institutions, a common system of weights and
measures, the same system of writing (if any), essentially the same
structure of religious beliefs (albeit with local variations, such as a
special patron deity), the same spoken language, and indeed generally
what the archaeologist would call the same ‘culture’, in whatever sense
he might choose to use that term. The individual political unit [sic] – the
states – are often fiercely independent and competitive.903

The use of luxurious building material, such as orthostats, is, according
to Zuckerman, a clear case of “Conspicuous Consumption”, expressed
in monumental architecture, which conveys a message of wealth and
political power over labour - a display of power used internally to
control the city’s inhabitants.904 However, in Renfrew’s model this display
of wealth and power, which he calls “competitive emulation”, is a means
of interaction between the city-states to achieve higher inter-polity status.
Hence, the neighbouring city-states were spurred to do even “bigger and
better”.905 An MB example of competitive emulation and conveyance of
influences in architecture, art etc. as well as clear evidence of how the
rumour of the palace of Mari’s splendour reached Ugarit, is expressed in
a message conveyed by the king of Aleppo to Zimri-Lim of Mari about a
wish of the Ugaritic king to visit the Mari palace:
To Zimri-Lim communicate the following: Thus says your brother
Hammurabi: The king of Ugarit has written me as follows: “Show me
the palace of Zimri-Lim! I wish to see it.” With this same courier I am
sending on his man.906

When the Ugaritic king visited Mari he was probably impressed and
might have introduced some of the ideas at his own court. This type
of emulation should, however, not be confused with elite emulation in
an unequal core-periphery relation, which is exemplified below in the
contacts between Egypt and Hazor.
903
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Symbolic transmission is yet another means in PPI, which is the explanation
behind the adoption of writing systems, and systems of social organization
(e.g. the institution of kingship), or administrative systems (homogenous
value systems etc) that would lead to bureaucratic advantages, especially
when adopted by several states within the civilization.907 The transmission
of scribal knowledge from Mari to Syria-Palestine, where local
schools continued to exist (e.g. at Hazor) is supported by a number of
scholars.908
The regional interaction expressed in trade and exchange between
the northern city-states is the most important means of contacts, which
also promoted the transmission of information, emulation and innovation.
The LB documents found at Hazor that suggest trade further verify the
city’s regional interaction with its northern neighbours.
HATTI

•
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Fig. 6.1. Hazor’s intersecting location in northern and southern cultural spheres
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Thus, the contacts between the northern city-states should be seen as a
regional, multidimensional network, articulated in the different kinds
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of interactions mentioned above.909 This does not mean that Hazor was
isolated from the culture and politics of southern Canaan with which
the city had a lot in common as well.910 But culturally and religiously,
the city identified with the north. Geographically however, Hazor was
located on the junction of northern and southern Canaan (Fig. 6.1).
This location on the intersection of two cultural Canaanite spheres,
the northern and the southern, and between the great centres of Egypt
and Syria-Mesopotamia, was highly beneficial for Hazor’s cultural and
economical development.

6.2 The Enigmatic Relationship between Egypt and Hazor
The question of Egypt’s involvement in Hazor has so far eluded
scholars. Previous research by Bienkowski in the 1980s, mainly based
on the (at that time) scarce Egyptian material at Hazor, suggested that
the city remained outside direct Egyptian control and influence during
the Late Bronze Age and that it trade-wise was by-passed, although
it was located along the Egyptian military route.911 Na’aman gave a
similar explanation that this “strong Canaanite territorial kingdom” was
located outside important areas of “Egyptian rule and trade”.912
However, the outcome of the investigation above in chapters 3
and 4, which takes into account the preliminary results of the renewed
excavations as well as re-evaluates the architecture and finds of the
expeditions of the 1950s and 1960s and considers new textual evidence,
shows that the Egyptian influence at Hazor was more significant than
previously thought. The aim of this section is to reassess the role of
Hazor, or rather to investigate the relationship between Egypt and
Hazor during the Late Bronze Age. A centre-periphery approach, which
consists of a dominant centre and a more or less exploited periphery
and focuses on inter-societal relationships between these (Ch. 1), will
be used in this section as an analysis tool in the description of the
relationship between Egypt and Hazor.
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6.2.1 Egyptian Politics in Canaan

•

To understand the prevailing situation in Canaan in general and at Hazor
in particular in the Late Bronze Age, we have to look at the geopolitical
circumstances in which these entities were embedded. As mentioned in
the introduction (Ch. 1) Hazor was, during the Late Bronze Age, one of
the largest city-states among several others located in the geopolitical
region of Canaan, which was a province under Egyptian domination
during this period. In relation to the distant and dominant Egyptian
empire, Canaan was a peripheral territory, which was exploited and used
for the transportation and supply of Egyptian troops in their campaigns
against the northern enemies, the Hittite and the Mitannian empires.913
In addition, the pharaonic court levied tribute and requested different
kinds of goods to be sent to Egypt. Egyptian lists of tribute and booty,
especially those of Tuthmosis III,914 as well as Akkadian documents,
primarily the Amarna letters, provide information about these goods.915
One can assume that the importance of the city-states in
the eyes of Pharaoh, changed from time to time, depending on the
international politics and on the various city-states location and
economics. For instance, the cities along the coast were important
for Egypt and her connections to the Eastern Mediterranean trade.916
The northern coastal cities were, in addition, essential for Egypt’s
military strategies.917 Several of these coastal cities in the north were,
however, under Hittite control during a major part of LB IIB, hence the
expansion, along the Syrian coast, of Amurru which became a Hittite
vassal in this period.918 For Assyria, for instance, which was a Hittite
enemy, the use of these harbours was prevented.919 The access of these
harbours to Egypt was probably also highly restricted, a situation that
eased after the peace treaty between Ramesses II and the Hittite king
Muwatallis. Egypt’s vassals along the inland northern frontier were
Cohen 2000, 87; Helck 1962, chap. 27 (?); Na’aman 1981, 177-181; 2000, 131f;
Weinstein 1981, 15.
914
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915
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equally important for her military strategies toward the Mitannians
and the Hittites.920 In their contacts with the Egyptian pharaohs, the
vassals adopted different strategies that were beneficial for them.
For instance, Abi-Milku of Tyre along with several others, acted as
informants to Pharaoh,921 while Abdi-Ashirta and later Aziru of Amurru,
the northernmost city-state in Canaan, conspired and switched loyalty
between the opposing empires.922 Rib Hadda, the king of Byblos was
energetically proclaiming his neighbours treacherous behaviour and
his own loyalty in his untiring correspondence with Pharaoh.923 And
not always were the vassals following the orders of Pharaoh.924 The
contacts between Egypt and the city-states of Canaan should thus be
seen as a two-sided, unequal, relationship.
Hence, instead of looking for “the role of Hazor in the Late
Bronze Age” the nature of the mutual relationship between Hazor and
Egypt has to be considered to gain a better understanding of the function
Hazor possessed in this relationship. As one of Egypt’s northern-frontier
vassal-cities, Hazor still continued to thrive until just a few decades
before its destruction in LB IIB. Some aspects of this city’s politics and
economics, which were of crucial importance for its success, should be
considered as a key when looking at the Hazor - Egypt relationship.
6.2.2 Evidence of the Hazor – Egypt Relationship
The investigation of this relationship will begin with a discussion of the
archaeological and written evidence that is currently available.
Egyptian Objects – Find Context and Chronology
Unfortunately, Egyptian evidence from the elite context of LB I on the
tell (Areas A and M) are scarce, since this period is not yet sufficiently
excavated and reported. A fragment of an Egyptian statue near the
Northern Temple and a hieroglyph-inscribed stele in Area B might
920
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derive from this period, although their find contexts are unsure.925 In
the monumental temple of Area H, a bronze plaque (an heirloom from
MB) depicting a Canaanite dignitary with combined Egyptian (the
eye and the pose) and Syrian (the garment) features may be seen as
hybridization.926 However, in Area F the finds in tomb 8112 (Hathor
ivory stopper, alabastron imitation and a scarab) are evidence of
Egyptian influence, probably in an early phase of LB I.927 As shown by
the investigation in Chapter 3.2, the square building in Area F indicates
secular administrative/store/residence activities rather than cultic temple
activities. The architecture of this building might show some Egyptian
influences although the remains are too scanty to make a sufficient
analysis. Thus, just a few Egyptian finds have yet been unearthed from
Stratum 2/XV.
The main part of the Egyptian objects found at Hazor has been
unearthed in the renewed excavations. These objects were primarily
found in elite contexts of LB II connected to the Ceremonial Palace
and the Podium Complex, A few finds appeared in the Area H temple.
Another area containing some Egyptian objects is Area F.
Several Egyptian influenced objects were found in connection
with the royal buildings on the tell such as numerous fragments
of statuettes and Egyptian statues, of which some are hieroglyph
inscribed.928 A large number of ivories were unearthed and a delicate
jewelry box with bone inlays, which were decorated with the Egyptian
goddess Hathor in a hybridized Canaanite – Egyptian style. This may
have been produced in a Canaanite workshop combining features of art
from both these spheres.929 Two scarabs were found in the monumental
temple of Area H, Stratum 1A.930 The lion orthostat (Stratum 1B) and
the seated basalt figure (Stratum 1A) of this temple are considered to
express combined Syrian and Egyptian features.931
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These Egyptian finds, which consist of luxurious objects, should
mainly be understood as obtained by the local elites for the purpose
of emulating their Egyptian overlords. Hybridism, as in the case of the
Hathor jewelry box, the lion orthostats etc, is considered an important
clue to the identification of emulation in centre-peripheral relationships,
since it integrates the cultural expressions of the powerful centre with
that of local art and architecture.932 The assumption of emulation in the
elite context at Hazor is strengthened by the conspicuously few Egyptian
influenced objects found in other areas of the city (except for Area F, see
below). Besides, the scarcity of everyday Egyptian objects excludes the
possibility of Egyptian presence, in form of military or administrative
occupation, at the site. Elite emulation is a strategy in centre-periphery
relations and indicates that political units distanced from a prestigious
culture tend to view this culture as the centre of civilization and power.
Therefore, to enhance their own status and authority, the local rulers
adopt and adapt features of that ‘great’ civilization.933 Thus, the motif
of this elite emulation differs from that of the competitive emulation,
mentioned above in the investigation of the northern influenced material,
which instead should be related to the conspicuous consumption of
competing city-state kings as a means to enhance their status among
neighbouring rulers.
In Area F, on the other hand, there were characteristics other
than emulative that typified the Egyptian influenced finds. Except for
the preciosities in the tombs, the Egyptian style objects found in the
occupation strata 1B and 1A were mainly connected to rituals and cult,
but also to dwelling activities. These finds include cup-and-saucers,934
alabaster vessels (among them an outstanding incense burner) and a few
Egyptian style bowls. In addition, it could not be ruled out that at least
some of all the unstratified Egyptian objects found in this area (dated
to MB II- LB II) derive from this period. Thus, in spite of the Egyptian
imports in this area, neither the characteristics of these imports, nor the
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houses or the foreign burial type, indicate that this part of the town was
inhabited by any ruling elite. As will be seen below (Ch. 6.3), this area
also contained the largest number of Mycenaean and Cypriote imports
of all reported areas at Hazor, and in number they vastly exceed the
Egyptian objects.
Documents

•

In this period (LB IIA) Hazor appears in four Amarna letters (EA 148,
227, 228, 364).935 In EA 227 and EA 228 it is the ruler of Hazor who is
the sender, named ‛Abdi-Tirši in EA 228. None of the other letters reveal
the name of the ruler neither can we conclude the internal chronology
between them. It could have been ‛Abdi-Tirši who wrote EA 227 as
well but it might also have been another ruler since contrary to EA
228 the ruler doesn’t introduce himself with his name, which is the
only instance in the Amarna correspondence where the personal name
is excluded except for in EA 204, 205 and 206. However, these were
written using a model where the scribe was ignorant of the names.936 The
king of Alašiya (Cyprus), a member of the Great Powers club (see Ch.
2.2.4), never uses his name as well (EA 33-40) but merely introduces
himself as ‘the king of Alašiya’, in his letters to Pharaoh. The ruler of
Hazor similarly titles himself ‘the king of Hasura’, which is the only
Amarna letter addressed to a Pharaoh where a vassal ruler refers to
himself as a king.937 The ruler of Hazor is also referred to as ‘king’
by the city-state ruler Abi-Milku of Tyre (EA 148), which is, however,
not the only case where a vassal ruler calls another vassal ruler ‘king’.
The tone of letter EA 227, sent to Pharaoh, is relaxed and radiates
self-confidence compared to other vassal letters, which are filled with
various expressions of self-abasement. These abovementioned letters,
hint to a more equal relation between Pharaoh and the Hazor ruler. In
addition, EA 227 mentions a mar šipri, Pharaoh’s personal envoy, who
visited Hazor. This mar šipri should be compared to an ambassador or a
political envoy, conveying personal messages or requests or collecting
935
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tributes or gifts.938 Hazor’s large territory and ambitions to extend this
are indicated in EA 227 when the king of Hazor mentions his cities in
plural and in EA 364 when the ruler of Ashtaroth writes to the Pharaoh
that the ruler of Hazor has taken three cities from him. These cities
might, however, have been secondary towns which is most likely in
case of Ashtaroth since its settlements bordered Hazor.939
Fragments of two Egyptian statues were recently found in the
destruction layer of the Podium Complex.940 One of them contains an
inscription,941 which indicates that Hazor was a “lay-by” of significance
between Hatti and Egypt on the important journey of the Hittite princess
and her associates heading to Egypt for a diplomatic marriage with the
Egyptian Pharaoh Ramessess II (1279-1213 BC) in the 43rd-45th year
of his reign.942 This wedding was a diplomatic gesture to confirm the
peace treaty between these two powers.943 The decision to select Hazor
as a stop over on this journey was most likely not random. Hazor was
probably an appropriate place - big enough, secure, and ‘neutral’, and
also located on the main road, for the Hittite entourage crossing the
land of Canaan. If the interpretation of the text is correct, it suggests a
mediating role for Hazor between Egypt and Hatti in LB IIB.
6.2.3 Hazor’s Role Based on Relations and Location
What qualifications did Hazor possess that could be economically and
politically beneficial for Egypt, and what advantages could Hazor gain
in such a relationship?
Hazor’s Position in Canaan
The city’s strategic location in ancient times (Fig. 5.3) along the routes
which connected Egypt with northern Syria and Mesopotamia, promoted
international trade and contacts. These relations in MB are confirmed
in the archaeological material and especially by several cuneiform
documents found in the archives of the Mesopotamian city of Mari,
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with which Hazor had close diplomatic and trade contacts.944 These
contacts are suggested to have extended also southwards to Egypt in
this period.945
Hazor’s northern relations were also of crucial importance for the
city’s commercial networks southwards, especially considering Hazor’s
suggested position as a transit city, which will be further discussed
below. This trade position between Egypt and Syria-Mesopotamia
probably contributed a great deal to the city’s economy, hence Hazor’s
dependent relation to these powers most likely promoted a positive
diplomatic attitude exercised by the rulers of Hazor.
Trade and Tribute

•

To understand Hazor’s role in a trading relation with Egypt the city’s
equidistant location between this country and northern Syria, Anatolia
and Mesopotamia has to be considered. The inland road certainly passed
the Hūleh Valley and the Beq‘a Valley (Fig. 5.3 and 5.4).946 The reason
for Hazor’s involvement in their trade should, to a great deal, be found
in these countries mutual requests for goods and gifts.
The costal cities of Canaan were of course very important for the
Egyptian trade relations with the Near Eastern Great Powers.947 However
not all goods were suitable for water based transportation. In Larsen’s
investigation of the Old Assyrian trading network, he recognizes that
bulk goods such as wool, grains etc, as well as large quantities of copper
were more beneficial economically to trade on water, while other metals,
textiles, precious metals and stones as well as luxury items were often easier
to trade on land.948 Besides, the rather extensive trade and gift exchange
between Egypt and Mitanni, Aššur and Babylonia were most likely land
(and partly river) based, depending on their geographical location.949
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Mitanni didn’t have its own coastal cities and was dependent on Egypt’s
and Hatti’s benevolence in using the north Syrian harbours. A similar
situation happened with Aššur when its closest harbours were occupied
by the Hittite enemy and its vassal Amurru, who in the Šaušgamuwa
treaty was required to prevent ships from unloading goods destined for
Aššur.950
Ahituv claims that the raw materials sent to Egypt from Canaan
as tribute were transit commodities.951 His minimalist view regarding
the quantities brought there has been reinvestigated and opposed by
Na’aman, who except for transit raw materials (copper, silver), also
considers that perishable local material was sent to Egypt such as wood,
grain, olive oil, wine, honey, women, slaves and cattle. Glass was also
a commodity that might have been locally produced. The manufactured
goods mentioned in the Amarna tablets were mostly gifts, which
however should be compared to tributes, according to Na’aman.952
Gold was highly appreciated by the kings of the ‘Great Powers’
of Syria and Mesopotamia (see EA 4; 16; 19; 20), who requested it from
Egypt where it was considered to have been “more plentiful than dirt”
(EA 20), and where “one simply gathers it up” (EA 16). In exchange
the Egyptian pharaohs received lapis lazuli (EA 2; 15; 16; 21; 22) from
Babylon, Aššur and Mitanni.
Tin was another important and appreciated metal requested
by Egypt and used in bronze production.953 This metal was sent to
Hazor from Mari in MB, when Hazor was one of the largest importers
of tin.954 Some of it was probably further transited to Egypt as pure
tin, and some may have been refined into bronze.955 However the
need for tin for bronze production continued and probably involved
Hazor in LB as well, particularly considering the maintained northern
contacts and traditions at the site, although Mari did not exist anymore.
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In addition crucibles and bronze objects found in LB strata at the site
confirm to this production.956
Egypt was a big importer of incense, some of which was
harvested and sent from Retenu (the Levant) and some imported to
Canaan from South Arabia and further transited to Egypt. It is suggested
that camels were used in this Late Bronze Age incense trade.957 Textual
evidence proves that wine was imported to Egypt from Amurru.958
Thus, beside tin and incense, silver, wood and probably textiles were
also requested by Egypt. The documents from Hazor, described in the
previous paragraph, suggest the city’s trade in textiles, wood and silver
on a regional basis. These products could have been part of a more
extended network as well.
Some of the goods that were handled and produced at Hazor
were probably sent to Egypt as tribute.959 It is, however, suggested that
the burden of tribute might have been less heavy on the northern citystates,960 thus most of the goods produced at, and transited by Hazor
southwards should be seen as trade with Egypt and with several other
interests along the way.
Hazor’s maintained northern contacts as well as the relations
with Egypt enabled access to important natural resources from different
raw material realms. The resource differential between regions is the
main reason for the development of exchange systems.961 The city’s
location along, and control over, the main inland trade routes between
these realms were of course a great benefit as well as fertile agricultural
land, which supported its large population. This intermediate location of
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Hazor, where long-distance trade and luxurious exchange between great
powers were transited, required a well organized trading system. This
organization could have been, as suggested for MB, a ‘Port-of-Trade’
position for Hazor, which implies an indirect relationship, between the
original sender (who also can be a receiver) and the receiver (who also
can be a sender), who sends respective emissaries to the port of trade
(who can be both a receiver and a sender), outside their jurisdiction.
This model deals with trade between highly organized units at a longdistance level.962 However, the inter-regional network system that is
suggested to have involved Hazor regarding its indirect maritime trade
relations (Ch. 6.3) might also have included some of the Egypt – SyroMesopotamian trade and exchange.
Mediation and Emulation
The geopolitical importance of Canaan lay in the region’s location
as a land bridge between Egypt and the Great Powers in the north.
Through this territory “troops, traders, and messengers, Egyptians
and others, friend and foe alike, would have to pass”.963 The vassals
were thus important agents strategically located to pick up and transfer
information to Pharaoh.964 They were important both on the local and,
as will be shown, on a wider international level. The different functions
of the city-states’ vassal rulers were, from an Egyptian point of view, to
defend the city put in their charge, to pay tribute to Pharaoh, to feed and
house Egyptian troops and officials, to contribute with human resources
(local troops) to help the Egyptians in their campaigns northwards etc. In
the eyes of the Egyptians, these vassal rulers were regarded as mayors,
although they considered themselves, and were seen as kings in their
relations with the inhabitants and with their neighbouring city-states.
They were also called kings by the Babylonian and Mitannian rulers.965
In addition they held the responsibility for the correct function and
loyalty of their inhabitants both to neighbouring city-states and to the
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Egyptian sovereign.966 Thus we can say that on a local level, all vassal
rulers of the city-states in Canaan had an integrating function connected
to their province / hinterland at one end, and Egypt at the other.
However, when it comes to Hazor there are some reasons related
to the city’s large size, its intersectional location between the SyroMesopotamian and the Egyptian sphere and its cultural relations and
trade links to both these ends that point to this diplomatic role as being
performed not entirely on a local, but also on an ‘international’ scene in
the Late Bronze Age.
The city of Hazor was probably the largest city in Canaan during
967
LB. Its size was ca 80-100 hectares which is almost three times larger
than Ugarit.968 Thus its size was impressive enough to generate some
amount of threat to its surroundings. Besides, Hazor was one of a few
LB cities in Canaan that was fortified.969 The lack of fortifications in
these other cities is suggested to be an Egyptian strategy to weaken
their power.970 Thus, Egypt might have left the fortifications of Hazor
remaining as a means to defend itself against surrounding city-states
in general, and a possible northern threat, (the Mitannians and later the
Hittites) which would have threatened Egypt, in particular.
The prevailing Syrian-influenced architectural elements and
objects found in the city reveal not only a maintained commercial
infrastructure and close contacts to the north, but also that Hazor
associated with the northern cultural sphere,971 although, as in MB, on
the periphery.972 In this context Egypt most likely took advantage of
Hazor’s strategic position for her political purposes. The northernmost
vassals, bordering the Mitannian and later Hittite empire, were Amurru,
Kadesh and Damascus, and to the south of them, the northern border
of the city-state Hazor was located, whose territory seems to have
reached the southern part of the Beq‘a Valley.973 Amurru and Damascus
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acted as military buffers to Pharaoh’s enemies in the north. However
the allegiance to Pharaoh of these remote states, which were highly
interested in extending their own territories, was not reliable.974 There was
always the possibility of transferring their loyalty to the other side, which
also happened with Kadesh, Amurru and maybe also Damascus. The
disloyal behavior of ‘Abdi-Ashirta, the ruler of Amurru, led to him being
caught by the Egyptians and put to death. Later, his son Aziru continued
these territorial ambitions and eventually joined the Hittites.975 He was
followed by Niqmaddu II of Ugarit, who also changed sides, while Qatna
was destroyed by the Hittites.976 During such circumstances it was, of
course, an advantage to have a large and loyal vassal state to trust, which
could keep an eye on the growing city-states bordering Egypt’s northern
enemies. In this connection, the city of Hazor was perfect for Egypt to
use as an informant and mediator towards this potential northern threat.
Evidence of the city’s loyalty to Pharaoh in the Amarna period is shown
in its ‘membership’ in a Pharaoh-loyal group, opposed to a growing
coalition against Egypt led by Lab’ayu, the ruler of Schechem.977
The emulative character of the Egyptian influenced material
culture at Hazor might reflect not too hostile interactions between Hazor
and Egypt. In fact, the reason for the emulation at Hazor might have been
as a way of maintaining a diplomatic position with Egypt. A diplomatic
relationship between the ruler of Hazor and Pharaoh is further suggested
by the use of the title ‘king’ (šár) in EA 227, mentioned above. The
hieroglyph inscription found at Hazor, possibly relating to the stop-over
at Hazor by the Hittite princess, is yet another hint of Hazor’s mediating
traditions, since the purpose of the princess’ important journey was to
marry Ramesess II as a confirmation of the peace treaty between Egypt
and Hatti. After this peace treaty, the territory of Amurru seems to have
been a meeting point in the increasing diplomatic and trade traffic between
Hatti and Egypt, in which the ruler of Amurru was asked to report to
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Redford 1992, 177; Singer 1991, 148-158. Amurru extended its territory from the
stretch of coast of Sumur to Byblos, eastwards towards Tunip and southeast including Amqi on the upper Orontes, just north of Hazor (Redford 1992, 170f).
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Hatti about the arrival and departure of diplomatic missions.978 Such a
diplomatic meeting point between these two former enemies should have
been suitable at Hazor, on the “Egyptian side”.
6.2.4 Discussion

•

The diplomatic and cautious attitude held by the rulers of Hazor was
of course necessary, since the city was dependent on Egypt in the
interregional exchange network that both of them, including SyriaMesopotamia, took part in and which probably explains the city’s
wealth. This dependency was mutual since Hazor was the mediating
link, a transit centre, between these two cultural spheres in their trading
and diplomatic contacts. Thus, Hazor possessed a semi-peripheral
position, serving a kind of integrating role between Egypt and Canaan
and at the same time it possessed a mediating/transit position between
Egypt and Syria-Mesopotamia. One of the main advantages of a semiperipheral position is that it receives input from both the core and the
periphery, which promotes social innovation at the same time as it is
spared from excessive core control.979
The transition of goods probably included the importation of
luxurious objects and raw material for refining and further distribution,
testified by e.g. crucibles and bronze objects on the site. Most likely
the trade and tribute also included the city’s own produced agricultural
products, invisible in the archaeological material. This trade was well
organized depending on the high value of the goods and the long distance
it was transported. The handeling of these goods might have been
through a complicated interrelationship between three levels of trade:
a) a local level, possibly redistributive, which provided the city with
agricultural products from its hinterland; b) a regional trade, especially
involving important harbours cities of the northern and the southern
Canaan, such as Sarepta, Acco, Abu Hawam and Tel Nami; c) and a
long distance network between the Great Powers – Egypt in the south
and Syria-Mesopotamia in the north. The actors in these latter levels of
trade might have been emissaries that met at Hazor and/or professional
978
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traders with a trading quarter in the city (see further Ch. 6.3 and 7).
In LB IIB the activities seem to have diminished and a general
decay in the whole city is apparent. One explanation within a probable
combination of reasons could be the peace treaty between Hatti
and Egypt. The need for a land based trade mediator was no longer
necessary. The trade might have become direct and more sea based
when the harbour cities were more accessible to Egypt and Hatti. Such
a situation but in reverse, associated with the peace treaty, is discussed
by Artzy regarding the increase in trade and wealth at the coast city Tel
Nami at the end of LB.980 The trade might have been reorganized and
more sea and coastal based.

6.3 The Indirect Trade Relations with the Aegean and
Cyprus
The imported pottery at Hazor consists almost exclusively of Cypriote
and Mycenaean vessels. Interesting questions concerning the city’s
intercultural relations are why these pottery types were imported, and
who wanted it at Hazor? To answer these questions we have to look
at what type of vessels that were imported and in which contexts they
were found.
6.3.1 The Distribution of Imported Pottery at Hazor
Table I and II (see appendix), show the Cypriote and Mycenaean pottery
found in the different areas at Hazor during LB. The distribution of
these types in the Upper, respective Lower City areas is displayed in
the diagrams below, divided into their find contexts in LB I and LB II
(Fig. 6.2-6.8). No Mycenaean pottery is found in LB I contexts, which
concurs with the general picture of the importation of this pottery into
Syria-Palestine.981 Bichrome pottery does, as expected, only occur in
LB I, except for two sherds in Area A, which appeared in disturbed LB
II layers. The difficulties in several areas of establishing the division
between level 1A (LB IIB) and 1B (LB IIA) prevent a more precise
division of the pottery within LB II. However, about 75% of the LB
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Artzy 1994, 130f.
Leonard 1994; Wijngaarden van 2002.
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II Cypriote as well as 70% of the LB II Mycenaean pottery should be
ascribed to LB IIA.982 This statement though has to be updated when
the imported pottery of the renewed excavation has been published, of
which most originated from the destruction level (LB IIB) of Area A
and M and include approximately 150 Mycenaean and 220 Cypriote
sherds of hard-identifiable and fragmented character.983 Hence, these
sherds are not included in this investigation. A problem related to the
comparison of the amount of pottery between the various areas, is their
different excavated size, which sometimes is hard to estimate. The areas
A north, C, F and H, which are in focus of the discussions and included
in the diagrams below, are, however, approximately comparable. The
other areas differ quite much in size and should mainly be considered
in the discussions of the find contexts.

found in specific contexts.
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Fig. 6.2. Distribution of Cypriote pottery at Hazor during LB I

In Area E the LB I pottery, which consisted of bowls (Monochrome, WS
I and II ‘Milk Bowl’) and jugs and juglets (BR I, White Shaved), was

982
983

According to an estimation made by the author.
Zuckerman 2003b, 269-281.
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based on the composition of this pottery assemblage and the general
character of this area, e.g. several carved cup marks on the bedrock
surface. Except for a few additional jugs/juglets in Area E the Cypriote
CYPRIOT FORMS IN VARIOUS CONTEXTS, LB I
Bowl Monochr
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Bowl WS I
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Bowl other
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Contexts

Context total

Fig. 6.3. Cypriote pottery forms in different contexts at Hazor in LB I

pottery types of this area are similar to the assemblage of Area H.
In this latter area the LB I pottery was associated with the Stratum 2
temple, where it appeared both inside and outside this structure.985 A
somewhat smaller amount of LB I Cypriote pottery appeared in Area
F where a juglet was found in a burial and two BR I jugs so called
‘Bilbils’ were uncovered in unstratified contexts; only one bowl
(Monochrome) appeared, also unstratified. Two Monochrome bowls
appeared in habitation contexts in Area C and two sherds, probably
bowls, in a structure connected to the Area K gate (other/indef. context).
The most common forms (Fig. 6.3) in LB I were bowls (Monochrome
and WS I and II) followed by the ‘Bilbil’ jugs (BR I and II). Strangely
no Cypriote pottery from this period is found in Area D.
The Bichrome Pottery at Hazor
Neither NAA tests nor visual attempts have been made to distinguish
possible local from imported Bichrome ware at Hazor. Thus, since its
Cypriote origin cannot be concluded, it is treated in a separate diagram
Yadin, et al. 1958, 148. Cistern L. 7021 is labelled as ‘other’ in the diagram since
its use is unknown.
985
See Chapter 3.3 above.
984
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Number
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Other/indef.
Area total

A

E

F

H

Area

Fig. 6.4. Distribution of Bichrome pottery at Hazor during LB I

•

(Fig. 6.4). Most of the 20 sherds of this pottery type found on the site
appeared in temples (A north and H) and consisted of various shapes,
bowls, kraters and jugs. Three jugs and three kraters were found in
a burial in Area F and the rest of the Bichrome pottery in this area
appeared in unstratified levels. In Area E they were all found in cistern
L. 7021 except for one that was found in an indefinable context.
As mentioned above, the character of the pottery in L. 7021 hints to
a special use, perhaps connected to cult. This pottery type seems to
have been concentrated in cultic contexts at Hazor, a picture that differs
from the Bichrome at Tell el Dab‘a and ‘Ezbet Helmi where most of
the Bichrome pottery is found in settlement contexts, especially in a
palace area.986 However, almost no habitation contexts of LB I have
been excavated at Hazor, which might explain the absence of Bichrome
in this situation.
Thus the Bichrome pottery at Hazor including the Cypriote LB
I pottery discussed above, appeared mainly in cultic circumstances.
This is especially true if the Area E pottery should be attributed to this
context.

986
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The LB II Cypriote and Mycenaean Pottery
In LB II the number of Cypriote vessels increases on the site, 107 pieces
derive from this period (Table II), of which the main part, approximately
75%, is found in LB IIA strata.
Continuing occurrences of this pottery can be found in the
temples in Area H, and now also in Area A (the Northern Temple),
where the pottery had an obvious cultic function and consisted mainly
of bowls of the Monochrome and White Slip I and II types as well as
some BR I and II jugs (Fig. 6.5 and 6.6 and Table II). It was used also in
smaller cultic connections in the Area K gate and in the open cult place
of Area F. In Area C, on the other hand, no Cypriote pottery was found
in connection to the temple, but instead a few WS bowls were found in
habitation contexts. However, about a third of all Cypriote pottery in
this period derives from Area F, of which most appeared in burials, L.
8144-8145 and L. 8065 and consisted of mostly jugs of the BR I and
Area/Context Temple/Cult Burial
Habitation Silo (cisternWorkshop Other
Area total
A especially of the
10 BR II type.
7
17
BA
1
1
As seen in the diagram7(Fig. 6.6), the most
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is
C
1
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14
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3
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10
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The
E
4
4
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1
8
35
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G
3
3
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7
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Fig. 6.5. Distribution of Cypriote pottery at Hazor during LB II
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The strata of LB II have yielded 59 sherds and vessels of Mycenaean
pottery. Some interesting aspects can be observed regarding the
distribution of Mycenaean pottery on the site (Fig. 6.7, 6.8 and Table
I). Area F contained more than twice as much of this pottery type than
the next areas, which are Area A and D, followed by Area C. Most of
the Mycenaean pottery in Area F derives from the same burial, L. 81448145, as the Cypriote imports. This tomb of multiple burials, located
just outside the dwelling quarter, is conspicuously rich in finds.
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MYCENAEAN FORMS IN VARIOUS CONTEXTS
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Fig. 6.8. Mycenaean pottery forms in various contexts in LB II

Unlike the WS bowls of Cypriote origin, the Mycenaean pottery in
this burial consists mainly of containers such as flasks, stirrup jars and
pyxides. This together with the remarkable abundance of Mycenaean
pottery in and around the rather large and well built houses in this area
hints to its inhabitants’ wealth and easy access to imports.987 Except
for an unidentifiable sherd in house L. 6022 in Area C, no other area
has yielded any Mycenaean pottery in habitation contexts. Area D also
included a burial with Mycenaean pottery. This was located in a cistern,
L. 9027, which yielded three pyxides, an amphoroid krater and a deep
bowl. Another cistern, L. 9017 interpreted as a silo, included a couple
of Mycenaean sherds. Van Wijngaarden observes the atypical nature of
the assemblage in this silo and suggests its connection to a nearby kiln
and perhaps some industrial activities.988 A few sherds were also found
in unstratified levels in this badly preserved area. As with the Cypriote
pottery the Mycenaean examples in Area A and H are connected to the
temple. Interesting is Area C where most of the Mycenaean sherds were
found in industrial contexts in the workshops. These vessels included
pyxides and a piriform jar, which might have been connected to the
pottery production.989

987

For a description of these houses and those in Area C see Daviau 1993, 219-252;
Foucault-Forest 1996, 67-73; Yadin, et al. 1960, Chapter 4 and 5.
988
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989
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6.3.2 Shape, Content, Context and Use of the Imported Pottery at
Hazor
This chapter will offer some aspects of the Mycenaean and Cypriote
pottery forms and their find contexts at Hazor in order to discuss its
possible content, the purpose of its use and import as well as the category
of user.
White Slip Bowls and Base Ring Jugs – Most Common Cypriote
Shapes and Types

•

Of the Cypriote imports open forms are the most commonly found in
the Levant and more specified the WS II bowls, also known as ‘milk
bowls’. These vessels as well as bowls of Monochrome and Base-Ring
were often found in habitation contexts, while the closed forms, mainly
BR jugs and juglets appeared in funerary contexts. This contrasts with
the local pottery, which consists mainly of bowls in both habitation and
funerary situations.990 The open shape of the Cypriote bowls precluded
any content while traded, which is also verified in the large number
of these vessels found stacked into each other in a large pithos in the
Ulu Burun shipwreck.991 They were thus requested solely for aesthetic
qualities and for their function as tableware, which probably included
the serving of liquids such as water, milk or wine in the destined SyroPalestinian contexts,. Åström suggests that they might have been used as
yoghurt bowls, similar to a type still in use today. Other alternatives he
offers are as plates, e.g. fish plates hinted by the decoration of octopus,
squid or cuttlefish on a few examples. The carinated monochrome
bowls are further compared with a similar modern type used to make
tava, a stew of meat and onion.992 The suggestions deal not only with
drinks or food. Gittlen observes that in several tombs these bowls were
to cover the mouth of storage jars, which enhanced the beauty of these
vessels’ exterior decoration.993 This was however not the case at Hazor
where no bowls where found in LB I burials and just a few in LB II
tombs, of which none were reported to have covered the mouths of
Gittlen 1977 (1984), 510.
Bass 1986, 277f.
992
Åström 1993, 310.
993
Gittlen 1981, 52.
990
991
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storage jars. Instead the bowls at Hazor were found mainly in temples
which might correlate with Gittlen’s suggestion that they were used for
conveying offerings or taxes.994 In LB I, just a few bowls were found
in the houses, and those were not of the WS type that appeared instead
in temples. In LB II, the WS bowls appear both in temples and houses,
which might support Hankey’s assumption that imports (although in
her case Mycenaean) were originally imported for elites (palaces and
temples) and later trickled down to ordinary people.995 The Cypriote
pottery found in the Ceremonial Palace and the Podium Complex in the
renewed excavations consisted mainly of WS bowls, which accentuate
the cultic significance of these structures.
More easily definable though is the field of application for the
BR jugs and juglets, which mainly have been found in funeral contexts
in Levantine sites.996 This is also true for the BR jugs/juglets found at
LB II Hazor where the most common contexts are burials followed by
temples (Fig. 6.6). In LB I, none of the few examples found appeared in
indefinable circumstances and none in burials (Fig. 6.3), which might
be related to the very few LB I burials excavated on the site. The Basering II (and some Base-ring I) jugs/juglets, often called ‘Bilbils’, are
handmade without potters wheels and decorated with white strips; the
handles are inserted through the wall (in contrast to local imitations).
The supposition by Merrillees that some of these contained opium is
supported by analyses conducted.997 Åström suggests that opium might
have been used as a “sedative for dying people”, like morphine is
currently used.998 More probable though is a connection between opium
smoking and funeral rituals, perhaps as a drug for the mourning or, as
suggested by G. Nordquist, in transcendental rites for contacts with the
deceased.999 As with the Mycenaean closed vessels listed below, the BR
jugs are also proposed to have been related to the importation of oils,
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scents and wine.1000 Like the ordinary grave repertoire, they are suggested
to have been re-used from their supposed domestic purpose.1001
Importers and Users of the Cypriote Pottery at Hazor

•

At LB I Hazor, the appearance of Cypriote pottery mainly consists of
bowls in cultic contexts, especially connected to the Area H temple.
This temple also is associated with Bichrome vessels of various shapes.
In Area E, Cypriote and Bichrome pottery was also considerably used,
probably in cultic circumstances.
In LB II the Bichrome no longer was in use, but instead the
importation of other Cypriote types increased. The religious leaders of
the Area H, and in this period also the Area A (north), temple showed
a continuing interest in this pottery type which also seems to have
attracted more modest religious groups of Area K and F. Hence, the
Cypriote bowls (mainly WS I/II) that were connected to the temples
were probably imported on behalf of the temple personnel to be used in
rituals conveying offerings such as libations. Some examples, however,
trickled down to the people of the domestic houses in Area C, where
they might have been used as food and drinking vessels.
Most remarkable though is the large amount of Cypriote and
Mycenaean vessels in area F. The collective burials, L. 8144-8145, L.
8065 in this area contained multiple individuals, imported pottery and
about 500 local vessels and other finds, including Egyptian objects.
The plentiful Cypriote jugs (mainly BR I/II) were most likely used in the
funeral rituals and hence requested by the deceased’s families. Thus we
can conclude that imports were easily obtainable for the rather wealthy
people who lived in this area. The tombs were in use during LB IIA, and
L. 8144-8145 also, as it seems, in parts of LB IIB.1002 The significance
of this area related to imports will be further discussed together with the
Mycenaean pottery below.

Bergoffen 1989, 281-291; Sjöqvist 1940, 200.
Prag 1985, 163.
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Yadin, et al. 1960, 140-142, 145-153, pls. CXVIII-CXL; Zuckerman 2003b, 275
footnote 5.
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Fine Table Ware and Transport Containers from the Aegean
Leonard has investigated the morphology of the most common
Mycenaean vessels that occur in Syria-Palestine in order to reveal their
function and content and hence some clues as to the nature of Eastern
Mediterranean commerce in the Late Bronze Age.1003 The open forms,
which are less numerous, can be divided into small vessels (chalices,
cups and mugs) and large vessels (deep bowls and kraters). The most
common types in the Levant as well as at Hazor belong to the closed
forms including the narrow mouthed stirrup jars and flasks and the wide
mouthed pithoid jars, alabastra and pyxides.1004
According to Leonard, the open forms represent a trade in
fine table ware, desired for its own sake, particularly the shapes that
complement the shortage of the local repertoire, e.g. the handled cups.
The kraters though might have been imported with some kind of content
and later secondarily used as table ware, perhaps for mixing wine and
water.1005 However, most likely the appreciation of the Mycenaean ware
should not be mixed with the usage or shortage of the local types.1006
The imported pottery may rather be connected to “consumption at
special occasions, public ceremonies or celebrations”, thus distinct
from everyday food consumption.1007 The special role drinking and
serving vessels fulfilled in this context, and the production of wine and
olive oil in LM Crete is discussed by Y. Hamilakis, who shows that the
production of grapes (for wine) and olives (for oil) was not just a “routine
agricultural practice” but rather labour intensive and economically more
risky, and thus restricted to elite control. The intensive wine, oil and
ointment production in combination with a mass production of drinking
and serving vessels in the LM II suggests a peak in collective drinking
and feasting in this period. The ritual character of these feastings, which
also may include mortuary feastings, is revealed in the large number of
structured deposition of drinking cups and other feasting evidence. This
period is also characterized by intensified external contacts in which wine
1003

Leonard 1981.
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1005
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•

and perfumed oil played a significant role in the inter-regional exchange
of products.1008 Wine production though might originally have been a
Near Eastern tradition,1009 and public, ritual feastings in the courtyards
of the Ceremonial Palace and the Area H temple at Hazor have recently
been thoroughly investigated and suggested. In these feastings the
hundreds of locally produced bowls found might have filled a special
function.1010
At Hazor there are only a few examples of the open Mycenaean
vessels, mainly cups, found in temples and burials (Fig. 6.8) and in the
destruction levels (LB IIB) of the Ceremonial Palace and the Podium
Complex.1011 The great majority of Mycenaean vessels at the site were
represented by the closed vessels and were found mainly in the burials
and habitation contexts of Area F (LB IIA and B) as well as in the
workshops of Area C (LB IIA).1012
Leonard’s investigation shows that the closed forms were
imported to the Levant as containers for thin oil (stirrup jars, flasks and
other narrow mouthed jars) and thicker unguents (in wide mouthed jars
like pyxis and alabastron).1013 These desirable oils of best quality were
herbed with sage, rose and maybe also cypress, designed to meet the
specific demands of the Near Eastern public.1014
So why then did the Levantine elite import perfumes and
unguents based on olive oil, with ingredients actually widely produced
in the Near East itself?1015 First the Mycenaean olive oil may not have
been used primarily for food, but rather for industrial purposes, such
as the manufacture of perfume and unguents. In this production the
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wild olives, common in the Aegean, were most suitable.1016 Hamilakis
suggests that the production knowledge of perfumed oils, based on wild
olives, was controlled by the Aegean palatial authorities.1017 In this
connection Palmer’s investigation of evidence for elite cultivation of
exotic herbs in Greece is of interest.1018 Some of the stirrup jars might
also have been used for wine, as suggested by Palmer.1019 A reuse of the
Mycenaean vessels at the destination place is also plausible.
The Users of the Mycenaean Pottery at Hazor
Who used the oils and unguents and in what circumstances were they
found at Hazor? The most common Mycenaean forms at Hazor were the
flasks and stirrup jars in the burials and houses of Area F. These narrow
mouthed containers, classified as storage vessels by Wijngaarden, in
his division between table ware and storage vessels, were most likely
imported for their content but also for their beauty. Area F contained
the most varied assemblage of Mycenaean pottery including almost all
types found at Hazor. This area also contained the largest amount of
Cypriote pottery as well as other imported finds, e.g. Egyptian. Most of
these finds derive from the multiple burials L. 8144-8145 and L. 8065
that in character and content are comparable to tombs at Tel Dan, Akko,
Lachish and Gezer, of which at least the two former are suggested to
have been related to traders/merchants.1020 As seen in Chapter 4 above
this area is suggested to have constituted a trade quarter in LB II (see also
further discussion below). Such an internal or external trade community/
quarter, might have served both private and palatial interests.1021 Thus,
the imported Mycenaean, as well as Cypriote pottery found in elite
contexts on the tell (the Area A temples, the Ceremonial Palace and
the Podium Complex) might have been obtained through traders and
merchants in Area F, as might the imports of the workshops of Area C.
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The wide-mouthed containers (pyxis) found in these workshops, of a
late LB IIA level,1022 are considered to have served a special purpose
associated with the artisan activities in this area.1023
In cultic contexts various types but just a few Mycenaean vessels were
found (Fig. 6.6 and 6.7). According to Wijngaarden the Mycenaean
vessels from the first part of LB were concentrated in Area A (the
Northern Temple and its surroundings). He suggests that the groups
associated
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the different periods in LB II. Nevertheless, the diagram (Fig. 6.9)
showing the chronological appearance of the LH styles in different
contexts indicates that the later produced Mycenaean pottery appears
in houses (although only in Area F) while it decreases in all other
contexts.1025
1022
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6.3.3 Maritime Trade Relations
How did these imports reach the users at Hazor and what did the city
trade in exchange? As an inland site the city did not have any direct
connections with the Aegean or Cyprus; hence to better understand
its role in this commerce we have to look at this trade in the Eastern
Mediterranean from an “international” perspective.
The International Character of Maritime Trade and Exchange in
Eastern Mediterranean
The discovery of the wrecked Late Bronze Age ships outside the coast
of Cape Gelidonya and Ulu Burun has clarified several issues related to
ancient trade in Eastern Mediterranean. The firm belief that Mycenaeans
monopolized the maritime trade, in the 14th and 13th centuries was not
questioned until the finds of the Cape Gelidonya wreck contradicted
this conviction in the 1960s. The personal possessions of the traders on
board this ship were of Canaanite or Syrian origin.1026 This new view
on ancient Mediterranean trade and exchange was further supported
by the discovery of the somewhat older Ulu Burun ship a couple of
decades later. The objects on this ship originated from almost ten ancient
cultures, from northern Europe to tropical Africa and from Sicily in the
west to Mesopotamia in the east. The main cargo, raw material and
manufactured goods were, however, of Canaanite or Cypriote origin,
and were most likely taken on at a harbour from there. Moreover the
personal items of the sailors and traders on board, especially the many
weights (150) and cylinder seals used by merchants were of Syrian or
possibly Cypriote origin, as were several anchors found on the ship.1027
Other types of personal items and heavy weapons, which mainly
appeared in pairs, imply that two Mycenaeans were on board. A thorough
investigation made by Pulak indicates that they “acted as emissaries
or envoys, accompanying a cargo of reciprocated ‘gift exchange’ to
the Aegean”, and probably represented Mycenaean palatial interests
returning from a diplomatic mission rather than itinerant merchants on
a foreign ship. These emissaries might have been accompanied by a
1026
1027

Bass 1997; 2005, 52.
Bass 1986, 294-296; 1998; Pulak 2005a; 2005b, 296-306.
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protecting mercenary from Balkan, suggested by the remains of a set of
weapons and personal items from this region.1028
The international and multicultural character of maritime
commerce (both gift exchange and trade) is further testified to by
documents from Ugarit. “The tablets include lists of merchandise,
commercial contracts, bills of lading, and lists of residents, sailors
and merchants of diverse origins (Tyre, Akko, Byblos, Alashiya,
etc)”.1029 Cline as well points out that a “wide variety of people, of
varying nationalities” were involved in the Mediterranean Bronze Age
trade.1030

The Organization of the Levantine Trade

•

C. Bell divides the Levantine littoral including its interior into four
different zones of maritime trade, with accessibility depending on
geographical conditions such as mountain chains, wadi systems and
rivers, connected to main coastal cities. She claims that Ugarit and
Sarepta were the main trading cities in the two northern zones, which
includes the city of Hazor in the Sarepta zone. In the southern Levant,
Abu Hawam and Ashdod were the main ports.1031 After analyzing the
origin, quantity and chronology of the Mycenaean pottery on these
sites, she suggests that most of the Mycenaean pottery found in the
port cities of the Levantine coast, including Ugarit, were transshipped
via Cyprus. Sarepta, though, stands out based on its high concentration
of pottery and its seemingly early Mycenaean contacts. This city was
one of a few that were not destroyed at the end of LB which, according
to Bell, might have depended on cultural contacts with the Aegean.
She suggests that Sarepta was the only site along the Levantine coast
with direct Aegean contacts.1032 Her investigation regarding Sarepta
is significant, although her assumption that Ugarit did not have direct
contacts with the Aegean is only based on lack of written evidence.
1028
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Specific relations between Abu Hawam and the Argolid (mainly
Mycenae and its surroundings) are shown in the NAA tested pottery,
dated especially to LH IIIA2-LH IIIB.1033 Whether a Mycenaean colony
existed at Abu Hawam cannot be concluded, although there might have
been a production area in Mycenae especially directed to Levantine
export. Cypriote pottery outnumbers the Mycenaean, however, and
immigrants from Cyprus are suggested to have peacefully settled down
in the city along with groups from the northern Levantine coast at the
end of LB.1034
In addition to Sarepta the investigation in Chapter 5.3.3 also
verifies the importance of Ugarit (during the entire LB) and Abu Hawam
(LB IIA and the beginning of LB IIB) as two of the most important
harbours in LB. Because of its intersectional location between northern
and southern Canaan (Fig. 6.1) Hazor had the favourable advantage of
choosing harbours depending on economic and political circumstances
as well as the request for goods. The most probable harbour used by
Hazor appears to have been Sarepta in northern Canaan, although at
times the southern Levantine harbours of Abu Hawam, Akko (in the
beginning of LB) and possibly Tel Nami (at Hazor’s latest phase) might
have been favoured.1035
Export Products
According to the discussion above (Ch. 6.3.2) several products may have
constituted the content of the closed shapes of imported Mycenaean and
Cypriote pottery at Hazor. A more difficult issue, though, is what the
Levantine cities exported in return. Hazor’s favourable location in the
fertile district of the Hūleh Valley was perfect for local agricultural and
sheep farming production, of which probably wine, olive and textile
produces were prominent.1036 Thus some of the exports most likely were
agricultural goods from the city and its subordinated towns and villages.1037
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Agricultural produce shipped from the fertile Levant were of high value
and worth shipping at long distances. The Ulu Burun ship included 150
so- called Canaanite jars of a type widely distributed in the Eastern
Mediterranean. One of the jars contained glass beads and several jars
held olives, but the majority of these jars contained resin which analyses
show were grown in a specific region just west-northwest of the Dead
Sea. This produce might have been used as incense.1038 Some resin was
also imported from South Arabia for further distribution via Palestinian
coastal cities.1039
Bass suggests that ‘invisible’ goods such as raw material
(copper, tin, ivory, gold, cloth and spices), which left no traces because
they were consumed or refined, were shipped in return for the imported
pottery found in Syria-Palestine.1040 Most of these goods, however, are
not natural to the Syro-Palestinian area, and thus must have been obtained
/ transited from afar. Some of the precious metals and stones might have
been reworked at Canaanite workshops before they were exported. This
is indicated by the Canaanite jewelry of gold that belongs to the refined
objects of the Ulu Burun assemblage.1041 Interesting in this connection
is a mould for jewelry production found in Area A at Hazor.1042
6.3.4 Discussion
The pure cultic use of the Cypriote pottery changed in LB II when
vessels appeared in all contexts, although predominantly in temples.
This suggests that Cypriote pottery first was imported for the religious
elite and later ‘trickled down’ to ordinary people. Most of the Cypriote
vessels were found in the LB II burials of Area F. Unlike the predominance
of WS bowls in temples, the Area F burials consisted primarily of BR
jugs that probably contained opium to be used in funeral rituals.
A great variety of the Mycenaean pottery was distributed in most
of the areas on the site, although they were found almost exclusively in
cultic and ceremonial contexts. The exceptions are in Area C, where
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Mycenaean pottery was found in workshops and in Area F where it
appeared in burials and houses. Noticeably, more than twice as much
pottery appeared in Area F than in any other area at Hazor. In the Area F
houses, the Mycenaean types consisted of flasks and stirrup jars. These
forms may have been imported for their content of perfumed or herbed
olive oils. The wide-mouthed alabastra/pyxides and piriform jars found
in the workshops of Area C might have been imported for their content
of unguents. However a secondary use of both the narrow-mouthed and
the wide-mouthed containers is probable. The few open forms, mainly
cups found in temples, burials, the Ceremonial Palace and the Podium
Complex, were imported for aesthetic and functional reasons and might
have been used for wine at special occasions such as ceremonies or
celebrations, distinct from everyday food consumption.
Thus, four categories of interested parties in the imports at Hazor
can be identified, these are: 1) the royal and religious elite on the tell; 2)
the people in Area F; 3) the religious functionaries of the Lower City;
and 4) the craftsmen of Area C. Not surprisingly the imports appear in
cultic and royal buildings; however the most remarkable feature is the
abundance of imported pottery in Area F.
The Ulu Burun ship, thus one single shipment, included cargo
from a number of various regions. These different goods must have
arrived through a network of traders, reloaded and refined in Canaan.
Hazor possessed several advantages that would qualify it as a key
position in such a network, for instance: the large territory; the strategic
trade routes within this territory that connected Hazor with the coast
and with Syria-Mesopotamia and Egypt (Fig. 5.3 and 5.4); a fertile
agriculture; refining and workshop activities; the administrative and
accommodation ability of the city to handle the commerce, shown by a
possible trading quarter in Area F.
The easy access to Cypriote and Mycenaean vessels for the
people in Area F to use in their everyday life and in their afterlife,
together with other indications implies that some kind of trading and
merchant activities might have been connected to this area. Evidence
includes the relatively large amount of other imported finds, especially
Egyptian; the large multi-room houses; the cultic activities accentuated
by foreign attributes; the rich collective tombs of a foreign type; and
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the location of this area rather close to the city gates. I would cautiously
suggest that in LB II this area functioned as a trading quarter, possibly
a diaspora, which served palatial, religious and private/manufacturing
interests at Hazor. Thus it might have been to this quarter that the
imports first arrived and from this quarter that exports from the city
were loaded and traded.

•
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Chapter Seven
7 Summary and Conclusions
Hazor was one of the largest city-states in Canaan, which was a region
under Egyptian domination and exploitation during the Late Bronze Age.
The aim of this thesis is to investigate and shed light on the
intercultural relations of the Late Bronze Age city of Hazor. The city’s role
in this period of intense internationalization in the Eastern Mediterranean
has long been indicated, but never thoroughly investigated. This role, I
believe, was more crucial than previously understood, and most likely
contributed to a great extent to the city’s wealth. My assumption is
based on the very large size of this flourishing city which, according
to documents, possessed ancient traditions of diplomatic connections
and trade with Mesopotamia in the Middle Bronze Age. In addition,
the city’s strategic location along the most important S-N and W-E
trade routes, which connected Egypt with Syria-Mesopotamia and
the Mediterranean Sea with the Jordan Valley and beyond, promoted
contacts and trade.
Methodologically the thesis examines and discusses architectural
structures (mainly temples), pottery, small finds and documents from
three areas of the Lower city and three areas of the Upper City. In the
Lower City, the areas examined are the quarter of Area C, the quarter
of Area F and the Orthostat Temple of Area H. In the Upper City the
areas examined include the Podium Complex, the Ceremonial Palace
(including the Southern Temple) and the Northern Temple. The focus
is on imports and traces of intercultural influences reflected in the
archaeological material, supported by a few inscribed documents
found on the tell; cult is also considered. In addition, the discussion
is supported by the historical and political circumstances in which the
city-state Hazor in Canaan was embedded during the Late Bronze Age,
according to the Amarna documents and Egyptian texts.
The investigation of the excavated areas illustrates the different
character of the Upper and the Lower City of Hazor. The Upper City
shows a comprehensive picture of a probable royal and cultic precinct
comprising most of Area A and M. This precinct appears to have
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included several monumental buildings. These buildings were, a large
administrative palace (not yet unearthed) indicated by the monumental
Podium Complex in Area M, which seems to have been the entrance
area to this palace. The focal point of the Upper City is the Ceremonial
Palace on top of the tell, which in this thesis is described as a freestanding
north Syrian bît-hilani structure. Such structures often comprised
ceremonial wings of royal palaces, as, for instance, in the Alalakh VII
and IV palace and at Ugarit. Ceremonial and cultic activities appear
to have been performed in this building at Hazor. Integrated with the
Ceremonial Palace was the Southern Temple, although it was only
connected to an earlier (MB/LB I) phase of the former. Instead, at the
end of LB I and in LB IIA, the Northern Temple seems to have taken
over the responsibility of the cultic activities on the tell. At the end of
LB II the cult appears to have been performed in the open air and/or
perhaps it was moved into the Ceremonial Palace.
The monumental structures of the Upper City reveal close
similarities in architectural features (building types, room division,
entrance lions etc), and building techniques (the use of orthostats,
wood and mudbrick constructions, stepped design etc), with palaces
and temples in the north Syrian and Anatolian spheres, for instance
at Alalakh, Ebla and Ugarit. Likewise, the objects found also display
northern features in artistry and cultic expressions. Hundreds of
fragments of Mycenaean and Cypriote vessels were found in the
renewed excavations of the tell and testify to the royal elite’s interests in
these imports. Most conspicuous are the many Egyptian statues, mainly
originating in the Middle Kingdom but found in these LB strata.
The large Lower City was the place of the dwelling quarters
of the common people, verified in Areas C and F and also in the small
excavations in Area 210. Areas C, F and H included temples and cult
places of different architectural and religious character. In Area C the
architectural features of the Breitraum temple were of a local type.
The local character of Area C is further emphasized in the scarcity of
imports, although a few Mycenaean wide-mouthed containers (pyxis)
found in these workshops, of a late LB IIA level, might have served
special artisan purposes. The character of the cult in the Area C temple
appears to have been of a typical northern Canaanite origin, reflected
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particularly in the large number of cult objects with mostly strong Syrian
influences. Further, the houses were of a northern Syrian type.
Another quarter with dwelling-houses is Area F. This
investigation does not support previous suggestions that the scanty
remains of the square structure of Stratum 2 constituted a square temple;
rather, this investigation suggests that this square building shows
some architectural features of Egyptian centre-hall houses, although
the remains are too insufficient and the evidence are too poor for any
secure interpretation. In LB IIA a radical change in this area occurred.
The people, probably newcomers, indicated by the foreign burial type
studded with imports, lived in large courtyard houses and performed
their cultic activities, spiced with foreign attributes, in the open air. The
thesis suggests that this area functioned as a trading quarter, a possible
diaspora / karum. The large amount of Mycenaean and Cypriote pottery,
Egyptian objects and several other indications listed in Chapter 3.2.3,
support this suggestion.
The closest parallels to the four superimposed monumental
temples of Area H are found in the Alalakh temples. The matching
Hyksos temple at Tell el-Dab‘a in the Nile delta might also have been
inspired by the early phases of the temples at Alalakh and Hazor. The
similarities between these MB temples located along known trade routes
between Mesopotamia, Syria-Palestine and Egypt are noticeable and
might have originated in early trading relations and exchange networks
between these cultures. Architectural features, building material and
techniques, as well as finds in the Area H temples, show mainly northern
influences. Several of the finds were found in the last phases of the Area
H temples but were inherited from earlier periods. The cult expression
changed sometime during the seconad half of LB, from been carried out
in an open courtyard and in a temple with direct access to the cella and
the niche, to becoming more ‘closed’, perhaps performed by, and for, a
more internal religious elite.
The several temples at Hazor appear to have been dedicated to
various gods. The Northern Temple on top of the tell is suggested to
have been reserved for the supreme god El, while the moon-god Erah
was worshipped in the Area C temple. In the Area H temple, Hadad (the
storm-good) is considered to have ruled. Theophoric personal names
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related to these gods are mentioned in a document found on the tell,
which support the presence of these gods in the cult at Hazor. Thus
several gods were worshipped at the site, which might reflect cultic
preferences, status and possibly various ethnic backgrounds of the
inhabitants.
The zenith of the activities in the entire city was in the Amarna
period (LB IIA); however, the structures in most of the areas in the
Upper and the Lower City continued to be in use until the destruction of
Hazor at the end of LB. This destruction was preceded by some decades
of decline.
A pattern of origin and find contexts of different categories of
the imported and culturally influenced material found in the various
areas at Hazor can be recognized and divided into three main groups:

•

A) The ‘northern’ material, which includes influences from the Syrian,
southern Anatolian and south-western Mesopotamian spheres. This
groups includes monumental architecture, building techniques and
building material in the royal and cultic precinct on the tell, and also in
the temple of Area H in the Lower City. Artistic expressions in basalt
statues, cylinder seals, liver models and other small finds deriving mainly
from temples also show northern influences, as well as architecture and
finds of a more modest kind such as the dwellings in the Lower City.
In addition, parallels to the ordinary pottery assemblage of Hazor are
found in sites to the north, mainly in Khamid el-Loz (Kumidi) and
at sites along the northern Canaanite coastline including Ras Shamra
(Ugarit).
B) Egyptian finds, which include primarily statues, scarabs, alabaster
and ivory objects found in royal contexts and in various loci in Area F.
Most of the Egyptian objects found on the site, especially the scarabs
and the statues of Egyptian kings, are found in LB II contexts, but appear
to be mainly heirlooms originating in the Middle Kingdom.
C) Cypriote pottery from LB I and LB II, and the Mycenaean pottery
from LB II, which are found in royal, cultic and burial contexts and in
the habitation context of Area F.
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These diverse influences in various contexts, and considering the
geopolitical circumstances in LB Canaan, imply three concepts in the
field of interaction studies found within the framework of a modified
World Systems Theory and also according to C. Renfrew’s Peer Polity
Interaction model:
1) The northern-influenced material at Hazor should be understood
in the context of cultural identity. Trade and exchange were means to
encourage the regional relationships which should be compared to the
contacts between peer polities, according to C. Renfrew’s Peer Polity
Interaction model, resulting in certain cultural homogeneity. The trade
between these city-states did not require specialists and was thus probably
so-called “emissary trading”, organized by the palace, which sent its
emissary / agent under its jurisdiction to trade / exchange goods with
the ruler in another city-state. Another characteristic of this interaction
is symbolic transmission such as the diffusion of scribal knowledge,
which is verified in documents at Hazor. “Competitive emulation” is yet
another method of interaction between the city-states to achieve higher
inter-polity status. Thus, the contacts between the northern city-states
should be seen as a regional, multidimensional network, articulated in
these different types of interactions.
Although, the city clearly belonged to the northern cultural
sphere, it was located on its southern periphery. A cultural border in
the vicinity of the Jezreel Valley which separates northern and southern
Canaan seems thus to be confirmed. The material culture to the north
of this valley, to which Hazor belonged, was primarily associated with
Syria.
2) A core-periphery approach is used to describe the special unequal
relationship between Canaan and Egypt, in which Hazor might have
possessed some kind of integrating semi-peripheral role. As one of
Egypt’s northern frontier vassal cities, behind the ‘unreliable’ Amurru
and Damascus, Hazor appears to have held a diplomatic position
between Egypt and its northern enemies. The city’s loyalty to Egypt is
indicated by some Amarna documents that reveal its membership in a
Pharaoh-loyal group, as well as in the increasing evidence of emulation
in elite contexts appearing on the tell. This emulation strategy also had
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the effect of decreasing the power gap between Pharaoh and the ruling
elite at Hazor. The diplomatic and cautious attitude held by the rulers of
Hazor was of course necessary, since the city was dependent on Egypt
in the interregional exchange network both of them took part in, and
which also included some Hittite, Mitannian and Mesopotamian citystates. This dependency was mutual since Hazor appears to have been
the mediating link / transit centre between these various cultural spheres
in their shared contacts. This intermediate location of Hazor, where
long-distance trade and luxurious exchange between great powers were
transited, suggests a ‘Port-of-Trade’ model, for the organization of the
trade between Egypt and Syria-Mesopotamia, transited by Hazor. This
concept implies an indirect relationship, between the original sender
(who also can be a receiver) and the receiver (who also can be a sender),
who sends respective emissaries to the port of trade (who can be both a
receiver and a sender), outside their jurisdiction.
3) A model of ‘interregional interaction networks’ is used to describe
the organization of the trade which provided Hazor with the Aegean
and Cypriot pottery and its desirable content. According to the find
contexts, the distribution and types of this pottery at Hazor point to
four interested groups that wanted it. These were the royal and religious
elites; the people in Area F; the religious functionaries of the Lower
City; and the craftsmen of Area C. The cargo of the Ulu Burun and
Cape Gelidonya ships as well as the Amarna documents and Egyptian
hieroglyphic sources show that luxury items were traded / exchanged
from afar through Canaan and, in the case of the shipwrecks, via the
coastal cities, overseas to Cyprus and the Aegean; some goods were
transported from as far as South Arabia and Mesopotamia. Such longdistance trade with preciosities requires professional traders, familiar
with the risks and security measures along the routes and with the
knowledge of value systems and languages of the diverse societies.
These traders established networks along main trade routes and settled
in trading quarters in particular node cities. This thesis suggests that
Hazor, as one of the largest cities in Canaan, located along the main trade
routes, possessed such a node position. In this connection, Area F might
have contained some kind of merchant and trading activities (trading
quarter/diaspora), indicated by the relative abundance of imports as
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well as other evidence of trade and mercantile activity in this area. The
Levantine coastal cities of Sarepta, Abu Hawam, Akko and possibly
Tel Nami seem to have played important roles in this trading related to
Hazor. These main ports of southern Syria and northern Palestine were
all accessible to the city which could choose and use the export as well
as import harbours offering the best terms. Some of them were more
significant during different periods of LB.
Thus, culturally and religiously, Hazor affiliated with the north.
Geographically however, the city was located on the junction of northern
and southern Canaan. This intersectional location equidistant from the
great centres of Egypt and Syria-Mesopotamia was highly beneficial
for Hazor’s cultural and economical development. This location on
trade routes and between different realms of raw-material sources made
it easy to obtain requested goods for the city’s own refining and for
further transportation.
Luxury goods and important precious raw material which are
hard to access are less dependent on the distance in trading. These
goods were volume-wise much smaller but value-wise much larger, and
therefore preferably traded on land. This correlates with Hazor’s long
distance trade/transit relations, which most likely continued from MB
into LB and consisted of luxury goods sent between Egypt and SyriaMesopotamia and vice versa. The transit role achieved by Hazor in this
trade relation contributed to a significant part of the city’s economy.
This investigation shows that Hazor was part of an extended
Eastern Mediterranean interaction network in LB. The concept of
interregional networks should include the regional land-based trade
between Hazor and the harbour city-states with goods produced in the city
exchanged with imported Aegean and Cypriote pottery (with and without
content). It should also include the long-distance caravans, loaded with
raw materials and luxuries, which passed the territory of Hazor on their
way to/from the harbour cities for further overseas/inland distribution.
These caravans stopped at the city, changed pack-animals, rested,
reloaded and took on and off goods and most likely also paid some
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kind of tax.1043 Thus the city was in many aspects involved in the
commerce.
Unfortunately, as with the MB period, not much of these goods
are found in the excavations today which might be explained by: a)
Hazor’s probable role as a transit city for long-distance luxury goods,
which means that these goods were further transhipped and didn’t
remain in the city; b) the luxury products, both agricultural (olive oil,
wine) and textiles (cloth and garments), which appears to have been
involved in the city’s own interregional trade, were of the ‘invisible’
kind, thus they didn’t leave any traces in the archaeological record.
This significant location along the main trade routes, and
between the most important ports directed to Cyprus and the Aegean,
indicates that Hazor might have been a transit site for diverse longdistance luxury items from distant places such as Egypt, Africa, South
Arabia and Mesopotamia, destined for the Aegean palaces. At the
same time Hazor held an important intermediate position in the trade
and exchange between Egypt and northern Syria. The city must have
benefited from this location as well as from its strategic position on the
crossroad of different cultural and natural environments. This important
position, in combination with the interdependent trade and diplomatic
strategy towards Egypt allowed the city to flourish until just a few
decades before its destruction at the end of the Late Bronze Age.

Documents verify that about 10% were taken in tax by the officers at Mari for
commodities shipped on the rivers to that city in MB (Dalley 1984, 169f).
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Appendix
Table I Mycenaean pottery at Hazor
Mycenaean pottery and its find context according to plans and plates
in the Hazor reports (I, II, III-IV and V) with some dating and revision
completion by A. J. Leonard.1044*
Upper City
Areas

Type

Find Context

Str/ Find Per./
Prod. Period

Reference
Hazor Vol/ Plate

A 6547/1

Pyxis (FS 94-95)

L. 270b Temple

XIV / LB IIA
/ LH IIIA-B

III-IV/CLVIII, 29
Leonard no. 445

A 6047/1

Stemmed Cup

L. 263b Cult?

XIII / LB IIB
/ LH III A2-B

III-IV/CLXIII, 24
Leonard no. 1667

A 5174/1

Sherd

H 16 Unstratified

LB / LH IIB

III-IV/CXCVI,20
Leonard no. 2039

A 6470/1

Rounded Alabastr. (FS 83)

L 20 Unstratified

LB II / LH IIB

III-IV/CXCVI,21
Leonard no.363

A 5174/2

Sherd

L. 351a Temple

XIV / LB IIA

III-IV/CCCXII,26
Not in Leonard

A 4184/1

Sherd (open form)

239b Temple

XV-XIII / LB
/ LH IIIA-B

III-IV/CCCXII,27
Leonard no. 1979

A 3545/1

Sherd

335a-b S.
Temple?

XIII / LB IIB
/ LH IIIA-B

III-IV/CCCXII,28
Leonard no. 2103

A 490/1

Sherd

L.548 Pit

LB

V/Fig. II.61, 17

A 617/5

Sherd

L. 548+549
Unclear

LB

V/Fig. II.61, 18

A 742/7

Bowl

L. 583 Pit

LB

V/Fig. II.61, 19

B 5019/4

Stirrup-Jar

L. 3284
Indefinable

LB II / LH
IIIA-B (?)

III-IV/CC,22
Leonard no. 956

BA 20/6

Stirrup Jar Simple
style (FS 178-180)

L. 4017
Indefinable

LB phase 9, LB
IIB / LH IIIB

III-IV/
CCXXXVII,21
Leonard no. 1145

Lower City
Areas

Type

Find Context

Str/ Find Per./
Prod. Period

Reference
Hazor Vol/ Plate

C 5245

Piriform Jar
(FS 44-48)

L. 6063
Workshop

1B/LB IIA/
LH IIIA-B

I/LXXXVI, 2
Leonard no.139

C 2301

Pyxis (FS 94-95)

L. 6063
Workshop

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA-B

I/LXXXVI, 3
Leonard no. 439

Ben-Tor 1989b; Ben-Tor and Bonfil 1997; Leonard 1994; Yadin, et al. 1958;
1960; Yadin, et al. 1961. The table does not show the yet unpublished Mycenaean
pottery of the renewed excavations, preliminary est. to some 90 sherds in and around
the Ceremonial Palace in Area A as well as somewhat less than 60 sherds in Area
M. These are very small and hard to identify although the majority belongs to open
forms of LH IIIA2 and LH IIIB1 (Zuckerman 2003b, 269-281).
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C 1179

Sherd (open form)

L. 6022
Habitation

1B-A/LB II /
LH IIIA-B

I/LXXXIX, 12
Leonard no. 2015

C 1204/7

Pyxis (FS 94-95)

L. 6226
Workshop

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA-B

II/CXXIII, 10
Leonard no. 445

C 848/1

Pyxis (FS 94-95)

L. 6225
Workshop

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA2

II/CXXIII, 11
Leonard no. 437

C 351/10

Pyxis (FS 94-95)

L. 6188 C/H
Templ store?

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA-B

II/CXXIII, 12
Leonard no. 450

C 1052/16

Handle

L. 6244/6230
Worksh/Hab

1A-B/LB II

II/CXXV, 13
Not in Leonard

C 907/1

Anthropomorphic Figurine

K, G-3
Surface

Surface /
LH IIIA-B

II/CLXXIX, 7
Leonard no. 2176

D 8081

Female Figurine

Q 16
Indefinable

LB II / LH
IIIA-B

I/XCIX, 24
Leonard no. 2224

D1709

Stirrup Jar

Q 15
Indefinable

LB II / LH
IIIA-B

I/XCIX, 25
Leonard no. 945

D 2759

Stemmed Cup

Q 16
Indefinable

XIII/LB IIB /
LH IIIA2-B

I/XCIX, 26
Leonard no. 1666

D 3305

Stirrup Jar

P 16
Indefinable

LB II / LH
IIIA-B

I/CIV, 28
Leonard 972

D 2980

Decorated Stemmed
Cup (FS 256-258A)

L. 9017
Store (cist)

LB II / LH
IIIA-B (local?)

I/CX, 6
Leonard no. 1642

D 4154/a

Pyxis (FS 94-95)
(Str.sided alabastron)

L. 9017
Store (cist)

LB II / LH
IIIA-B

I/CX, 7
Leonard no. 440

D 5475

Pyxis (FS 95)

L. 9027
Burial (cist)

2?/LB II / LH
III A2 late

I/CXXXI, 9
Leonard no.415

D
5459+5471

Pyxis (FS 94)

L. 9027
Burial (cist)

2?/LB II /
LH IIIA-B

I/CXXXI, 10
Leonard no. 399

D 11749

Amphoroid Krater

L. 9027
Burial (cist)

2?/LB II /
LH IIIA-B

I/CXXXI, 11
Leonard no. 307

D 11734/b

Deep Bowl (FS 284)

L. 9027
Burial (cist)

2?/LB II /
LH IIIB2

I/CXXXI, 12
Leonard no. 1772

F 1076/172

Semi-Globular Cup

L. 8144 Burial

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA2-B1

II/CXXXVII, 1
Leonard no. 1508

F 1076/27

Semi-Globular Cup

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA2-B1

II/CXXXVII, 2
Leonard no. 1496

F 1076/152

Lentoid Flask
(FS 186)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB IIA
/ LH IIIB

II/CXXXVII, 3
Leonard no. 1216

F 1076/335

Rounded Alabastron (FS 85)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA2

II/CXXXVII, 4
Leonard no. 366

F 1076/336

Pyxis (FS 94-95)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA-B

II/CXXXVII, 5
Leonard no. 454

F 1076/185

Globular Flask
(190-192)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA2-B1

II/CXXXVII, 6
Leonard no. 1342

F 1089/26

Globular Flask
(190-192)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA2-B1

II/CXXXVII, 7
Leonard no. 1337

F 1076/19

Globular Flask
(190-192)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA2-B1

II/CXXXVII, 8
Leonard no. 1336

F 1076/174

Squat Stirrup
Jar (FS 179)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB IIA
/ LH IIIB

II/CXXXVII, 9
Leonard no. 727

F 1076/53

Stirrup Jar Simple
style (FS 178-180)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB IIA /
LH III(A2)-B

II/CXXXVII,10
Leonard no. 799
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F 1076/54

Tall Stirrup Jar
(FS 171)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA2

II/CXXXVII,11
Leonard no. 573

F 1076/184

Tall Stirrup Jar
(FS 171)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA2

II/CXXXVII,12
Leonard no. 578

F 1076/173

Tall Stirrup Jar
(FS 166)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA2

II/CXXXVII,13
Leonard no. 534

F 679/5

Piriform Jar (FS 45)

L. 8065 - “ -

1B/LB IIA /
LH III A2 (B?)

II/CXL, 4
Leonard no. 61

F
1076/337a

Piriform Jar
(FS 44-48)

------

LH IIIA-B

II/CLXXXVIII,10
Leonard no. 121

F 461/19

Stirrup Jar

L. 8037
Habitation

1/LB II / LH
IIIA-B

II/CXLVIII, 1
Leonard no. 937

F 83/3

Tall Stirrup Jar
(FS 171)

L. 8015
Habitation

1/LB II /
LH IIIB

II/CXLVIII, 2
Leonard no. 587

F 700/8

Stirrup Jar
Simple style

L. 8036
Habitation

1/LB II /
LH IIIB

II/CXLVIII, 3
Leonard no. 1144

F 1015/1

Lentoid Flask
(FS 186)

L. 8137
Habitation

1/LB II /
LH IIIB

II/CXLVIII, 4
Leonard no. 1218

F 194/1

Lentoid Flask
(FS 186)

L. 8024
Habitation

1/LB II /
LH IIIB

II/CXLVIII, 5
Leonard no. 1232

F 194/2

Lentoid Flask
(FS 186)

L. 8024
Habitation

1/LB II /
LH IIIB

II/CXLVIII, 6
Leonard no. 1233

F 250/26

Kylix (FS 258A)

L. 8030
Habitation

1/LB II /
LH IIIB

II/CXLVIII, 7
Leonard no. 1616

F-

Female Figurine

Surface

1/LB II / LH
IIIA-B

II/CXLVIII, 8
Leonard no. 2192

F 864/4

Female Figurine

L. 8139
Habitation

1/LB II / LH
IIIA-B

II/CXLVIII, 9
Leonard no. 2225

F 1164/21

Pyxis (FS 94-95)

L. 8153
Habit (tunnel)

1/LB II / LH
IIIA-B

II/CLII, 13
Leonard 446

H 515/1

Open form (unidentified)

L. 2123 Temple

1B/LB IIA /
LH IIIA-B

III-IV/CCLXXVI,
35 Leonard
no. 2022

H 242/1

Decorated Stemmed
Cup (FS 256-258A)

L. 2114 Temple

1A/LB IIB /
LH IIIA-B

III-IV/
CCLXXXII,13
Leonard no. 1640

H 263

Figurine Bovine type II

L. 2115 Temple

1A/LB IIB /
LH IIIA -B

III-IV/
CCLXXXII,14
Leonard no. 2236

P

Stirrup Jar / flask

L. 1418 Gate
(connect.
building)

Phase B / LB
II / LH IIIB

V/Fig. V.4.4
Mazar 1997a,
377, fig. V.4.
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Table II Cypriot pottery at Hazor
Cypriot and Bichrome pottery and their find contexts according to
plans and plates of the Hazor reports with dating and revision completion by Gittlen.1045*

•

Upper City
Areas

Type

Find Context

Str/ Find Per./
Prod. Period

Reference
Hazor Vol/ Plate

A 5941/2

Krater Bichr.

L. 270c Temple

XV / LB I

III-IV CLVII,33

A 1098/3

Jug Bichrome

L. 621 Temple

XV?/LB I

V II.18, 29

A 5810/2

Milk Bowl (WS II)

L. 366b Temple

XIV /LB II

III-IV CLVIII,27

A 6446/1

Milk Bowl (WS II)

L. 270b Temple

XIV / LB II

III-IV CLVIII,28

A 5359/6

Milk Bowl (WS II)

L. 349 Temple

XIV-XIII/LB II

III-IV CLX,27

A 5087/1

Milk Bowl (WS II)

L. 254b Cultic?

XIII/LB II

III-IV CLX,28

A 5748/8

Milk Bowl (WS II)

L. 349 Temple

XIV-XIII
/ LB II

III-IV CLX,29

A 5270/2

Milk Bowl (WS II)

L. 254b Temple

XIV-XIII
/ LB II

III-IV CLX,30

A 5548/9

Milk Bowl (WS II)

L. 368b Cultic? (above
temple stairs)

XIII / LB II

III-IV CLXIII,18

A 5872/17

Milk Bowl (WS II)

L. 262a Cultic?

XIII / LB II

III-IV CLXIII,19

A 5345/3

Milk Bowl (WS II)

XIII / LB II

III-IV CLXIII,20

A 5646/6

Milk Bowl (WS II)

XIII / LB II

III-IV CLXIII,21

A 5223/1

Milk Bowl (WS II)

L. 348a Cultic

XIV-XIII
/ LB II

III-IV CLXIII,22

A 5073/1

Milk Bowl (WS II)

L. 335a Temple S.?

XIII / LB II

III-IV CLXIII,23

A 5305/2

Krater Bichr.

H 16 Indefinable

LB I

III-IV CXCVI,18

L. 366a Cultic? (above
temple stairs)
L. 375b Cultic? (above
temple stairs)

Ben-Tor 1989b; Ben-Tor and Bonfil 1997; Gittlen 1977; Yadin, et al. 1958;
1960; Yadin, et al. 1961. The
��������������������������������������������������������
table does not show the yet unpublished Cypriot pottery of the renewed excavations, preliminary est. to some 100 sherds of Cypriot
pottery in the Ceremonial Palace and its vicinity and some 60 more sherds in other
parts of Area A as well as about 60 sherds in Area M. These are however very small
and hard to identify although most are Milk-Bowls of the WS II type, and some are
fragments of the BR and Monochrome wares (Zuckerman 2003b, 269-281).
1045*
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A 4518/3

Milk Bowl (WS II)

F 19 Indefinable

LB II

III-IV CXCVI,24

A 1257/9

Milk Bowl (WS II?)

L. 628/Pit 622

LB II

V Fig. II.14, 31

A 1149/14

Milk Bowl (WS II?)

L. 628/Pit 622

LB II

V Fig. II.14, 32

A 5603/15

Milk Bowl (WS I)

Indefinable

LB II

III-IV CCCXII, 7

A 6050/1

Milk Bowl (WS I)

L. 259b Temple

XIV/LB II

III-IV CCCXII, 10

A 259/3

Krater Bichr.

L. 540A Indefinable

LB II?

V Fig. II. 32, 8

A 236/5

Goblet (?) Bichr.

L. 539 Indefinable

LB II?

V Fig. II. 32, 15

BA 66/2

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 4020 Indefinable

Phase 11/LB I

III-IV
CCXXXVI,22

BA 66/3

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 4020 Indefinable

LB I

III-IV
CCXXXVII,26

BA 20/1

Milk Bowl (WS II)

L. 4017 Indefinable

Phase 9/LB II

III-IV
CCXXXVII,20

L 1300/1

Bowl w. spout

L. 1177 Pit

LB I

V Fig. III.15, 23

Lower City
Areas

Type

Find Context

Str/ Find Per./
Prod. Period

Reference
Hazor Vol/ Plate

C 12016

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 6116 Habitation

1B/LB II

I/LXXXV, 20

C 8764

Juglet (Wh. Shaved)

L. 6088 Indefinable

1B/LB II

I/LXXXVI, 14

C 12415

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 6061 Cult/
Habitat?

1A/LB II

I/LXXXVII, 21

C 15087

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 6041 Indefinable

1A-B/LB II

I/LXXXIX, 8

C 10446

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

J, K-5 H/PIndefinable

1A-B/LB II

I/LXXXIX, 9

C 1177

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 6022 Habitation?

1A-B/LB II

I/LXXXIX, 10

C 2945

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 6045 Indef./street

1A-B/LB II

I/LXXXIX, 11

C 2931

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 6062 Indef./surf

1A/LB II

I/XCII, 16

C 355/17

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 6183 Habitation

2/LB I

II/CXVI, 30

C 427/21

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 6183 Habitation

2/LB I

II/CXVI, 31

C 913/21

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 6229 Habit./
courty

1B/LB II

II/CXXIII, 5

C 977/12

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 6229 Habit./
courty

1B/LB II

II/CXXIII, 6

C 1122/13

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 6244 Workshop

1B/LB II

II/CXXIII, 7

C 978/17

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 6229 Habit./court

1B/LB II

II/CXXIII, 8
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C 1322/7

Juglet

L. 6222 Indef./street

1B/LB II

II/CXXIII, 9

C 1222/1

Jug (BR II) piriform

L. 6245 Habit./
courty

1A/LB II

II/CXXIV, 21

D 7780 (D1)

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 9040 Indefinable

1/LB II

I/XCVI, 29

D 5543 (D2)

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

Q 16 Indefinable

LB II

I/XCIX, 21

D 10229
(D2)

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR I)

L. 9020 Indefinable

LB II

I/XCIX, 22

D 10846
(D2)

Bowl handle
(BR II)

L. 9020 Indefinable

LB I-II

D 1292 (D3)

‘Milk Bowl’ (WS I)

P 16 Indefinable

LB I-II

I/CIV, 26

D 1540 (D3)

‘Milk Bowl’ (PWS)

P 16 Indefinable

LB II

I/CIV, 27

D 2894 (D3)

Bowl (BR II)

L.9017 Store
(cistern)

LB II

I/CX, 8

D 5922 (D3)

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 9017 - “ -

LB II

I/CX, 9

D 4793 (D3)

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 9017 - “ -

LB II

I/CX, 10

D 11785
(D5)

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 9027 Other (cist)

1/LB II

I/CXXXI, 14

E 540

‘Milk Bowl’ WS II)

L. 7017 Indefinable

LB II

I/CXXXIII, 10

E 342

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 7017 Indefinable

LB II

I/CXXXIII, 11

E 83

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 7005 Indefinable

LB II

I/CXXXIII, 12

E 2511

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 7013 Other
(cave)

LB II

I/CXLIV, 8

E 4285

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 7021 Silo? (cist)

LB I

I/CXXXV, 19

E 4272

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 7021 - “ -

LB I

I/CXXXV, 20

E 3676

Bowl (BR I)

L. 7021 - “ -

LB I

I/CXXXV, 21

E 4705

‘Milk Bowl’ (WS I)

L. 7021 - “ -

LB I

I/CXXXV, 22

E 5655

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 7021 - “ -

LB I

I/CXXXV, 23

E 4342

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 7021 - “ -

LB I

I/CXXXV, 24

E 5362

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 7021 - “ -

LB I

I/CXXXV, 25

E 5654

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR I)

L. 7021 - “ -

LB I

I/CXXXV, 26

E 5525

Juglet (Wh. Shaved)

L. 7021 - “ -

LB I

I/CXXXV, 27

E 4284

Juglet

L. 7021 - “ -

LB I

I/CXXXV, 28
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E 4281

Juglet

L. 7021 - “ -

LB I

I/CXXXV, 29

E 4343

Jar Bichr.

L. 7021 - “ -

LB I

I/CXL, 17

E 4343

Jar Bichr.

L. 7021 - “ -

LB I

I/CXL, 18

E 3657

Jar Bichr.

L. 7021 - “ -

LB I

I/CXL, 19

E 343

Sherd (Bichr)

L. 7017 Indefinable

LB I

I/CXXXII, 15

F 1155/4

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

Not recorded

LB II? (see
SCE IV:IC,
p. 464, 1A)

II/CXCIV, 16

F 1180/26

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

-“-

-“-

II/CXCIV, 17

F 1181/12

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

-“-

1C / LB II? (see
SCE IV:IC,
p. 464, 1C)

II/CXCIV, 18

F 1218/5

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

-“-

F 1176/25

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

-“-

F 914/18

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

-“-

F 1108/24

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

-“-

Not determined

II/CXCIV, 22

F 1202/3

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

-“-

-“-

II/CXCIV, 24

F 1076/18

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 8144-8145 Burial

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 1

F 1076/4a

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR I)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CLXXXIX, 7

F 1076/338

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR I)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CLXXXIX, 8

F 1076/205

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CLXXXIX, 6

F 1076/26

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 2

F 1076/26a

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 3

F 1076/10

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 4

F 1076/44

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 5

F 1076/182

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 6

F 1076/181

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 7

F 1076/180

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 8

LB II? (see
SCE IV:IC,
p. 464, 1C)
LB II? (see
SCE IV:IC,
p. 464,1A)
LB II? (see
SCE IV:IC,
p. 464, 1C)

II/CXCIV, 19

II/CXCIV, 20

II/CXCIV, 21
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F 1076/179

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 9

F 1076/40

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR I)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 10

F 1076/79

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR I)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 11

F 1076/183

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 12

F 1076/208

Tankard (BR II)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 13

F 1076/204

Tankard (BR II)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 14

F 1076/171

Juglet (Wh. Shaved)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXI, 1

F 1076/350

Juglet (Wh. Shaved)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXI, 2

F 1076/46

Juglet (Bucchero)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 15

F 1076/26b

Juglet (Bucchero)

L. 8144 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXXXVI, 16

F 621/2

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 8065 Burial

1B/LB II

II/CXL, 1

F 621/3

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 8065 - “ -

1B/LB II

IICXL, 2

F 599/1

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 8065 - “ -

1B/LB II

II/CXL, 3

F 904/71

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 8140 Cultic

1/LB II

II/CXLVIII, 10

F 539/6

Bowl (Monochr)

L. 8059 Cultic

1/LB II

II/CXLVIII, 11

F 83/5

Juglet (Wh. Shaved)

L. 8015 Habitation

1/LB II

II/CXLVIII, 12

F 628/9

Juglet (Grey LWM )

L. 8112 Burial

LB I

III-IV CCXL, 4

F 1050/10

Bowl (Monochr)

L. 8113 Unstratif

LB I

III-IV CCXLIV, 2

F 1613/10

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR I)

L. 8199 Unstratif

LB I

III-IV CCXLIV, 3

F 1079/41

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR I)

L. 8129 Unstratif

LB I

III-IV CCXLIV, 4

F 959/7

Jug Bichr.

L. 8130 Burial

LB I

III-IV CCXLII, 1

F 946/35

Jug Bichr.

L. 8130 Burial

LB I

III-IV CCXLII, 2

F 1499/9

Krater Bichr.

M 2 Unstratified

LB I

III-IV CCXlIII,22

F 811/47

Jug Bichr.

L 1 Unstratified

LB I

III-IV CCXLIII,23

F 1305/4

Krater Bichr.

K 20 Unstratified

LB I

III-IV CCXLIII,24

F 1563/25

Krater Bichr.

M 2 Unstratified

LB I

III-IV CCXLIII,25
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G 812/15

Sherd Bichr.

L. 10053f
Indefinable

LB II

III-IV CCXLVI, 18

G 312/4

Bowl (BR II)

L. 10024 Indefinable

LB II

III-IV CCXLVI, 21

G 400/1

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 10045 Indefinable

LB II

III-IV CCXLVI, 22

H 1376/1

Krater Bichr.

L. 2177 Tempel

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 29

H 834/3

Jar Bichr.

L. 2144 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 30

H 713/3

Jar Bichr.

L. 2142 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 31

H 713/1

Jar Bichr.

L. 2142 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 32

H 1065/9

Jar Bichr.

L. 2133 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 33

H 474/5

Jug (?) Bichr.

L. 2132 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCCXII, 2

H 501/1

Bowl Bichr.

L. 2179 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 34

H 810/3

Bowl Bichr.

L. 2142 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 35

H 1138/2

‘Milk Bowl’ (WS I)

L. 2133 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 36

H 1167/1

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 2133 - “ -

2/LB I

III_IV CCLXIX, 37

H 633/3

‘Milk Bowl’ (WS I)

L. 2138 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 38

H 446/1

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 2132 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 39

H 447/2

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 2132 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 40

H 1085/2

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 2133 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 41

H 408/1

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 2132 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 42

H 905/4

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 2117 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 43

H 1088/3

Bowl (BR I)

L. 2133 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCLXIX, 44

H 696/1

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 2156 - “ -

1B/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXVI,25

H 604/2

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 2126 - “ -

1B/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXVI,26

H 355/1

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 2121 - “ -

1B/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXVI,27

H 424/11

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 2102 - “ -

1B/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXVI,28

H 608/3

Bowl (BR I)

L. 2140 - “ -

1B/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXVI,29

H 1280/1

‘Bilbil’ Juglet (BR I)

L. 2182 - “ -

1B/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXVI,30
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H 670/1

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 2145 - “ -

1B/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXVI,31

H 1142/5

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR I)

L. 2135 - “ -

1B/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXVI,32

H 1333/4

‘Bilbil’ Juglet (BR I)

L. 2119 - “ -

1B/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXVI,33

H 165/3

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 2113 - “ -

1A/LB II

III-IV CCCXII,21

H 1258/1

Juglet (Wh.
Shaved).

L. 2156 - “ -

1B/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXVI,34

H 744/1

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 2119 - “ -

1A/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXXII, 9

H 106/14

‘Milk Bowl’ (WS I)

L. 2126 - “ -

1A/LB II

III-IV CCCXII, 11

H 358/2

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 2102 - “ -

1A/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXXII,10

H 1333/2

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 2119 - “ -

1A/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXXII,11

H 880/2

Bowl (Monochrome)

L. 2119 - “ -

1A/LB II

III-IV
CCLXXXII,12

‘Milk Bowl’?

L. 5001 Gate (Connected building)

2/LB I

III-IV CCXC, 7

K 447/6

Sherd

L. 5030 - “ -

2/LB I

III-IV CCXC, 8

K 236/13

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 5010 Cultic (gate)

1B/LB II

III-IV CCXCIII,20

K 274/1

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 5013b Cultic (gate)

1B/LB II

K 180/3

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR I)

L. 5006a Cultic (gate)

1B/LB II

K 193/4

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 5009 Gate

1A/LB II

K 79/9

‘Milk Bowl’
(WS II)

L. 5005 - “ -

1A/LB II

III-IV CCXCV,27

K 217/1

Bowl (BR)?

L. 5013 - “ -

1A/LB II

III-IV CCXCV,28

K 246/4

‘Bilbil’ Jug (BR II)

L. 5010 - “ -

1A/LB II

III-IV CCXCV,29

K 256/10

•
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